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than others those conditions, but still I
want to emphasize there is no very
grave problem.
We were able to take the names of
those hostages, to take the address of
their family in the States, and their
telephone number and on top of ttus —
and I do believe this is most important
to reassure the families in the States —
we were able to get from each hostage a
message, a Red Cross message, which
4 will be I sent to his family."
Schmid de Gruneck said a Red Cross
doctor woulr$take the messages and the
other information to the Geneva headquarters of the organization today "and
from there they will be sent to the
States, so I guess the families there
should receive them in a couple of days
and this should reassure them, I am
sure."
A Red Cross spokeswoman in Geneva
said the s messages would be
transmitted to the families by the
American Red Cross.
In Washington, State Department
spokesman Hodding Carter said the
Red Cross visit could be helpful to the
hostages and their families, but it was
"a palliative ... a mask for the central
reality that they are being held. Our objective is their release."
Hojatoleslam Mohammad Moussavi
Khoeini, the spiritual leader of the
militants, told reporters in`Pehran they
would be willing to allow the hostages'
families to visit them if President
Carter would not try to make propaganda out of the visits. He said Carter's
words and his use of the hostage issue in
the American presidential campaign
"raised obstacles" to such visits.
The mother and stepfather of the
youngest hostage, Barbara and Kenneth Timm of Oak Creek, Wis., left New
York Monday night for an attempt to
visit her son.Sgt. Kevin Hermening, 20.

Several Finance Officials
Expected At MSU Seminar
Representatives of financial institutions across the state of Kentucky
are expected to attend Murray State
University's annual banking seminar,
scheduled for April 22 and 23 at the Executive Inn, Owensboro.
William M. Isaac, director of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Washington, D.C., will be the
featured speaker at the seminar, the
theme of which is, "Challenges to Commercial Banking in the 1980s."
Isaac, who was appointed by President Carter in 1978 to a six-year term on
the FDIC board, also has been vicepresident, counsel and secretary of the
First Kentucky National Corporation
since 1974. He will be speaking on,
"Deregulation: The Challenge Ahead
for Banking," beginning at 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Others appearing on the program include: Edward E. Furash of Golembe
Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C., and
Darryl R. Francis, former president of
the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
Furash, whose firm provides
research and consulting services for

the banking industry, will speak at 8:50
a.m. Wednesday on "Profitable Banking in a N.O.W. Account Environment."
Ha_also is scheduled to speak at 1 p.m.
that day on "Are You Ready to Compete in the 80s."
James A. Davis, fornier board chairman and president of Central Bank and
Trust Company, Owensboro, and present chairman of the executive committee, First National Bank, Fairhope,
Ala., will moderate a panel discussion
Wednesday morning, beginning at 10:30
a.m.

In addition to Furash and Francis,
the panel members will include: Joseph
W. Phelps, president of Liberty National Bank & Trust Company,
Louisville, and H. Glenn Doran, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Peoples Bank, Murray.
Davis, a 1940 graduate of Murray
State and a former member of its board
of regents, also is coordinating the
seminar along with Dr. W.F. Edwards,
a professor and chairman of the
Department of Economics at the
Universal'.

STATE WINNERS — Three students from Murray High School, representing the Murray Woman's Club, won first place honors in contests at the
85th annual convention of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
held April 10, 11 and 12 at the Hyatt Regency, Louisville. Lisa Russell, left,
placed first for the short story she had written; Daryl Redden, centxr,
placed first for his sculpture, a dog; and Allen Pool, right, placed first for his
jewelry, a gold ring. The pressbook for the Murray club, compiled by
Shirley Winters, placed second in its category. The Murray Club received
citations from CARE and the Kentucky Association of Retarded Citizens. Attending the convention from Murray were Ceceiia Brock, Betty Lowry,
Oneida Boyd, and Peggy Billington, the latter being state pressbook chairman.

Last Minute Is Here
To File Tax Returns
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - If you're one
of the millions of taxpayers who have
put off filing federal income taxes until
the last minute because you owe
money, the last minute is here. And the
government can use the money.
Legally, taxpayers have until midnight to file their 1979 tax returns or be
penalized, and many post offices have
made special arrangements to accept
tax returns filed after the normal close
of business.
The Internal Revenue Service expects to receive 6.6 million tax returns
today alone, with equally large
amounts during the next two days. It
estimates it will receive 93 million tax
returns for 1979, up from 91 million for
1978.
The government expects a major influx of cash from the tax returns filed
on deadline because taxpayers who owe
the government money usually wait until the last minute to file.
Many, if not most, taxpayers will
have higher total tax bills for 1979, a
condition that's likely to continue this
year unless President Carter changes
his current opposition to a tax cut.
The nation's 18 percent annual inflation rate results in more taxes because
inflation-boosted income pushes tax-
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payers into higher tax brackets. This
occurs even though the actual buying
power of a worker's earnings declines,
which happened to most workers last
year.
Government receipts from all
sources will equal a record 22.4 percent
of the nation's gross national product in
1981, up from 20.8 percent this year. The
government estimates that receipts
from individual income taxes will rise
from $217.8 billion in 1979 to $238.7
billion in 1980 and to $274.4 billion in
1981.
Many taxpayers will find their higher
tax bills offset by bigger refunds. A refund often diverts a taxpayer's attention from the total tax bill, especially
when it is higher than expected.
Tax refunds have been so large this
year that they have caused the government a major financial headache.
Coupled with other cash needs, the
refunds almost completely wiped out
the government's cash balance in recent days.
The Treasury Departrnrit was so
strapped for funds it delayed sending
about $3 billion in refund checks for the
weekend to be certain it had enough
money to cover them. The checks were
sent Monday instead of Friday.
Refunds have averaged $591 per
return so far, compared to an average
8490 last year.
Larry Batdorf, an IRS spokesman,
said one reason for the higher refunds is
that deductible expenses — for such
things as mortgage interest payments
and medical expenses — are much
higher because of inflation.

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —, The 1980
General Assembly concluded its work
today by considering at least eight
possible veto overrides and continuing
to work on a possible compromise on
judicial and legislative pay increases.
Another possibility was a last-minute
attempt to revive a bill providing for
auto emission testing in the state's
more populous counties.
The House of Representatives voted
Monday to override seven of Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.'s vetoes and the Senate
added one veto override vote in the first
of a two-day veto session.
Both houses of the General Assembly
must agree to override a veto before the
governor's action can be nullified.
Changes in a constitutional amendment approved last year by Kentucky
voters gave the current General
Assembly the scheduling flexibility to
take a recess and come back to consider any gubernatorial vetoes.
Brown vetoed 17 bills or resolutions,
but .only six were upheld Monday.
Three other bills were to be considered
today.
The measure that received the
greatest debate Monday was House Bill
141, which would greatly increase the
penalties for possession and sale of
larger amounts of marijuana.
The House voted 80-14 to override the
veto and send the measure to the
Senate, but only after a tongue lashing
by Rep. Aubrey Williams, D-Lbuisville
that offended at least one member.
Williams charged the bill, which
would require minimum sentences for
offenses involving trafficking in marijuana, would force the state to release
more hardened criminals under a recent settlement of a federal court suit.
The settlement requires Kentucky to
reduce the size of its prison population.
"What we are talking about from a

practical standpoint is releasing robaers, rapists, burglars, herion dealers
and users," Williams said."We are giving Close people preferential treatment
because of your political temerity to do
what is right.
"Every damn one of you knows what
her-rune and cocaine do," Williams told
his colleagues. "Why the hell you want
to make the penalty more severe for
marijuana, damnit,is beyond me."
Rep. Richard Fryman, R-Albany,
later demanded and got an apology
from Williams because of his language.
The bill retains the current penalties
of 90 days in jail or a $250 fine for
possession of eight ounces or less of
marijuana. However, it provides progressively stiffer penalties for larger
amounts, up to 10 to 29 years in prison
for poKsession, manufacture or sale of
more than 50 pounds.
Brown,in his veto message, expressed concern about the severity of the
penalties and the potential for overcrowding the state's prisons. However,
many of the legislators said their constituents want more severe penalties
for drug users and pushers.
The Senate voted to uphold Brown's
vetoes of bills that he said could have
led to legalized cockfighting in Kentucky and making an appropriation for
court facilities in Louisville.
The House upheld Brown's veto -of
House Bill 544, that would have allowed
telephone companies to use projected
information rather than actual figures
to justify rate-increase requests. Brown
said the bill would cause consumers'
rates to rise.
The House also agreed with Brown's
vetoes of HB275, creating an office of
state archaeologist, and the appropriation in HB91, setting up a senior citizen
discount program, which dupllcated
another bill passed by the legislature.
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Over 350 Math Students
To Compete In Contest
More than 350 high school students
are expected to participate in the 18th
annual Mathematics Contests scheduled at Murray State University Tuesday,
April 22.
Scholarships, trophies and certificates will be awarded in four areas
of competition - Algebra I, Algebra II,
geometry and comprehensive.
The four top winners in the comprehensive contest will receive scholarships to Murray State. A $500 freshmanyear scholarship will go to the winner, a
$300 scholarship to the second-place
winner, a $200 one to the third-place
winner and a $100 award to the fourthplace winner.
Trophies and certificates will be
awarded the top three winners in the
other competitions. An over-all team
trophy, won last year by the Murray
High School students, also will be
presented to the team whose total individual scores are the greatest.
Registration for the event, which is
sponsored by the university and the
Ken-Lake Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, will begin at 9:30 a.m. in
the Student Center. The awards
ceremony is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. in
the center's auditorium.
Last year, Kenneth Town, a senior at

Paducah Tilghman High School, won
the top award in the comprehensive
competition as students from 22 schools
across West Kentucky participated.
Dr. W. E. Mahfoud, an as.sociate professor in the university's mathematics
department, is the campus coordinator
for the event.
To be eligible to participate, students
must be sponsored by teachers who are
members of the Ken-Lake Council, he
pointed out, but emphasized that those
teachers who are not may become
members the day of the contests upon
payment of the $2.00 membership fee
when they register their teams.

Personnel Items To
Be Discussed At
County Board Meeting
Personnel actions will be the main
item on the agenda of a special meeting
of the Calloway County School Board to
be held at 5 p.m. Thursday, April 17, according to Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent.
The meeting will be held at the board
of education building at 2110 College
Farm Road.

Comedy To Be Final Production
Of Season For University Theatre
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Extended Forecast
Chance of rain Friday, otherwise -partly cloudy. Overnight
lows in the upper 30s to low 40s
Thursday warming to the low and
mid 50s by Friday and upper 40s
to low 50s Saturday. Highs mostly
in the 60s except warmer Saturday with highs around 70.
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Action On Items
Ends Final Day
Of Assembly

Conditions Of
Hostages Good
By The Associated Press
One of two International Red Cross
representatives who visited "one by
one all the American hostages in the
Emhassy in Tehran said today he
found their health to be rather good and
their food supplies sufficient.
Dr. Bernard Liebeskind, a Geneva
physician, talked to reporters as he arrived at the Geneva airport from Iran
carrying a bagfull of personal
messages from the Americans, now in
their 164th day of captivity.
Liebeskind and Harald Schmid de
Gruneck, the Red Cross' chief delegate
in Tehran, spent more than nine hours
with the hostages Monday in the first
visa to all of the captives by independent observers.
Liebeskind said of the hostages:
They look a bit pallid, and they do not
have much exercise." The two Swiss
visitors took bananas with them, he
said.
It was the most extensive visit by any
foreigners to the captive Americans
since militant young Iranians seized the
embassy and its staff last Nov. 4. It was
also the first time any foreigners were
reported to have seen all the prisoners.
The Red Cross. apparently by agreement with the militants, would not confirm that the Americans total 50 in
number, as the State Department says.
But Schmid de Gruneck said they made
a list of all the hostages and their home
addresses and this along with their
messages would be forwarded to the
United States.
You can imagine those people have
been there under rather difficult
psychological conditions and they did
appear in good shape," the Red Cross
man told The Associated Press in a
telephone interview.
"Of course, there are some people —
this is just human — who support less

4:4f.

RED CROSS COLLECTION — Rick McGee, right, assistant social services
director for the Caloway County chapter of the American Red Cross,
receives a check from Ti Hicks, president of the Pi Kappa Alpha social
fraternity. Approximately SO members of the fraternity recently collected-nearly $900 for the Red Cross fund drive at roadblocks set up throughout
the city.
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A comedy by British playwright Alan
Ayckbourn entitled "How the Other
Half Loves" will be the final offering of
the season of the University Theatre at
Murray State University April 17-18-19.
Curtain time for each performance in
the University Theatre on the ground
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center is 8 p.m. Directing the show is
Charlene Butwell, instructor of speech
and theatre.
Ayckbourn, as England's foremost
comic writer, has been compared to
Neil Simon. Among his hallmarks are
the inventiveness of his plots and actions and his ability to create farcical
situations.
"How the Other Half Loves" focuses
on the interrelationships of three
couples. Each of the husbands is
employed by the same firm, with one of
the younger men involved in an affair
with the wife of the boss.
A late night secret meeting of the couple having the affair is disclosed, and

the two concoct a story which involves
another couple who are supposedly having domestic difficulties. An emotional
confrontation of all three couples gives
the script both force and humor.
living rooms of two households are
shown in the single set for the play. The
homes share a common dining area,
which takes on a character of its own as
it becomes the scene for two different
dinners simultaneously on two different
nights.
Cast members are Paul Petrasek,
Chicago, Ill., and Carla Horton, Murray, as Bob and Terry Phillips, Skip
Hamra, Murray, and Elaine Bass,
Memphis, Tenn., as Frank and Fiona
Foster; and Chris Brady, Madisonville,
and Cindy Wyatt, Benton, as William
and Mary Detweiler.
Ms. Butwell, whose previous directing credits include work at several
theatres in Tennessee and New York,
as well as work with the Purchase Area
Repertory Theatre (PART), a profes-

sional summer theatre at Murray
State, in 1979, said the show's "farcical
actions lead to moments of great hilarity and humor." She added that its
strong comic appeal has made the
script one of Ayckbourn's most popular
vehicles for production throughout this
country.
"The playwright demonstrates a unique skill by interweaving the dialogue
of the characters in two households
while still maintaining the impression
of distinct scenes," she said. "The play
offers some real challenges for the
director, as well as the actors, in
creating the realities of the situations in
it."
Assigned the task of creating the
simultaneous setting is Mike Wahlig of
Murray, a graduate student in speech
and theatre.
Reservations for tickets for the proi'duCtion may be made by calling the
University Theatre box office at 7676797 day or evening.
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Happenings In Community
Thursday, April 17
Tuesday, April 15
Temple Hill Chapter 511
Bonnie Joy Lansiaster will
present her senior voice Order of the Eastern Star is
recital at 8.15 p.in, at the Far- scheduled to meet at 7 30 p.m
rell Recital Hall, Fine Arts at the lodge hall.
Center, Murray State UniverHome Department of MurMurray Assembly No, 19 sity.
ray Woman's Club will meet
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
County
Murray-Calloway
at 2 p m at the club house with
will met at 7 p.m at the lodge
Board of Realtors will the program by the Oak Grove
hall.
Property
Private
celebrate
Puppeteers
Murray State University Week with a real estate
Murray Women of the
Racers will play Memphis seminar at 7 p.m. at the MurState in a baseball game at ray State University Special Moose will meet at 8 p.fft. at
Education Building, North the lodge hall.
Reagan Field at 2 p.m
16th Street. The public is inRay
by
recital
Woodwm
vited.
Ladies' Day Tennis First
Smith, instructor of music,
Serve of the Murray Country
will be held at 8:15 p.m. at the
Murray Plarsung Commis- Club will be held in the green
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts sion will meet at 7 p.m. at the room of the club at 10:30 a.m.
Center, Murray State Univer- Murray City Hall.
with Judy Carroll and Sheila
sity.
Grogan as hostesses.
Wednesday, April 16
Skating Party for Rangers
Annual Tee-off Coffee for
and Rangerettes of Woodmen
Special matinee showing of
of the World will be held at the lady golfers of the Murray "Coal Miner's Daughter" for
Murray SkateLand from 6 to 8 Country Club will be at 10 a.m. the Senior Citizens will be
p.m. Members are to wear at the club.
shown at 1 p.m at the Cine II
long pants. This is for
Oaks Country Club women Cinema. The admission will be
members only, no guests.
will have a luncheon at the $1.50.
club at 12 noon with Saundra
Martin's Chapel Unite
Meals for the Nutrition ProJohnson
Methodist Church Women are Edwards and Janice
the Elderly will be
as chairmen of the hostesses. gram for
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
at 12 noon at the
Bridge will be played at 9:30 served
Douglas Center.
Singles Class of Seventh and a.m. with Hazel Beale as
hostess.
of
Poplar Church
Christ will
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Registration for the First have activities from 10 a.m. to
Grade and Kindergarten will 2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
be held at 9 a.m. at East lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Murray TOPS I take off Calloway Elementary School.
pounds sensibly Club will
Murray Senior Citizens will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Hazel Senior Citizens will meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Center, North Seventh and hear a program by Clara the Ellis Center with Hearing
Olive Streets.
Bramley,and will join ma bir- Evaluation at 10 a.m.,lunch at
Harvest Sunday School thday party for all those hav- 12 noon, and table games,
Class of First Baptist Church ing birthdays in April at the quilting, and visiting at 12:30
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch
church parlor.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
will be served at 11:45 a.m.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Murray State University
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens 7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center.
women's tennis team will
meet the University of will meet at 1 p.m. at St.
Slides of Trinidad and
Missouri at St. Louis in a John's Senior Citizens Office
match beginning at 3:30 p.m. at 1620 Main Street, Murray. Jamaica will be shown by the
on the University Courts, Baskets and place mats or Rev. Calvin Wilkins at the
your own handwork will be Sugar Creek Baptist Church at
Chestnut Street.
featured. For information call 7 p.m.
Don Cain, Murray State stu- Alma Cooper at 753-2612.
Faculty Brass Quintet Condent, will conduct a workshop
Birthday party for all Senior cert will be held at 7 p.m. at
on silversmithing from 6 to 8
having birthdays in. the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
p.m. a Mason Art Gallery, Citizens
AOKI will be held at 12 noon at Arts Center, Murray State
Hart Hall, MSU.
the Douglas Center.
University.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Willing Workers Class of
Don Cain, Murray State stuSinking Spring Baptist Church Kappa is scheduled to meet at
will meet at the home of Nan- Gene and Jo's Florist at 7 p.m. dent, will conduct a workshop
on silversmithing from 6 to 8
cy Bogard at 7:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County p.m. at Mason Art Gallery,
Band Parents will meet at Mental Health and Mental Hart Hall, MSU.
the Murray High School Band Retardation Board of Directors will meet at 3 p.m. at the
room at 7 p.m.
Reader's Theatre at Murray
center, 702 Main Street, Mur- State University will present
Local 1068 Retirees Chapter ray.
the works of Jesse Stuart by
will have a covered dish supCynthia Turnbow all day in
Poet Stanley Kunitz will the
Center
per at 5:30 p.m. at the recreaStudent
tion room of the First Chris- read from his works in Room Auditorium, MSU.
tian Church, 111 North Fifth 423, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University,at 7:30 p.m.
Murray State University
Street, Murray.
Theatre will present -How the
by
workshop
Silversmithing
Other Half Loves- at 8 p.m.
Don Cain, Murray State stu- Admission will be $3 for
Tbru Thur.
dent, will be from 6 to 8 p.m. in adults, 61.50 for children
7:osi:341
Mason Art Gallery, Hart Hall, under 12, or by season ticket.
SELLERS
MSU.
Tuesday, April IS
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7 30 p.m. at the club
house
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First United Methodist
Church Men and First Christian Church Christian Men's
Fellowship will hear Coach
John Behling speak at the dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the
Church
First Christian
Fellowship Hall.

Tbru Thur.
"

All Campus Sing, sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Iota, women's
honorary music fraternity,
will be held from 4 to 6 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.

4 561

Suzanne
Somers in
"Nothing
Personal"(PC)
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Thursday, April 17
Country
and
Town
Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Beryl Whaley,
802 Guthrie,at 7:30 p.m.
Meeting of New ConcordHamlin Senior Citizens
scheduled for today has been
postponed to May 15.
District 13 of Kentucky
Nurses Association will meet
at 630 p.m. at Mason Hall,
Murray State University.
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Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with Beth Broach
to speak on "Physical
Fitness."

B&PW Club Plans
Meeting Thursday
The Business and Professional Women's Club will meet
Thursday, April 17, at 6:30
p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Beth Broach, teacher of
physical education at the Murray Middle School, will present the program on
"Physical Fitness."
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.

In a candlelight ceremony,
Miss Lisa Mathis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Mathis,
became the bride of Rick
Spann, foster son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Thornton.
The double-ring ceremony
was performed by John Dale
at the New Providence Church
of Christ.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Jerry and
Karen Bolls, Joanne Cavitt,
Ernie Bailey, and Linda
Payne.
The wedding vows were exchanged before an arched
candelabrum and one each
side was a nine branch
candlabrum decorated with
rust and yellow mums, and
greenery. The family pews
were marked wall a candle
surrounded by mums and
babys breath.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the. altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She wore a formal
gown of white organza over
bridal taffeta, accented with a
combination of venise and
brussels type lace. Fashioned
in the empire design, the
bodice featured a high
neckline and a sheer yoke accented by a lace flounce extending over the shoulders. Long
sheer sleeves were caught at
the wrist with a lace cuff and
matching flounce. The empire
waist was defined by a wide
satin ribbon and was accented
in the back with tiny selfcovered buttons. The full skirt
featured a deep hemline
flounce and attached chapel
train.
To complete her ensemble,
the bride chose a fingertip veil
of silk illusion attached to a
Juliet cap of lace identical to
thatof the gown. She carried a
bouquet of yellow silk roses
and baby's breath with yellow
ribbon streamers.
Miss Ann Mathis of Henderson, Tenn., attended her sister
as maid of honor. She wore a
rust floral print dress accented by a lace and ribbon
trimmed bodice and wide
flounce at the hemline. She
carried a bouquet of yellow
and rust mums with rust ribbon streamers.
The groom wore a white
After-Six tuxedo with a white
ruffled shirt. His boutonniere
was a yellow silk rose with
baby's breath.
Joe Thornton father of the
groom, served as best man.
Greg Garland and Glenn
Gibbs served as ushers. The
men wore rust tuxedoes with
beige ruffled shirts trimmed
in rust and their boutonnieres
were yellow silk roses.
Misses LaJeanna and Jill
Thornton sisters of the groom,
presided at the guest register.
They wore corsages of yellow
daisies.
Mrs. Mathis the mother of
the bride, wore a floorlengthed gown of sea green
knit. Mrs. Thornton, mother of
the groom, wore a floor-length
gown of aqua blue knit. Their
corsages were white
glarnelias.
Grandmothers, Mrs. Edith
Mathis and Mrs. Louise Carroll, were presented corsages
of yellow daisies.

This Is Your Invitation To Hoar

BILL DILLION
Hazel Kentucky

IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF

Gospel Meetings
April 13-18/ 1980
SONG LEADER - JIM WINEINGER - PALESTINE, TEXAS

- Sunday: Class 10 a.m.-Worship 11 a.m.
Services-Sunday Night tine Friday Night at 7:30

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
5 MILES EAST OF MURRAY ON OLD POTTERTOWN ROAD, HWY 280
For Transportation (oll: 753-3629 or 753-4661

Vida Trenholm, RN., has
been proclaimed Nurse of the
Year by District 13 of the Kentucky Nurses Association At
the last KNA meeting, Mrs
Trenholm was presented a
KNA pin with ruby setting and
the following proclamation
written by her fellow nurses.
WHEREAS this nurse has
been faithful to the Nursing
Association through perfect or
near perfect attendance at
meetings,and
WHEREAS she has been
dedicated to her job and has
managed to stay at the bedside even with administrative
responsibilities, and
WHEREAS she has shown
devotion to geriatrics and in

A7-.46?-tot4.
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MADDING BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Gene
Madding, McClain's Trailer
Park, Paris, Tenn., announce
the birth of a baby boy, Bobby
Gene, weighing seven pounds
15 ounces, born on Thursday.
April 3, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Juanita Beaver.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Beaver, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl McDaniel, Murray,
and the late Bobby Gene Madding of Fulton.

$1r. and Urs. Rick Spann
Mrs. Sue Sills aunt of the
bride, directed the wedding
and reception.
Reception
After the ceremony a reception was held in the church annex.
The table was covered with
an ivory lace cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of rust and yellow mums and
baby's breath in an antique
carnival glass bowl. On each
side were matching candle
sticks holding ivory candles.
Fruit punch was served from
a crystal bowl.
The three tiered wedding
Cake had mounds of roses on
the first and second tiers with
two white doves perched on a
heart decorating the top tier.
The sides of the cake were
decorated with roses, white
wedding bells, and tiny white

doves.
Mrs. Leon Barrow and Mrs.
Ronnie Sills served the guests.
Their corsages were yellow
daisies.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Spann now reside on College
Farm Road in Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thornton,
parents of the groom, entertained with a rehearsal dinner
in the church annex. The buffet dinner was prepared and
served by Mrs. Thornton.
Places were set . for 22
guests. The tables were
covered with white linen
cloths and decorated with arrangements of yellow silk
roses and ivory candles.
Following the dinner the
bridal couple presented gifts
to members of the wedding
party.

Murray Piano Students
Participate, Festival

Several Murray piano
students participated recently
in the annual festival for
junior and senior-high school
pianists sponsored by the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association. The regional
festival was held at Murray
State University on March 29
with students from Paducah,
Madisonville, Benton,
Mayfield, Eddyville, and Murray participating.
Students studying piano
with teachers who are
members of K.M.T.A. or
K.M.E.A. may enter the
regional festival and may
elect to receive ratings or advisory comments only from
the judge who hears them.
Murray students who played
in the junior division were
Michael Wilkins, Karen
Dowdy, and Matthew
Ferguson who played for comments, and Amy Ross who
received a "superior" rating.
In the senior division
superior ratings were awarded to Murrayans Mark
Hussung and Kellie Overby.
1414, Murray; Mrs. Alicia W. Anita Underhill and Brenda
Byrn, 516 South Seventh Conley also participated in the
Street, Mayfield; Russell H. festival. The adjudicator was
Hargrove, 917 West Water
Street, Mayfield.
Mrs. Agnes G. Cothran, Rt.
3, Box 326B, Murray; LaDonna Herring, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Mrs. Vicki L. Oliver, 210 South
Ninth Street, Murray; James
NEW YORK (AP) - Many
D. Hopkins, Rt. 2, Box 90A, famous Americans do not
Murray; Shannon Bean, Rt. 7, mind revealing their personal
Box 498, Murray.
backgrounds, yet they resist
Chester L Todd, Rt. 7, Box disclosing their ages, reports
498, Murray; Lelon M. Farley, Jim Bobulski, publisher of
316 Woodlawn, Murray; Alice "Who's Who in America."
Faye Emerson, El Murray
He says 29.46 percent of the
Manor, Murray; Mrs. Mitzi A. women and 2.35 percent of the
English, Rt. 1, Box 324D, Ben- men in the reference book
ton; Esther Mae Edwards, omit their birth dates in giving
Box 282, Murray.
their biographical data.
L. D. Drowns,Rt. 1, Box 203,
Bobulski notes that one
Mayfield; John F. Hall, Rt. 3,
woman, rather than fill in a
Murray; Amy Moon, 204
blank with her birth date,
Charlotte, Clinton; Clinton E.
declared: "Racks and thumbPaschall, 605 Ellis, Murray;
screws could not extort it."
Mrs. Tennie H. Duncan, Rt. 2,
Another person replied:
Hazel.
"Have decided not to be
Fred Dick, Rt. 4, Box 219,
born." Still another wrote: "I
D.
Tommy
Murray;
am not young enough to be
Workman, Rt. 1, Box 175A,
careless, nor old enough to be
Murray; Mrs. Sybil Barrow,'
reckless."
Box 37, Dover, Tenn.; Max H.
Churchill, 312 North Fifth
The first police force in the
Street, Murray; Virgil F. Nan- United States was established
ney (expired), 1311 Sycamore in New Amsterdam New York
City) in 1658.
Street, Murray.

liOSPIIAL NEWS
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NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Pierpoint, baby girl, (Connie), Rt. 1, Box 130, Big Sandy,
Tenn.
Fulks, baby girl, (Lisa), Rt.
8, Box 577, Benton.
Jones, baby boy, ( Vicki),
1017 Sharpe Street, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Phyllis R. Henson and
baby boy, Rt. 5, Box 162A,
Benton; Mrs. Mary E. McNeely, Rt. 5, Box 295, Benton;
Shawn W. Davis, Rt. 2, Box

Local Woman Named
'Nurse Of The Year'

Lisa Mathis Is Married
To Mr. Spann At Church

Dr. Judyth Lippmann of the
Murray State piano faculty.
Senior division players
receiving the highest rating
have been invited to play in an
Honors Recital in Louisville
on May 18 and also may enter
the state level High School
Piano contest which will take
place next fall at the annual
state convention. A prescribed
program of music and a concerto are required for that
event.
Future keyboard events in
which piano students in the
western part of the state may
participate are the All-State
Piano Ensemble which will be
held during the K.M.T.A. convention at Murray State
University next fall, and the
keyboard work shop for
Elementary Piano Students
which will be offered late fall,
1980, and will be open to
students of all piano teachers.

raw

caring for our fathers,
mothers, grandparents, and
friends, and
WHEREAS she has shown
professional concern through
support of nursing students
and nurses and has given high
priority to continuing education, and
WHEREAS she is a sincere
and, humble person with high
ideals and is fun lobe with,
BE IT THEREFORE
RESOLVED that we the
members proclaim Vida
Trenholm K.N.A., District 13
Nurse of the year.
A native of Canada, Mrs.
Trenholm was graduated
from the Moncton City
Hospital School of Nursing,
Moncton, New Brunswick, in
1939. She came to the United
States in 1961 and to Murray
the following year.
She was 3-11 shift nursing
supervisor at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
seven years. In 1969 she
became Director of Nursing at
Westview Nursing Home. Ten
years later, in December 1979,

THOMPSON GIRL
Mr.and Mrs. Jeff Thompson
of Martin, Tenn., are the
parents of a' baby girl, Lori
Elizabeth, weighing eight
pounds kl0 ounces, born on
Monday, April 7, at the Obion
County General Hospital,
Union City, Tenn.
The mother, is the former
Lana Short of Hornbealt,
Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Short of Hornbeak,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Archie Thofnpson of Buchanan,
Term.

*

VI•
"

1
"
"
lir
Vida Trenholm,R. N.

she retired from full-time nursing, but she has continued to
work part-time at Westview.
KNA,District 13 will hold its
next meeting on April 17 at
6:30 p.m. in Mason Hall on the
Murray State University campus. The meeting will be a
potluck dinner honoring the
graduating nursing students
at Murray State.
A series of lectures for continuing education credit will be
conducted at the KNA
The Home Department of meetings during 1980. The
the Murray Woman's Club will series entitled "Nursing
meet Thursday, April 17, at 2 Throughout the Life Span"
will begin at the April 17
p.m. at the club house.
"Love Lifts Life" will be the meeting. Linda Clark, R. N.
theme of the program to be will speak on "New Trends in
presented by the Friendship Childbirth."
Nurses who attend the enPuppeteers of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian tire series will earn .5 continuChurch, Ann Jeffrey, director. ing education units.
All registered nurses are inMrs. Fil Boston, chairman,
and Mrs. Lester Goheen, vice vited to attend. According to
chairman, urge all members KNA district 13 president, Ann
Ingle, R. N.
to attend.

Home Department
Program Planned
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DEAR DR LAMB - lam a
64-year-old female and I've
had quite a few attacks of
pain under the rib cage and in
the abdominal area These
pains last from four to six
hours I was once X-rayed for
ulcers and for my gallbladder
and everything was all right I
was wondering if this could be
a spastic colon. I also am
overweight and would like a
good diet to lose weight What
would you suggest for a spastic colon — diet or medication'
DEAR READER -- You did
the right thing to have a medical examination. Its impossible to tell what's really causing pains without a thorough
examination Yes, you're
right, you can have such pains
from a spastic colon. But I
caution you that fact doesn't
mean that a spastic colon is
causing your problem That
diagnosis should only be made
if your history of bowel movements and digestive disturbances is consistent with,it.
Often the way this happens
is the colon, which is a long
muscular tube, will go into
spasm. When it does this, gas
will be trapped behind the
area of the spasm. The gas
distends the colon just like an
inflated balloon.
The colon is really a horseshoe-shaped tube that runs
around the outer edge of the
abdominal cavity, so it does
come up and bend underneath
the right rib margin, then
passes across your upper

Concerts By
Mrs. Taylor
Completed
Marie Taylor, assistant professor of music at Murray
State University, recently
completed a series of spring
concerts, in eburches in
Southern California, primarily in the Los Angeles area.
Mrs. Taylor, who teaches
piano at Murray State and is
noted for her chamber music
performances, was invited to
perform with Charles Roe, a
leading baritone with the New
York City Opera and an
associate professor of voice at
the University of Southern
California.
The concerts, featuring both
vocal and piano selections,
emphasized the. Passion of
Christ and were performed as
a part of Holy Week activities.
In addition, Mrs. Taylor was
the guest artist for a benefit
concert in which she
presented a program of jazz
music. She was assisted by
two Los Angeles area professional musicians, percussionist Steve Bazagian and
bassist Tom Pedrini.
Mrs. Taylor joined the faculty at Murray State in 1969. She
is a native of Brookport,
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As you requested, I m also
abdomen, bends again under
the left rib margin and sending you The Health Letter
number 4-7, Weight Losing
descends down your left side
Gas tends to accumulate Diet If you decide To lose
where the colon makes a weight, you're going to have
sharp bend under the liver to be careful to include
just under the right rib mar- enough foods in your diet that
gin and also where it bends contain bulk If you don't get
again on the left side just enough bulk while dieting,
that can contribute to constiunderneath the ribs
To give you more informa- pation and colon problems
tion about the spastic colon so Eat lots of raw, leafy vegetayou can have a better idea bles and be sure that you have
whether that's applicable to enough cereal that has bran in
it to help provide some bulk
you. I am sending you The
Health Letter number 2-1,
You can add bran to other
Spastic or Irritable Colon and
foods, including cereals and
Constipation. Other readers even fruits Don't try to take
who want this issue can send
bran dry as it can stick in
75 cents with a long, stamped. your esophagus (food tube).
self-addressed envelope for it. Some people have lots of gas
Send your request to me, in
when they first add bran to
care of this newspaper, P.O. the diet These people often do
Box 1551. Radio City Station. better to sneak up on it and
New York, NY 10019.
• first add whole-wheat bread,
Frequently, individuals then cereals and finally more
with a mild spastic colon can bran if needed The excess gas
control most of their symp- . will usually stop in about
toms by changing their diet three weeks after your diet is
and developing good bowel stabilized
If that creates too many
habits, all of which is discussed in the issue of The problems for you, you can use
Health Letter I'm sending some Metamucil or other bulk
you. The chemical laxative former to provide some needhabit is a poor idea for such ed bulk while you're cutting
down on your food intake
people_

peatt)
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By Abigail Van Buren

Twelve Questions for
Sobering Thought
DEAR ABBY: You probably won't remember!me, but lam
a fairly successful, middle-aged family man who wrote to
you about a year ago telling you I thought I had a problem
with alcohol. I was drunk when I wrote that letter and
couldn't remember mailing it, but I know I did because
much to my surprise I received an answer from you!
You sent along a list of 12 questions to be answered yes or
no; you told me if _there were four or more "yeses" I was in
deep trouble. You also urged me to go to just one Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting.
To make a long story short I went, feeling slightly
embarrassed, but my embarrassment soon turned to
courage when I found doctors, lawyers, musicians, school
teachers, bellhops, policemen and construction workers
there. I was relieved to learn that I was not alone — that
others suffered from the same feelings of fear, inadequacy
and guilt that I felt.
On this, my first anniversary of sobriety, I just had to say
thank you for sending me to A.A. You saved my life.
RAY

Miss Caro yn asch , left,
- -to iced Terrence Van Day
Miss llarilvn Paschall. right,
-to iced Thomas Alvin (;arner
Mrs. Vernon Hugh Paschall of Puryear, Tenn., has announced the engagements and approaching marriages of her
twin daughters, who are also the daughters of the late Mr.
Paschall.
Miss Carolyn Lynn Paschall is the bride-elect of Terrence
Van Day, son of Mrs. Carlene Hickman of Paris, Tenn., and
John Day of Indianapolis, Ind. He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Carmen Smith of Paris, Term., and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Day of Indianapolis,Ind.
Their chosen wedding date is May 24.
Miss Marilyn Gwen Paschall is engaged to Thomas Alvin
Garner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Garner of Paris, Term.,
and the grandson of Mrs. John Beavers of Russellville and
the late Mr. Beavers.
Their chosen wedding date is Aug. 9.
The brides-to-be are granddaughters of Mr. and Mrs. John
Weiher, Sr., of Cottage Grove, Tenn., and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer 0. Paschall of the North Fork Community. Both
are 1978 graduates of Henry County High School, Paris,
Tenn,

1. Have you ever decided to stop drinking for a
week or so, but only lasted for a couple of days?
Yea( ); No( ).
Most of us in A.A. made all kinds of promises to
ourselves and to our families. We could not keep
them. Then we came to A.A., which said:"Just try not
to drink today." (If you do not drink today, you
cannot get drunk today.)
2. Do you wish people would mind their own
business about your drinking — stop telling you what
to do? Yes) ); No) ).
In A.A. we do not tell anyone to do anything. We
just talk about our own drinking, the trouble we got
into and how we stopped.
3. Have you ever switched from one kind of drink to
another in the hope that this would keep you from
getting drunk? Yes( ); No( I.
We tried all kinds of ways. We made our drinks
weaker. Or just drank beer. Or we did not drink
cocktails. Or only drank on weekends. You name it,
we tried it. But if we drank anything with alcohol in
it, we usually got drunk eventually.
4. Have you had a drink in the morning during the
past year? Yes( ); No( ).
Do you need a drink to get started, or to stop
shaking? This is a pretty sure sign that you are not
drinking "socially."
5. Do you envy people who can drink without
getting into trouble? Yes) ); No( 1.
At one time or another, most of us have wondered
why we were not like most people, who really can
take it or leave it.
8. Have you had problems connected with drinking
during the past year? Yes( I; No) 1.
Be honest! Doctors say that if you have a problem
with alcohol and keep on drinking, it will get worse
— never better.
7. Has your drinking caused trouble at home?
Yea( ); No(
8. Do you ever try to get "extra" drinks at a party
because you do not get enough? Yes) 1; No)
9. Do you tell yourself you can stop drinking
anytime you want to. even though you keep getting
drunk when you don't mean to? Yes( I; No) I.
Many of us kidded ourselves into thinking that we
drank because we wanted to. After we came into
A.A., we found out that once we started to drink, we
couldn't stop.
10. Have you missed days at work because of
drinking? Ye.) I; No( I.
Many of us admit now that we "called in sick" lots
of times when the truth was that we were hung-over
or on a drunk.
11. Do you have "blackouts"? Yes) 1; No(
A blackout is when there are drinking hours or
days we cannot remember.
12. Have you ever felt that your life would be bettor
if you did not drink? Yes( I; No( I.
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and
women who share their experience, strength and
hope with each other that they may solve a common
problem and help others to recover from alcoholism.
The only requirement for membership is a desire to
stop drinking. There are no dues or fees for membership. It is self-supporting through voluntary contoibutions.
Look for A.A. in your phone book, or write to Box
459, Grand Central Station. New York, N.Y. 10017
for information.
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4-11-48
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
England, baby girl, t Pam).
423 South Second Street,
Mayfield
Hutson, baby girl, (1-ma),
602 Walnut Street, Paris,
Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Terry G Dalton, Box MOB,
Hart Hall, Murray. Myron D.
Vanleer, Box 5597, Hart Hall,
Murray, Johnny D. Elliott, C2
&autism& Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy S. Wagoner, Rt.
1, Box 118, Hazel; Mrs. Sandra
S. Hastings, Rt. 1, Box 118,
Hollow Rock, Tenn.
Tina A. Miller, 207
Woodlawn, Murray; Mrs.
Carol J. Hodges, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Pamela R. Holmes, Rt. 2,
Mayfield; Mrs. Katherine Ann
Miller, Rt. 1, Farmington;
Mrs. Mary E. Howard, Rt. 7,
Mayfield.
Robert N. Hughes, Box 194,
Put-year, Tenn.; Mrs. Mavis
Aileen Duncan, 1204 Doran
Road, Murray; Mrs. Reba E.
Newton, 1405 Wilnut Street,
Benton; Mrs. Ivergene
Dublin, Rt. 1, Dexter; Ricky J.

Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood rnet in the home of
their honor member, Mrs.
COlga Freeman on Monday
evening, April 7
Mrs.
Freeman is a member of the
State Executive Board of the
Sisterhood. Her co-hostess
was Miss Ann Herron.
The entertaining rooms
were decorated with bouquets
of spring blossoms and the
serving table, covered by a
lace cloth, was centered with
an arrangement of daisies,
flanked by candles. Mrs.
Howard Titsworth and Mrs.
Lewis Bossing were invited to
pour tea and coffee to accompany the refreshments.
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, president of the chapter, presided,
and led the new officers in a
ritual demonstration. Mrs.
Gerald Hudder read an article
xi Good Membership.
Guests at the meeting were
Mrs. Bobbie Maupin, president of her Chapter in Bloomfield, Mo., and Mrs. John W.
Twomey, a member of
Chapter E, Connecticut.
Members present, other than
those previously mentioned
Mesdames M.P.
were
Christopher, Larrie Clark,
George Hart, L. J. Hortin,
William S. Major, Henry
McKenzie, John E. O'Brien,
John C. Quertermous, Paul
Sturm, W. R. Wissman and
Dr. Joan Maupin.
Inc next meeting of the
Chapter will be on Saturday,
April 19, with Miss Susan
Ramp presenting the program.

"Birth of Jazz" will be the
theme of the program to be
presented at the meeting of
the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30
p.m. at the club house, according to the program committee member. Kathryn Car-

man.
Mrs. Carman will be
assisted by Vickie Travis,
Joan
Cavitt, Margaret
Trevathan, and Doris Rose.
Performers will include
Wanda Dick, Suzanne
Johnson, Louise Weatherly,

NEE2IWOMAN

Miller, Rt. 1, Bat 318, Murray.
Raymond J. Sims, 1542
Claysture, Murray, Mrs. Pat
M. Alibrittem, Rt. 4, Murray;
James C. Gavin, 404 North L
P. Miller Street. Murray;
Mrs. Lucille Moore, Rt. 5, Box
452M, Murray; Jimmy E.
McLeod, Jr., Rt. 1, Dexter.
Bradley W. Rowland, Rt. 7,
Box 482, Murray; Paul S.
Lowe, 605 South Market
Street, Paris, Term.; Mrs.
Norma J. Morganti, 2218
Gatesboro, Murray; Jerry D
Lamb, 213 Irvin, Murray;
Mrs. Ruby E. Lampkins, Rt. 1,
Raze!.
Mrs. Ruby C. Hargis, 1205
Poplar Street, Murray; Cloys
R. Butterworth, Rt. 7, Murray; Dennis M. Corwin, 1715
Wells Extended, Murray;
Mrs. Fonza Orr, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Mabelle S. Farmer, 806
Main Street, Murray.
Mrs. Reba Henson, 739
Riley, Murray; Mrs. Dollie
Jones, Westview Nursing
Home, Murray; Sherman
Jules, Cr Box 51, New Concord; Miss Meadow Huie (expired), 725 Riley, Murray.

)

Of Interest To

Senior Citizens

Hearing Clinic Planned
A communication disorders
screening clinic will be made
available to senior citizens in
Murray and Calloway County
as a free public service on
Thursday, April 17.
Scheduled from 10 to 11:30
a.m. in the Ellis Senior
Citizens Center, the screenings are part of the services
offered through the federally
funded Environmental Communication Intervention for
the Aging Project (ECIA) by
the Department of Special
Education at Murray State
University.
The purpose of the screenings is to identify any speech,
language, and-or hearing problem which may need further
evaluation.
Debbie Crutcher, ECIA project director, explained that
communication
most
disorders found in older persons are complex and require

Wondering what to do with
hard-cooked eggs? They make
a wonderful egg salad filling
that can be extended with cottage cheese, chopped celery,
green pepper, seasoning to
taste, all held together with
dairy sour cream.

Music Department To Hear Special Program

'
DEAR RAY: No thanks due me. I merely pointed to
the road. You took it.
To celebrate your sobriety. I am printing the 12
questions so that others who wonder if they have a
drinking problem can test themselves. The test was
written by those who know first-hand what alcoholism is all about — members of Alcoholics Anonymous,

HOSP1 Al NEWS

Betty Thompson, Edith Nofsinger, Mary Beth Hays, Doris
Rose, -and Karen Bolls. A
special guest performer will
be Mary Farmer.
Hostesses will be Barbara
Simons, Pat Seiber, Margaret
Porter, Barbara Jewell, and
Wanda Moseley.

NE EDII.WOMAN

extensive testing to identify
the specific needs of the individual. For example, she
pointed out that hearing and
hearing aid evaluations that
may take as long as four hours
must be completed before a
hearing aid is recommended.
Screenings to be provided on
April 17 will determine if further testing is indicated.
Speech, language, and hearing screenings will be conducted, and referral information and-or suggestions will be
provided immediately following the screenings.
The screenings will be conducted by the ECIA staff, including Ms. Crutcher and
Judy Nantau, who are certified speech pathologists, and
Donnie Noles, a certified
audiologist.
Anyone interested in more
information may call Ms.
Crutcher, Ms. Nantau, or
Noles at 762-2446.
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FABRICS
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 8 ARCADIA CT.
MON. TUES. 8 SAT. 9:00-6:00
WED. THURS. 8 FRI. 9:00-800
SUN, 1:00-5:00
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Fighting Inflation
Battles With Words
WASHINGTON ( AP — Congressional foot soldiers in the battle against
inflation talk a lot about biting bullets
yet often find words a more convenient
form of ammunition.
"Too many legislators are press conference misers and roll call spendthrifts," Sen. Edmund S. Muskie said
the other day in a speech to the National
Association of Realtors.
While some colleagues might argue
the Maine Democrat's contention, most
would agree that the job of balancing
the budget has produced some unusual
gyrations of both arithmetic and
rhetoric.
As Muskie's Senate Budget Committee was hacking its way through the
spending jungle, one of its top liberals
— Howard Metzenbaum — found
himself voting with Republicans for a 5
percent cut in the federal bureaucracy.
Fir the Ohio Democrat, it meant an
unusual alliance with conservative
Republicans William Armstrong of Colorado, Nancy L. Kassebaum of Kansas,
Orrin G. Hatch of Utah, Rudy
Boschwitz of Minnestoa and Pete V.
Dotnenici of New Mexico.

Washington Today

"Forgive me, mother," Metzenbauir
said. -I'm about to get into bed with
Armstrong, Kassebaum, Hatch,
Bosch witz and Domenici."
There was no telling how Metzenbaurn's mother would have reacted, but
Muskie shot him a quizzical look and
asked:
"What kind of bed have you got?"
And if budget balancing makes for
curious bedfellows, it also can provoke
parochial pillow fights.
At the same Budget Committee
meeting, Conservative Sen. Ernest F.
D-S.C., lit into liberal Sen.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., as
representing -fiscal debauchery
while) I represent a triple-A credit
rating."
"The whole city of New York is on
food stamps," Hollings asserted.
"Did I hear the senator correctly —
that the whole city of New York is on
food stamps?" Moynihan asked.
Well, it might as well be," Hollings
answered."You came to Washington to
ask for financial food stamps" in the
form of federal loan guarantees.
"I don't thinkjt's very mature," the
New Yorker fumed of Hollings' line of
reasoning.
By WALTER R. MEARS
Al'Special Correspondent

Reagan,Makes Things
Perfectly Clear
WASHINGTON (API — Ronald
Reagan was making everything
perfectly clear: he thinks it would be
hypocritical to hold the Olympic games
in Moscow, and wrong for President
Carter to tell American athletes they
can't go there.
In other words, he's for the Olympic
boycott but against enforcing it. Or
something like that.
Reagan tried to hurdle the boycott
question before the American Society of
Newspaper Editors. Insofar as his
replies can be decoded, he seems to be
firmly on both sides of the issue.
Here's what he said:
"I have always favored the boycott
because I believe it is hypocritical to
hold those games that were born in a
spirit of peace thousands of years ago,
to hold them in the Soviet Union with its
record of aggression and bloodshed all
over the world.
"But I had hoped that our country
would be able to persuade the leading
other countries in the world to join us in
holding those games in an alternative
place. To just not go there, now, it
seems that we're all alone and here
again I think this is the result of the
vacillating foreign policy of this administration, that we can't get our
allies and friends to join us.
"We don't have the persuasive power
to get them to join us in this. And then I
must say that, having been in athletics
myself, I got to thinking about here we
are, all alone, we're not going to be able
to prevent the Olympics from being
held, our young people who have train-

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
It takes one to know one. Only a
thinker of the stature of Ralph Waldo
Emerson 1803-1882) could make this
warning about the pitfalls of scholarship believeable.
Man Thinking must not be subdued by his instruments. Books
are for the scholars' idle times.
When he can read God directly,
the hour is too precious to be
wasted in other men's transcripts
of their readings.
This word of caution to "the
bookworm" is found in Emerson's
famous essay on "The American
Scholar,- delivered in 1837.
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ed so hard are not going to be able to go
there, and so for a while I did say that I
had to stew about that and what I felt.
"When the president called them
there to the White House and then just
issued the ultimatum to them that they
weren't going, there was something
that disturbed me about a president of
the United States saying to free
Americans that they couldn't leave our
country. This kind of smacked of —
while we didn't put up a fence or a wall
— the kind of thing that we see
totalitarian countries doing.
"I didn't Like that, so when I said the
other day, I do support the boycott, and
then I said that rather than having the
president deny them the right to go,
would rather see the athletes and of
course the Olympic committee is included in that, I would rather see them
be persuaded and make the decision
themselves not to go.
"But I can't bring myself, Itbust confess, to saying that we are going to be
the only country absent, that the president should be able to say to a group of
Americans and set that precedent that
you can't leave the country.-

H(

10 Years Ago

Capitol Ideas

By TOM HALM
Associated Press Writer

LookinEBack

Garrott's Galley

After 3Decades, Life Is Much
The Same In Army Hospital Ward
A lot of changes have taken place in
this old world in the last few decades,
but apparently, with exception of continually advancing medical technology,
few have taken place around military
hospitals.
The endless corridors are still there.
^The wards are still there with the partitioned or curtained areas. The scene is
much the same with men in casts, bandages, on crutches or slowly moving
around, Even the patient banter and
horseplay is still there. Shut your eyes
and you think you're back in a World
War II ward. The sounds are the same.
These were some of my thoughts the
other day when! visited the Fort Campbell hospital. My brother, a retired Air
Force master sergeant, was a patient
there, and I had gone over to check on
him.
Fortunately, we found the four-ward,
two-story building where he was
without difficulty, but waded through
two wards of surgical patients before
we located him in one of the two
upstairs.
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Perhaps at this time should also be included another suggestion
regarding the newly organized „Murray-Calloway County Hospital
that also fell on deaf ears. Approximately the same time of the
Main Street and 12th Street business proposal, a farm tract of about
14 acres on South 16th Street was available for about $7,500. The
acreage was recommended for the new hospital in the firm opinion
Murray would eventually become a city of 35,000 by the year 2030.
Hospital board members replied that the cost was too prohibitive
for the hospital budget, although admitting the suggested terrain
was ideal for future expansion, but were under the opinion it was
far too remote from the populated area.
One of the first to jump the traces of a self-serving zoning
ordinance was Johnson's Supermarket' on South 12th Street, across
the road from where the Jesse Johnsons and son Charles operated
a small store previously. Assistants to the Johnsons were Mr. and
Mrs. Burgess Marine, Oakland Cunningham, Kenneth Smith, Bob
Hayes, Rex Galloway and Ellis Irvan. The Johnsons released this
statement: "This fast growing section which is becoming a suburb
of Murray has proved a perfect location for a grocery, furnishing
plenty of free parking space without wrestling downtown traffic,
plus free delivery service."
Next door north of Johnson's, the Plaza Court was opened
Feb. 7, 1954, "West Kentucky's most beautiful motel," with William
(Willie) Graham and wife Chris in charge. Within weeks the
attractive sleep retreat operated with capacity guest reservations.
However the downtown section was not totally asleep with its
snug business zoning barrier. Hugo Wilson gave away 100 gallons
of free gasoline with every good used car sale at his lot at 3rd and
Maple streets. Alio downtown a business transfer of ownership
interest was the sale of Johnson's Appliance Company, owned by
Dudley Johnson and son-in-law, Bernard Bell, to W. C. ('Dub)
Elkins and R. L. Ward, the week of Feb. 4, 1954. The new owners
changed to the name of Ward & Elkins Appliance.

To Be Continued

+++
Being there, naturally, reminded me
of the time I was in an Army hospital at Fort Knox in late 1941. My unit was in
Shreveport, La., on maneuvers - our
third straight maneuver already that
summer - when I suffered a hernia
while unloading frozen crates of lettuce
from a railway refrigerator car.
The next day, I was so sore I could
hardly straighten up. I was sent to the
field hospital where an examination
revealed the hernia. Orders were cut
immediately., sending me all the way
back to Knox for the surgical "repair"
job.
After an overnight stay on a folding
cot in the field hospital, away we went
back to Knox in the pitching, bouncing
bed of a 2kt-ton, 6x6 truck driven by
some thoughtless transportation nut. It
took all that day and most of the night to
make the 800-mile trip, and by the time
we reached Knox I had developed a hernia in the other side, too.
Listed as a bi-laterial case, I was to
have both sides fixed up, which they
lost no time doing. My surgeon was a
very understanding and comforting
young major from Cleveland.
+++
In those days, they kept you in bed,
flat of your back, for 21 days before
they would let you on your feet after a
hernia operation. We had to shave
every day lying flat of our backs. That
was the hospital rule.
Each morning, the hospital commander, a full chicken colonel, visited
every patient, and he always carried a
3x5 card in his hand. If he suspected a
fellow hadn't shaved that day, he would
rake that card up the fellow's cheek. If
it made a lot of noise, indicating he
hadn't shaved or not close enough, the
colonel would snap,"Give him a dose."
Following him would be a sergeant
with a big bottle of mineral oil and some
of those little paper cups. The colonel's
command meant that the patient was to
get a cup of that mineral oil, gleefully
poured by the sergeant and gulped
down to the hoots and hollers of all the
others who had shaved. Needless to
say, the colonel ran a pretty, cleanshaven hospital.
+++
While we were visiting with my
brother the other afternoon, a good
looking young fellow in his early, 20's
and wearing only his pajama bottoms
and a big surgical patch on one side of

Business Mirror

his mid-section shuffled over and filled
my brother's pitcher with fresh, cold
water.
He reminded me of a young fellow
who did things like that for us back in
that ward at Fort Knox. He had been
operated on for appendicitis and also
was supposed to stay in bed - for a week
or 10 days, if I remember correctly.
Every night, though, after "lights
out," he would get up and run up and
down the ward joking with all the rest of
us. He would take books and magazines
from one bed to another, mail letters or
do little things like that - showing off his
courage and how well he could get
around,
I'll never forget the act he put on the
morning he was scheduled to get up for
the first time. The colonel also was
aware of the date when he came
around. When he approached the boy's
bed, he said something like,"Well, Corporal so-and-so. Do you realize what
day this is?"
"Yes, sir!" the boy exclaimed excitedly. "This is the day lean get up!"
Then the colonel and his sergeant innocently stood by to catch him if he fell
as the boy eased himself out of the bed
onto the floor and wobbled around as if
he was as weak as a kitten.
It was all the rest of us could do to
keep from laughing, but he got away
with it. We did have a big laugh about it
later,and we missed his antics when he
went back to duty soon afterwards.
Today, most surgical patients - so I
understand - in all the hospitals are put
back on their feet and told to move
around almost as soon as they wake up.
+++
If it hadn't been for a big, blaring
television set in one end of that Fort
Campbell ward, the scene would be
much the same as ours would have
presented way back yonder in the 1940s.
The fellows were watching a wrestling
match, of all things, and with the
Masters' golf tournament being televised from Augusta, Ga.
There are some things that time
doesn't change, I suppose, and a
military hospital ward must be one of
them. Soldiers, bandages, casts, bedpans, mirrored floors, endless corridors and horseplay - it's much the
same.
It was fun remembering, but more
gratifying to be able to get up and walk
out when our visit was up.

By John Cunniff

Charles Hale, property valuation administrator for Calloway County, said
that he is reviewing and making adjustments in farm assessernents to
comply with a directive that Galloway
County assessements are not acceptable to the state.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has received notice that the
Tennessee Mid-South Regional Medical
Program awarded renewal funds in the
amount of 69,970 for third year support
of the coronary care unit. This makes a
total of 677,040 that has been awarded
the local hospital to assist in
establishing the two bed coronary care
unit, purchase of equipment and training of personnel to staff the unit.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mabel
Culver, Roland C. Kimbro,84, Mrs. Eva
McClain Britt, 69, Mrs. Lois Turner, 87,
and Mrs. Jennie Parks,83.
Sheila McCuiston, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Mason McCuiston,
Murray Route 3, was crowned as queen
of the West Kentucky Horseman's
Association at the Jaycee Civic Center,
Paducah.She represented the New Providence Riding Club. Sherry Carroll,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Carroll, representing the local Wranglers
Riding Club, was first runnerup.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Murray of Summerville, N. C., announce the engagement of their daughter, Linda, to
William Taft Patterson, son of Mrs.
Louise Patterson and the late William
Taft Patterson, Sr., New Concord.

20 Years Ago
The Rev. Max Sykes, minister of the
Goshen and Lynn Grove Methodist
Churches, will speak at the Easter Sunday Sunrise Service at the Murray
State College Football Stadium.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Diuguid Taylor, 76.
Dr. Charles Waldrop, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop of Murray, will
complete his internship at Jacksonville
Memorial Hospital, Jacksonville, Fla.,
in June. He will then attend the Air
Force Flight Surgeon's School at San
Antonio, Texas, before leaving for a
tour of duty in England.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Ferguson and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson.
Elected as new officers of the Faxon
Mothers Club were Ann Hays, Kathleen
Boggess, Eva Alexander, Falay Dunn,
Freda Lovett, and Dorothy Caney.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey presented the
program on -Our Town, Our Youth,
Our Church" at the meeting of the
Women's Association of the College
Presbyterian Church held at the home
of Mrs. Charles Simons.

30 Years Ago
Farmers in Calloway and adjoining
counties feared that the freezing
weather for the pst several nights may
have damaged some of their crops.
Pictures and a story concerning the
Murray Manufacturing Company here
occupy a prominent place in the April
edition of the Kentucky Business
magazine,
Mrs. George Carnell brought a picture into the office of The Ledger &
Times showing the snow that fell here
on April 25, 1910.
"Billy Kopperud,son of Dr. and Mrs.
A. H. Kopperud, has a fine stamp collection,-from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
The Rev. W. S. Evans will speak at
the quarterly meeting of the Murray
Circuit to be held April 16 at the Lynn
Grove Methodist Church, according to
the pastor, the Rev. R. F. Blankenship.
Among those from Murray attending
the meeting of the Kentucky Education
Association held at Louisville were Dr.
and Mrs. Ralph Woods, Prof. Harry
Sparks, Miss Rubie Smith, Prof. and
Mrs. Matt Sparkman, and Prof. and
Mrs. Fred Gingles.
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Bible Thought

Reaching The Top
NEW YORK (AP — The advance of
women executives in major industrial
corporations has turned sluggish in the
past few years, but a younger group
behind them is expected to reach the
highest levels in the 1990s.
Prof. Eugene Jennings, whose
iniscroscope detects even the slightest
mutations in corporate life, believes the
younger group, five to seven years out
of college, are much better equipped to
reach the top.
Many of the older group, he states,
received a sudden thrust forward in the
1970s because of the mood of the times.
Few of them, he now finds, are equipped by work experience to maintain the
momentum.
In addition, the professor found that
few of them really were aiming for the
top, and that many of them were in staff
and support positions in which
managerial duties and upward mobility
are greatly limited.
Jennings, whose study "The Mobile
Manager" is a management classic,
and whose "Anatomy of Leadership" is
esteemed for its insight into political
and business leadership, feels the
younger set is different.
"The corporations are not taking the
same shortcuts with them." he says
"They are getting a broad base of ex-

perience, and they are given no brea
The survivors will be prepared to
assume presidencies."
Jennings, professor of management
at Michigan State University and confidential adviser to chairmen of blue
Chip corporations, recently studied the
roles played by women executives making $40,000 or more.
He found 40 percent of them serving
as corporate officers "who are in fact
performing high status administrative
assistant and secretarial responsibilities for the board of directors and
other officers.
About 35 percent of them are in staff
and support positions,including personnel, market planning, public relations
and legislative affairs, rather than occupying general management and line
jobs.
Of the remainder, only 8 percent were
found to occupy jobs in which they carried responsibility for profit centers,
such as management of a division, and
able to remain upwardly mobile.
-While the prognosis for the older
group is not good at this time the prospects for the younger group is exceptionally good," Jennings believes.
Many of them, he says, will obtain the
needed experience on the line — in jobs
where they are responsible for a unit's
performance.

He is risen! — Matthew Mo.
The resurrection of Christ tells of the
power of God, to take care of us beyond
the grave.

Today Inflistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 15, the 106th
day of 1980. There are 260 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 15, 1865, Abraham Lincoln
died in a Washington boarding house
across the street from Ford Theater,
where he had been shot the night
before.
On this date:
In 1923, insulin — discovered by
Canadian doctor Frederick Ranting —
became available for general use by
diabetics.
In 1945, President Franklin Roosevelt
was buried at the family home in Hyde
Park, N.Y.
Ten yearsIwo, mobs in Amman, Jordan burned the U.S. cultural center and
attacked the American Embassy.
Five years ago, Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger "revealed that the
American Embassy staff in Saigon had
been ordered cut to a minimum.
Last war, an Easter morning earthquake shook western Yugoslavia.
Thought for today: Never invest your
money in anything that eats or needs
repainting.-- Billy Rose)1899-1966)
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By BAMBARA MAY ER
AP Newsleatures
The uncertain national economy has American housewares
manufacturers playing it safe
At the recent national winter
housewares exposition in Chicago, they concentrated on refining existing products to
make them more practical, instead of introducing many new
items
Wholesale price rises on a
wide variety of products mean
that consumers can expect to
be paying slightly more for the
same products by spring. Most
di the new and improved products shown to retailers in Chicago will be on sale in stores
early this spring.
Despite a diminished number
of new items, there were some
clear product category favorites. Consumers can expect to
see: more serious cookware for
serious cooks; an increasing
number of personal health and
beauty machines, such as
whirlpool baths and facial cleaners, more energy-saving products, such as convection ovens,
quartz clocks and fans, and
storage systems designed to get
more storage capacity out of
existing space.
Products for food preparation, as usual, dominated the
housewares show There was a
notable interest among both
manufacturers and their retailer customers in high-quality
items. One company, WearEver, for example, for the first
time showed some of its 200
commercial-weight pots, pans
and utensils. The company has
set up a separate division to
sell the professional pots and
pans to retailers because
"stores carrying this type of
merchandise report manufacturers are hard-pressed to meet
the demand" for such products,
according to the distributor.
In the belief that the food
processor is moving from novelty to kitchen basic, several
manufacturers brought out new
models and refinements. Moulinex, for example, introduced a
one-bowl processor to go with
its first chute model, which is
used primarily for cutting and
slicing operations. Cuisinart introduced a new feeder-tube lid
that makes it possible to get
larger, whole fruits and vegetables into the machine without
trimming them. The replacement lid will be available for
all earlier models, a representative said.
A new market for expensive,
....•nammom.elleNRIIRI=RAXW
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YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not recite
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ladpr & Times by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
ad 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 330 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Satardays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery ef
your newspaper. Calls must .be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays it 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
I mu. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Fnday and I a.m. la soon, Satur-
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heavy-duty gadgets is shmiilating manufacturers to offer
such items as a self-cleaning
garlic press that will retail for
115 Rhodes Messick, a sales
representative for gourmet gadgets in upstate New York,
noted that "the upstate market
Is usually about two years behind New York City, and I and
my cohorts in the hinterlands
are seeing more gourmet shops
all the time. In these stores,
there is a market for useful
gadgets an the $5, $10 and higher category."
Expensive products that enhance health or beauty are apparently marketable The Gillette Co brought out a batteryoperated, rechargeable whirlpool aerator and jet device designed for use in a home tub. It
sells for about $145. The whirlpool bath joins the company's
facial steam machine which
was introduced earlier. Both
are in stores now.
Pollenex showed a computeroperated track machine with
controls that allow the indoor
jogger-in-place to set a specific
goal in terms of time or paces
and keep track of them. The
Item sells for about $200 in
chain stores, catalog showrooms and sporting goods
stores.
Improved electronics controls
fur plug-in products and quartz
chips for battery-operated products are making it possible for
manufacturers to offer more
reliable performance with both
types of power.
Beautiful, battery-operated
quartz clocks, for example,
were shown by at least three
manufacturers. The quartz cell
has an almost endless life, according to one manufacturer,
and a battery can last from one
to two years.
In plug-in clocks, especially
alarm clocks, solid-state electronics has made mechanical
digital clocks out-of-date, according to Andrew Neckowitz,
sales executive with Spartus
Corp. Solid-state technology
means that there are no moving parts, which results in a
more silent, longer lasting and
more accurate clock, he said.
Electronic controls were substituted by several producers of
expensive, heavy-duty mixers
to provide for cooler motors
and better control in adding ingredients.
American-made
Kitchenaid mixers and Kenwood, an English brand, both
feature digital controls.
Saving energy was the motivating force behind the introduction of new, tabletop convection ovens. Food cooks at
lower temperatures for a shorter tune in convection ovens.
Observers at the market noted
that the number of well-designed products sporting the industrial, form-follows-function
look was much greater than in
the past. Martin Roberts, a
product and package designer,
said that "three years ago at
the housewares show, I saw
gadgets poorly designed and
poorly packaged. Now products
and packages are better designed."
Does all this mean the American love of a really way-out
gadget has died' Not on your
life. Creativity was given free
rein at many a booth.
Consider these new entries:
There was a fly shooter that replaces the old-fashioned fly
swatter. Instead of swatting,
you shoot off a plastic disc and
blast the offending fly from the
sky. Look for it in novelty
shops at about $3.
There is a child's Thermos.
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

By BARBARA MAYER
AY Neveleateres
Years ego, it was asawned
if you hired an interior decorator to design a room, all the
furniture and accessories would
came from showrooms in •few
large (sties, such as New York
and Chicago
Manufacturers and wholesale
representatives clustered in
special design biuldues there
where entry was restricted to
decorators, arciutects and their
clients
Slowly, showrooms began to
open in other cities But lately
that slow growth appears to
have heater/ up A number of
cities now have markets large
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Instead of unscrewing the lid,
the child flips up a snail plastic piece and motets a straw. It
will be packaged in Thermosbrand lunch boxes for about 85.
An alarm clock by Tunes has
a Ursa-stage alarm — soft at
BM, than louder after eight
seconds. After eight more seconds, it rings loudest.
Reusable "disposable" "Le
Foil" cookware by E-Z Por
comes in regular and unusual
shapes, such as brioche pans,
and has a baked-on black, absorbent coating on the outside
for better cooking
And the American love affair
with the everyday egg continues. At least three gadgets
were designed specifically for
eggs. One device, a plug-in egg
scrambler, pricks the egg and
beats it at the same time. The
result scrambled eggs with no
bowl.
Mother dial-like gadget gets
dropped into cold water with
the egg. As the egg boils, the
gadget changes color. You remove the egg when the right
degree of doneness is registered on the dial.
A thermal egg keeper looks
like an egg, only larger. It
comes in bright colors and is
designed to keep one egg warm
for up to five hours
The United States annexed
Hawaii in 1898, after being requested to do so by the island
republic. The U.S. had leased
the naval base at Pearl Harbor
since 1884.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
One of the newest grass-cutting innovations, the mowermulcher, has become highly
popular because it does away
with raking up the clippings. A
side but important benefit of it
is the fact that the chopped
grass particles decompose and
return to the soil vital nutrients, such as potassium, nitrogen and phOsphorous.
However, mulching is not for
everyone at every time. If you
are an early morning riser and
cut your lawn when there's a
heavy dew on the grass; or if
you water the lawn in the afternoon and want to cut the grass
at night, or if you cut the grass
every Saturday even though it
rained heavily on Friday night
— take heed. The grass may
clump together in the mowing
chamber and either cause the
engine to stall or drop clumps
onto the lawn rather than bury
clippings into the lawn.
Also, as pointed out by Richard Dittoe, vice president of
marketing for Jacobsen Lawn
Mower Co., mulching may be
difficult if your lawn has thin,
long, limp grass, as can usually
be found with sunny grasses
under shade trees or along the
north side of the house. The
mulcher-mower must have a
delicate balance of uplift to cut
the grass and a down draft to
bury the clippings, With limp
grass, the uplift may not be
sufficient to lift the grass blade
completely for an even cut.
Cutting exceptionally long
and thick grass (as can occur
after a two-week vacation) in
only one pass also can overload
the mowing chamber and can
result in random uncut blades
of grass called stringers.

LIVING
ROOM
I 2.23
•

Should you plan to collect
grass clippings, the rear-bagger
mower is better than the sidedischarge units even though it
costs more. Generally, it will
have a bag with the biggest capacity — up to three bushels —
and will handle more easily
than a side-discharge model be,
cause the bag is located at the
rear between the handles where
it does not interfere with
trimming or maneuverability.
If you use a lawn-care firm
that chemically treats your
lawn and your grass grows
thick and lush very rapidly, a
rear bagger also is excellent. If
you have a mulcher-mower under those conditions, you may
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of beauty
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(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy lung's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.,

barrier in the ceiling. This will
let the moisture that is trapped below go through and be
vented away. If the excess
moisture is not gotten rid of,
the building absorbs the
moisture into the wood and
such things as causes
deterioration and peeling
paint.
Insulating walls, ceilings
and floors: caulking all openings; and adding Insulating
siding and storm windows and
doors have become an
economic necessity.
If measures are taken to
reduce energy consumption
are applied for proper ventilation, all should be well. But
these measures taken without
providing adequate ventilation to,remove moisture can
create serious problems.
The average family of four
will generate approximately
18 gallons of water a week.
The moisture must go
somewhere. In a wellinsulated building,it should be
vented out to avoid serious
after-effects.
If there are any questions,
concerning building problems,
'write in care of this paper .

trigs can be found in Atlanta,
Dallas, Loa Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Seattle,
Houston and Troy, Mich., as
well as in New York and Chicago. Developers of 14 such
buildings now have an association and meet each year to
discuss common problems.
According to Herbert Goldstein, there would be even
more design furnishings merchandise marts if It were easier
to get financing. Goldstein is
the developer of Philadelphia's
350,000-square400t Marketplace
which opened in 1975. Most financiers are reluctant to invest
in buildings where entry is restricted to a small category of
individuals, he said.
But, said Goldstein, design
buildings do succeed for a variety of reasons Grouping together helps each showroom to
sell more. A building generates
traffic and provides a kind of
Showcase for all the products
shown there.
In addition, many buildings
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Can I paint some kind
of floor covering that looks like
linoleum' It's in the living
room of an old house we
recently purchased.
A. — Yes, but you'd better be
sure that it is cleaned thoroughly, especially of any wax residue. There are several good
wax-removing products on the
market.

Q. — I have an old varnished
bureau that I want to clean.
Denatured alcohol has been
recommended, but won't that
take off the varnish as well as
the dirt?
A. — Not likely, since denatured alcohol is a solvent for
shellac. Just to be certain, test
a small area in an inconspicuous place.
Q. — Our coffee table has developed a number of cracks in
it. They appear to be in the
varnish finish and not in the
wood itself. HIM can the cracks
be eliminated?
A. — It would take a professional to correct this condition
and it would be expensive If
you want to do the job yourself,
buy a varnish remover and
take off the entire old finish,
being extra careful to follow
the directions on safety. You
can then refinish the table any
way you want.
Q. — A friend of mine uses a
vacuum-cleaner attachment to
spray lacquers, paints and
enamels Is this a good practice?
A. — No. Most quick-drying
finishes contain volatile liquids.
Their vapors, mixed with air,
set up an explosion potential
that can be touched off by
sparks in the vacuum-cleaner
motor All spraying of that nature should be done outdoors if
at all possible. If not, open all
doors and windows for thorough
ventilation and take every precaution against an open flame,
such as a pilot light on the
kitchen range.

Black's Decorating
Center

Open Mon -Fri. 7 till Sot 812'
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The Marketplace, for example, is in the process of coot
piling a list of local decorators
for consumers who request
such information
The building is also the scene
of a variety of fund-raising
events for local causes And
added Goldstein, consumers are
welcome to stroll through the
building, in which Hudson cars
were once made
Similar activities are carried
on at other buildings around
the country, he said
The Marketplace recently
concluded its third annual
three-day seminar A series of
lectures and workshops on decorating trends and on running e
design business drew decorators from a number of states

FUU_
REPLACEMENT
VALUE.
RIDE WITH US.

We'll show you
how to broaden
your homeowners
contents coverage
to full replacement value. Ask
us about it. It's
new. You'll be
glad you did.

wood, butternut, locust and
walnut They generally are not
used on cedar, fir, hemlock,
basswood, pine, spruce, poplar,
cypress, gum, birch, maple,
willow, beech and sycamore
The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, bleach,
stain, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
-Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 50 cents
PLUS a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)

Bob
Nanney
Insurance
Agency
107 N. 4th
753-4937

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY
whytlia,

Kemper:. CORPEOLSTUI

COLD CASH
REBATE
FROM
FRIGIDAME
Frigidaire appliances last a long
time, but this
Rebate won't,
Between now and
April 30. 1980. get
cash back direct
from Frigidaire.
Hurry in today for
complete details'

Q. — I never can get it
straight as to which woods require fillers. Can you give me
some kind of guide'
A — Wood fillers generally
are used on ash, chestnut, elm,
hickory'. mahogany, oak. rose-

Attics Need At
Least Six Inches
Of Insulation
Most utility and industry
experts agree, that at tcday's
high fuelyosts. any home —
new or Existing — should
contain no less than 6 in. of
insulation in the attic. And
in colder parts of the country,
these experts recommend up
to 12 in..1R-381in the attic.
in. (R-191 in walls, and fi
in. IR-221 in crawl spaces.
These amounts vary, of
course,according to climate
conditions and local fuel and
utility prices.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Et
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Reg. $14.99
SAVE $3.50

actually =ream the number of
clients a decorator may expect
to find, Goldstein said
-They invite the public' an for
viewing, not buying People are
stimulated to go out and hire a
decorator as a result of what
they see," he added
"When we started in 1974, everyone said that it wouldn't
work us Philadelptua They said
we were too close to New York
But, with only one exception,
we now have every showroom
that was here in our building.
And we have new tenants who
never showed in Philadelphia
before."
This is a tremendous convenience for interior designers
working in Philadelphia, Goldstein said. And his opinion was
backed up by comments by a
number of decorators who use
the building
"I always shop with .
my
clients," noted Herb Tapp& a
designer from Philadelphia
"But it's too time-consuming to
go to New York When I heard
about the Marketplace. I was
all for it and went out of my
way to encourage manufacturers to show here. I even
opened an office right across
the street so that I could be
close to the center "
Like buildings in other cities
the Marketplace appeals to customers in a number of nearby
states, including New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, the northern half of Virginia and in
Pennsylvania as far away as
Pittsburgh
The value of such a building
to manufacturers and decorators is evident. A city need only
have enough business to support such a building for the
professionals to benefit from it.
But, what about consumers?
To the cunsumer, the pres-

ere's the Answer ffff

tong-lasting
colors in
a soft gloss
finish.

Tidwell Paint
1210 W. Main
753-3080

find that it is necessary to cut
the lawn every five days instead of every seven or eight
days.
With a big area or one that is
inclined, a self-propelled lawn
mower can save you some
physical labor. If the lawn area
is small — less than one-third
of an acre — and you are physically fit, a push-type mower is
less expensive and usually will
prove satisfactory.

By ROY HARMON
This week, let's discuss
below the floor a vapor barrier
another problem related to
should be provided to keep
energy
consumption, moisture
from entering the
moisture.
house through the floor. Vent
As people close up and
the crawl spaces and keep
tighten up their homes,
them open except in cold
moisture is sealed in. This
weather.
mositure comes from several
Side walls should be insources. The bath has been
sulated and a vapor barrier on
moved indoors and it is used
the warm side of the warm
more often. That moisture
should be provided. Attics
musted be vented. A vent fan
should be insulated and venis recommended for all
tilated. Unless it is vented,
bathrooms.
moisture can acculumate and
Also, the laundry is inside freeze
in the insulation. I
creating more moisture. More recommen
d a continual ridge
comes from cooking and vents
and soffet vents. This
clean-up operations.
will give a good flow of air takThen there is moisture from
ing moisture-filled air to the
the outside. A simple way to
outside. In summer, it will
control outside mositure is
take the stale air outside.
ventilation. In the crawl space
I do not recommend a vapor

ory
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THIS MINI-HOUSE CONSISTS OF three rooms: a living
room which opens onto a screened porch: a bedroom with two
closets, and a kitchen-dining area The bath is accessible
from a hall between the living and bed rooms. Plan
11 A 1147H has 750 square feet. For more information write —
enclosing a stamped. self-addressed envelope — to architect
Jan Reiner, I000-52nd St. North, St. Petersburg. Fla. 337 10

HOUSEPAINT

ANSE

Decorator Showrooms Abound

•AI t r'PIS OF WOODWORKING
.NEW KITCHEN CABINET Toys
•cA smut HARDWARE
Also
eCUS TOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR GIVE YOUR OW
CABINETS A NE Ve FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT
1212 Maul, Murra , K , 753 5.940

FPE-25VWH

Frigidaire 25.0 Cu It Ice-N-Water
Refrigerator-Freezer
• Forget the mess and time consuming bother of
defrosting This refrigerator-freezer is 100%
Frost-Proof'
• Delivers ice and chilled water right through the
door Saves door openings—especially in hot
weather—lust to gets cold drink
▪ Keep spills from dripping through onto food below
The shelves are tough tempered glass Solid and
easy to clean Easy to rearrange too—because
they re fully adjustable
Rebate applies to retail sales of selected models only
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Murray State Sports Roundup
Stewart Second To Sign National Basketball Letter Of Intent
Brian Stewart, one of the
outstanding high school
guards in Southern Indiana,
has signed a national letter-ofintent to play his collegiate
basketball at Murray State
University.
Stewart is a 6-foot-2 product
of Terre Haute I Id.) North
High School where he was a
three-year regular with 1,144
career points, including an

18.0 point scoring average his
senior season. Stewart also
connected on 51.2 percent of
his field goal attempts last
year.
A two-year co-captain at
North High School, Stewart
was a second team wire service all-state selection as a
senior and honorable mention
choice his junior year.
Stewart was twice named

all-county and all-sectional
and honored on the AllSouthern Indiana Conference
squad, which Includes players
representing 17 teams, his
final year in high school.
Stewart also won the North
High School Gold Medal
Award, presented each year to
the teams' outstanding
basketball player.
•'Brian represents another

quality athlete that we are bringing into the program," said
Murray State coach Ron
Greene. He has excellent
quic k ness
a nd
an
understanding of the fundamentals of the game. He's
also a quality person and an
excellent student."
Stewart was coached at
North by Howard Sharpe, who
coached Greene and Racer

assoriate coach Steve Newton
during their high school playing careers in Terre Haute.
We kaow he played for a
great coach in high school,"
added Greene.
"Brian is a great team
player," said Sharpe. "He's
an excellent outside shooter,
has good quickness, jumps
well, works hard on defense
and is very coachable."

Two PCC Standouts Sign National Baseball Letters Of Intent
Two of Padpcah !Ky.) Com- Mary 1Ky.) High School, has
munity College's outstanding been a standout the past two
baseball players, Ronnie seasons in the Indian outfield.
Chancellor and David Scheer,
"They are quality players
have signed national letters- and we feel they will be ready
their
colcontinue
of-intent to
to play from the first day,"
legiate careers at Murray said Murray State coach
State University.
Johnny Reagan. "Both are exChancellor, a product of cellent athletes and products
Louisville Trinity High School, of one of the best junior colhas started two years at PCC lege baseball programs in the
as an outfielder and pitcher. nation, under the direction of
Scheer, who prepped at St. coach Tony McClure."

Chancellor, who swings and
throws from the right side, is
currently
leading
PCC
through 17 games this season
in offensive statistics with a
.491 batting average, four
home runs and 26 runs batted
in.
Chancellor, who has completed an impressive 17 of his
18 pitching starts in junior college, currently owns a 6-2
record and 1.57 earned run
average with 40 strikeouts and
just nine walks in 48 innings.
As a freshman, Chancellor

was 7-3 for the season with a
1.05 ERA, 40 strikeouts and
just 13 walks over 60 innings.

Scheer represents the second member of his family to
join the Murray State baseball
program. Younger brother
Ronnie is a freshman standout

in the outfield for Murray
State.
"Both players are real hard
workers and I'm happy they
are going to Murray," said
McClure. "Chancellor has a
nearly perfect swing and
plays good defense in the outfield. He's also a very steady
pitcher."
"Scheer is an exceptional
base runner and he has a
strong arm ad good defensive skills," added McClure.
-He has really improved over
the past two years."

The Murray State football
team will hold its second of
three spring scrimmages
Thursday night at Heath High

School in Paducah at 7:30 p.m.
The squad will be split into
Blue and Gold teams again,
with the first team playing

against the rest.
The third scrimmage is
scheduled for April 25 at
Hopkinsville High School.

Scheer, a switch hitter, led
PCC in hitting as a freshman
with a .387 average and is currently supporting a .403 mark
with four home runs, 13 runs
batted in, and he is 13 of 13 in
stolen bass attempts.

Hooker Named MVP In
Huntington Tournament Football Scrimmage To Be In Paducah

GARY HOOKER (11), shown in a Murray State game earlier this year, was named the
MVP in the,Huntington Tipoff Tournament this past weekend.

Gary Hooker continued
along the all-star trail this
past Saturday as he was one of
30 players, divided into four
teams, participating in the
Huntington Tipoff Tournament in Huntington, Ind.
Hooker led his team in scoring with 24 and 19 points in the
two games his team won, 105104 and 119-109, to capture the
tournament championship.
Hooker was also named the

•

•

tournament's Most Valuable
Player. He had three and 10
rebounds, respectively, in the
two games.
Joining Hooker on the winning team were Wayne
Abrams, Southern IllinoisCarbondale; James Tillman,
Eastern Kentucky; Wayne
Robinson, Virginia 'Tech;
Tony Branch, Indiana; Les
Henson, Virginia Tech; and
Kelvin Henderson,St. Louis.

Von Saspe Tops Scoring In His
1st ABC Tournament Since '66

• LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
In his first American Bowling
•
Congress Tournament appearance since 1966, Henry
Von Saspe topped the scoring
Monday with a 1,913 all-events
total.
The 37-year-old Edison,
N.J., banker moved into 35th
place in the overall standings
Monday night. He also played
strong defense.
Second-year goalie Greg
Millen, meanwhile, had a big
say in getting the Penguins as
far as they went. He faced 80
shots the first two games and
made some spectacular saves,
then held the Bruins to just
By ALEX SACHARE
one goal in the third game.
AP Sports Writer
"I don't think they had
West Germany and Japan,
depth on defense to play so
many games in a row," said two allies whose support is
Terry O'Reilly, who got considered vital to President
Boston's fifth goal. -Plus, I Carter's drive for an internathink their goalie got a little tional boycott of the Moscow
Summer Olympics, appear
tired."
"I think everybody was a lit- ready to lend that support
tle tired," said Millen. "They following the U.S. Olympic
showed their class by coming Committee's vote in favor of a
boycott.
back."
In addition, network sources
say NBC will not televise the
Moscow Olympics, although
the official announcement will
be delayed until lawyers are
certain NBC had satisfied its
insurance commitment and
can recover some $57 million.
"Next thing you know I get That sum represents 90 perthis beautiful tie clip with the cent of NBC's payment to the
Yankee symbol )Uncle Sam Soviet Olympic Organizing
top hat and bat) and a broach Committee and the Internafor my lady. I gave the broach tional Olympic Committee.
Klaus Boelling, chief
to my daughter-in-law.
"That wasn't all. After the spokesman for the West Ger1978 World Series, the man government, said MonYankees send me one of those day it would recommend that
blue warmup jackets with the the country's National OlymYankee insignia. It makes me
very proud to have .been a
Yankee."

Bruins Salvage Tough Five-Game Series
By Beating Pittsburgh In Last Two Games
The Bruins regrouped just
in time to pummel the
Penguins 8-3 Sunday night and
6-2 Monday night to win the
series and move on to the
quarterfinals against the New
York Islanders, beginning
Wednesday night.
The Bruins had the fourth
The other three quarterfinal
most points during the National Hockey League's series also begin Wednesday
regular season, while the Pitt- night, with the New York
sburgh Penguins were way Rangers at Philadelphia
back in 13th place. But after Flyers, Chicago Black Hawks
the first three games of their at Buffalo Sabres and Minbest-of-five preliminary round nesota North Stars at Montreal Canadiens.
series, the Penguins led 2-1.

By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
AP) — The
BOSTON
Boston Bruins won, just as
they were supposed to. But
they never figured it would be
so tough.

"We shouldn't have been in
that situation with a team like
Pittsburgh," said Boston's
Bob Miller.

Of the 21 NHL teams, 16
qualified for the playoffs. The
pairings for the best-of-five
first round was determined by

the number of points posted
during the regular season,
with No. 1 playing No. 16, No. 2
playing No. 15, and so forth.
The top eight teams all won
their opening series. Since the
same formula is used to determine pairings, the quarterfinal matchups became No. 1
Philadelphia against No. 8
New York Rangers, No, 2 Buffalo against No.7 Chicago, No.
3 Montreal against No. 6 Minnesota and No. 4 Boston
against No. 5 New York
Islanders.
"I think we played a little
mad out there," Miller said of
the Bruins' clinching game in
which his first-period goal
gave Boston a 2-0 lead. "We

took the body and we got a
couple of early goals, which
really helped us, and then the
floodgates opened."
Wayne Cashman, who gave
Boston a 4-0 lead in the second
period, said that after a 4-1
loss Saturday night left the
Bruins a game away from
elimination,"we just sat down
and realized what was going
on. We were getting beat when
we shouldn't be getting beat.
Did we want to go on further
or did we want to go onto the
golf course?"
Rookie defenseman Ray
Bourque had a big say in keeping the Bruins off the golf
courses with three assists

Gifts From Yankees Spoil Austere, Selfish Image
with the Yankees, broke his
leg sliding into home base late
in the campaign and never
came back to Yankee Stadium
as a player.
He didn't provide the
longevity and statistics to
make him a household word in
a sport that treasures its traditions. In fact, he was virtually
ignored for decades.
Then came George Steinbrenner III, the affluent ship
builder with his moneybags —
and his sentiment.
George started a little
periodical called Pinstripes,

Second Annual
Ky. Lake Karate
Championships
To Be Held At

Beshear Gym at MSU
12:00 Sunday April 20th
Involving
Ky. Tenn., Ill. & Mo.
Japanese, Korean 8, Okinawion
Chinese
Public Is Invited
$2.00 Children
$3.00 Adults
Sponsored By

Murray Karate Contar

purpose of which was to run
down all those forgotten
Yankees of the past and let
them know that they are still
appreciated.
It created a sort of Yankee
Alumni Society.
This stimulated the heart
beat of Pee Wee, now retired
and living largely on
memories here in Masters
country with his son, Paul
Louis Wanninger Jr., suc-

cessful real estate broker of
North Augusta,S.C.
"Shortly after Mr. Steinbrenner took over the
Yankees, I got a copy of
'Pinstripes," the elder Wanninger recalled. "It asked for
any old pictures of interest
that former Yankees might
have. I sent a snapshot of me,
Nick Cullop and Lou Gehrig in
an orange grove in spring
training of 1925.

for the Derby and also
Keeneland's Blue Grass
Stakes on April 24.
Rockhill Native never had
raced at Keeneland • but
Jockey John Oldlupn didn't
see that ass drawback,
"He was broke here and got
up to the races here and then
he's trained over it quite a
bit," said Oldham."He's got a
good footing on the track and
he does quite well for me."
Last year's 2-year-old
worked
at
champion
Keeneland last Saturday,
breezing five-eighths in 1:002S over a sloppy track.
Oldham said the track at
Hialeah wasn't fast when
Rockhill Native ran in the
Flamingo and he contended

Spruce Needles won a division of the Spiral Stakes at
Latonia and Ray's Word
finished second in another
division of the Sprial. The entry was topweighted at 121
Coming in at Ill were
Hazard Duke, who won an
allowance race at 1 1-16 mile
at Keeneland 10 days ago, and
Megaton Star.

The committee will meet
May 15 in Dusseldorf to decide
whether to send a team to
Moscow. Although the government decision is not binding,
Willi Daume, West German
IOC member, said it "certainly has weight."
West Germany's decision is
expected to influence other
Western European nations.
France, for example, is on
record as saying it will wait
for a meeting of European nations in May before deciding
on its position.
Meanwhile, Japanese
Prime Minister Masayoshi
Ohira is scheduled to visit
Washington in late April, and
government officials said
Oftira wanted to bring a proboycott decision with him.
"It is apparent the USOC's
decision will have a serious effect on us, serious enough to

influence our position," said
Katsuji Shibata, president of
the Japanese Olympic Committee.
The IOC has had no official
comment on the USOC vote,
but will review the Moscow
situation at its executive
board meeting in Lausanne,
Switzerland April 21-23. "I will
make no comment on the
USOC's decision until I have
talked to everyone else about
about it," said IOC President
Lord Killanin.
In Moscow, preparations for
the Games went on as usual. A
government spokesman said,
-The decision of the U.S.
Olympic Committee will have
no effect whatsoever on our
preparations." And Tass, the
Soviet news agency, said,
"The Olympics will take place
despite all the schemes,
maneuvers, provocations, intrigues, convulsions and
paroxisms at the White
House."

are pleased to announce
the opening of
their office in

more maintenance could have
been given the oval to increase
the speed.
King Neptune, who won the
Kentucky Jockey Club Stakes
last fall at Louisville, was trying for his first victory as a 3year-old. He'll carry 118 in the
Calumet. In his only start this
year he ran fourth at Santa
Anita.

pic Committee vote to boycott
the Games as long as Soviet
troops remain in Afghanistan.

Dr. J.W. Golberg and
Dr. R. J. Charette

Rockhill Native Is OddsOn Choice At Keeneland
1.
1
1CINGTON, Ky. AP —
Kentucky Derby contender
Rockftill Native was the oddson favorite as he headed
postward today for the
Calumet Purse at Keeneland.
It was the colt's first start
since March 5 when he finished third, beaten by six lengths,
In the Flamingo.
Carrying 118 pounds,
Rockhill Native drew the No.1
post position in the 11-16 mile
test.
The track's linemaker installed the colt at 2-5 with King
Neptune the early second
choice followed by the entry of
Spruce Needles and Ray's
Word.
Outsiders Hazard Duke and
Megaton Star completed the
field with all starters eligible

244, 214 and 214.
Dennis Myszka of Chicago
topped the day's singles scoring on a 682 series on games of
246, 239 and 202. Frank Caserta of Alliance, Ohio, was a
close second with a 676 series
on games of 221,263 and 192.
The tournament continues
through May 25.

West Germany,Japan Appear
Ready To Add Boycott Support

Remember Paul Pee Wee?
By WILL GREMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Ga. $ AP) —
Remember Paul Pee Wee
Wanninger, the old Yankees
shortstop? No? Well, the
Yankees do, and that constitutes our image-spoiling
essay for the day.
The New York Yankees are
generally pictured as a rich,
austere, selfish organization
without much heart or soul.
Don't try to sell that to Pee
Wee Wanninger, a 77-year-old
throwback to the Babe Ruth
era who spent only one season

after the 45th day of play.
Saspe recorded series of 646 in
team,633 in doubles and 634 in
singles.
A duo of Cambridge, Ohio,
brothers paced Monday's
doubles competition. Gary
and Ted Hannahs recorded a
1,300 total, paced by Ted Hannahs' 672 series on games of
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Only games scheduled

Transactions
By The Ansociated Press
FOOTBALL
Natioaal Football League
MINNESOTA VIKINGS --Signed Rudi
Savich, kic ker , to a one-year contract
HOCKEY
National Hoc-key League
CHICAGO BLACK HAWKS—An.
flounced the retirement of Stan Miltita,
center
MINNESOTA
NORTH
STARS—Agreed to terms with Kevin
Maxwell, center. and Bob lwaliuchi,
goalie
SOCCER
North American Soccer League
ATLANTA CHIEFS—Announced the
resignation of Allison Thornwell Jr ,
chairman of the board Named Robert
Wussler chairman of the hoard
American Soccer League
CLEVELAND COBRAS—Signed Nedciso Doial, forward, and Leo Rojas,
rrudfielder
COLLEGE
DUKE—Named Chuck Swenson assistant basketball coach
GRINN'F:LL—Narried John Harvey
head basketball coach and assistant
football coach

NHL Playoffs At A Glance
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NBA Playoffs
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Screed Round
Best-of-Seven
Eastern Conference Semifinals
Monday's Game
Boston 136, Houston 121, Boston wins
series 4-0
Tuesday's Game
Atlanta at Philadelphia. rt.
Friday's Game
Philadelphia at Atlanta, n. if
necessary
Sunday's Game
Atlanta at Philadelphia, if necessary
Western CoWeeence Semifinals
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at Seattle.n
Phoenix altos Angeles. n
Friday's Games
Seattle at Milwaukee, n
Loa Angeles
at Phoenix.a_ if necessary
Sunday's Gaines
Phoenix at Los Angeles, d necessary
Milwaukee at Seattle, if necessary
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Sports In Brief
By The Awocuited Press
TENNIS
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa API
HeInZ G.thardt of Switzerland beat
Victor Amos a 6-4. 6-4 to win the Sigma
Open
SYDNEY, Australia AP — John
Newcombe scored a comeback, 4-6, 6-4,
6-4 victory over fellow Australian Ken
Rosewall in the final if the $40,000 Charn.
pion of Champions tournament
HOCKEY
CHICAGO .'API — Stan Malta, the
rough. tough little center who scored 541
goals in his NHL career, officially

retired after 21 glorious years with the
Chicago Black Hawks
%luta was the first man in NHL
history to win the Lady By rig. Hart and
Art Ross trophies in two successive
seasons. accomplishing the feat in 1966/7 and 1957-61 He was the leading
playoff scorer when the Hawks last captu,ed the Stanley Cup in 1961
BASEBALL
NEW YORK AP - Dave Collins of
Cincinnati, who batted 533, scored five
runs, drove in one and stole three bases
in the Reds first four games a s named
the NL Player of the Week

Sanderson To Take
Over For Newton
TUSCALOCISA, Ala. AP) —
C.M. Newton resigned Tuesday as head basketball coach
at Alabama and immediately
took an administrative post
with the Southeastern Conference commissioner's office
in Birmingham.
Winfrey "Wimp" Sanderson, who has been a Barns
assistant for 20 years, was
named the Tide's new head
coach.
SEC Commissioner Boyd
McWhorter said Newton was
appointed assistant commissioner for administration with

responsibility for supervising
basketball officiating and the
SEC basketball program.
Newton also will be involved
in rules interpretations,
eligibility of student-athletes
and general staff duties,
McWhorter said.
In his 24-year head coaching
career, Newton compiled a
380-260 record. His teams were
169-137 at Transylvania College in Lexington, Ky., over a
12-year span. In the same
length of time at Alabama,
Newton's teams won .211 and
lost 123 games.

Rockets Fight Fire With Fire; But
Celtics Still Prevail To Win Series
Celtics, six straight in the
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
regular season, the Rockets
AP Spoeth Writer
HOUSTON (API — The seldom dared get in a foot race
plodding Houston Rockets with the greyhound-quick
decided to fight fire with fire Celtics.
And when they opened up
with the running Boston
Celtics in the fourth game of Monday night, the Celtics
their National Basketball were neither surprised nor
Association Eastern Con- dismayed by the change in
ference semifinal playoff tactics.
"We're happy when people
series Monday night.
The Rockets decided to run, run with us," said Celtic fortoo, and all they did was get ward Cedric Maxwell, who
burned for the 10th straight scored 27 points."We think we
Lime as the Celtics flexed their have a good transition game
muscle with another third- and can get down the court
with the best of them."
ivarter surge and rolled to a
With the Celtics loping along
138-121 victory.
The win gave Boston a 4-0 with a 49-35 lead in the second
sweep in the lopsided series quarter, the Rockets suddenly
and propelled them into the eruped with 12 straight points
NBA Eastern Conference that cut the lead to 49-47 and
finals
against
the the slumbering 13,106 Rocket
fans came to life.
Philadelphia-Atlanta winner.
It was a fight the remainder
In nine previous losses to the

of the first half with Boston being forced into a floor-length
pass by Nate Archibald and a
last-second basket by Maxwell
for a 66-64 halftime lead.
But then the fun was over
for the Rockets, who watched
for the fourth time in the
series as the Celtics put
together a breakaway thirdquarter spurt that put an end
to their season with a 14-4
spurt to start to start the third
quarter.
Both Philadelphia and Los
Angeles can wrap up their
second-round series tonight at
home, but they are coming into their games from different
directions.
After three close contests,
each won by the home team,
the Philadelphia 76ers stunned
the Atlanta Hawks 107-83 Sunday night in Atlanta to take a

'Malor League Roundup
w _ Robinson Would Rather Come
Off Bench In The Late Innings
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Spin-ts Writer
It's a new baseball season,
but not any different than any
other for Bill Robinson.
He's still trying to prove
himself, it seems. ,
Once a player of great promise, Robinson has had a
checkered career with four
major league teams, most
recently the Pittsburgh
Pirates. He almost joined a
fifth this year, but vetoed a
trade that the Pirates made
with the Houston Astros during the off-season. Robinson says in so many
words that he would rather
come off the bench as a defensive replacement in the late

innings in Pittsburgh than tion Monday night, the Cincin- straight for the Reds, who restart anywhere else
nati Reds whipped the San
mained the only unbeaten
And Monday night, he not Francisco Giants 6-5, the
team in the major leagues.
only provided the Pirates with Houston Astros edged the
Astros 5, Braves 4
late-inning defense but late- Atlanta Braves 5-4 and the San
Enos Cabell's base-loaded
inning offense as well, hitting Diego Padres stopped the Los sacrifice fly scored Cesar
a 10th-inning home run to pro- Angeles Dodgers 2-1.
Cedeno with the winning run
vide Pittsburgh with a 5-4 vicReds 6, Giants 5
. in the ninth inning to lead
tory over the Chicago Cubs
Dave Collins, who earlier in
Houston over Atlanta. Singles
"Anything else would be the day was named the NL's
by Cedeno and Joe Morgan,
secondary compared to play- first Player of the Week, hit a
and an intentional walk to
ing in Pittsburgh," said the two-out, bases-loaded triple in
Jose Cruz preceded Cabell's
veteran outfielder who will be the bottom of the ninth inning
sacnfice fly against reliever
36 in June.
to lift Cincinnati over San
Al Hra bosky .
About the proposed trade for Francisco.
Padres 2, Dodgers 1
Houston pitcher Joaquin AnCollins, who had been hitless
San Diego broke a scoreless
dujar:
in four previous times at bat, tie with two runs in the eighth
"I have no animosity what- hit the first pitch thrown to inning, one on a wild pitch by
soever toward anyone. I know him by loser Gary Lavelle to
Robert Castillo and another on
a trade is all business. It's send home three runs and cap
Willie Montanez' sacrifice fly,
nothing personal."
a five-run rally.
en route to a close victory over
In other National League acThe victory was the fifth
Los Angeles.

Picture Brightens As Eckersley
Gets Past Bases-Loaded Jam
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Dennis 'Eckersley wasn't
sharp on Opening Day against
the Milwaukee Brewers and it
looked like it was going to be
another one of those dull days
against the Detroit Tigers
Monday.
But after throwing 34 pitches and working out of a
bases-loaded jam in the first
inning, the picture brightened
considerably.
And
as
Eckersley straightened
himself out, so did the Boston
Red Sox, with a 3-1 victory.
didn't have a good slider,
but I could've pitched all
day," Eckersley said after
allowing the Tigers just three

hits in seven innings.
Eckersley was replaced
after a 56-minute rain delay,
allowing Tom Burgmeier to
finish up.
•
"I had to get out of there
after that long delay,'
Eckersley noted. "But) I felt
much better than I did in.
Milwaukee my first time out.
That time I just stunk."
Eckersley was rocked for
three home runs in Boston's 95 loss to the Brewers last
week.
In other American League
action Monday night, the Minnesota Twins tripped the
California Angels 5-3, the
Texas Rangers belit the
Cleveland Indians 7-4 and the
Seattle Mariners stopped the

Oakland A's 7-1. Two games
were rained out — Milwaukee
at Toronto' and New York at
Chicago.
Boston Manager Don Zimmer was thrown out of the
game in the first inning for
arguing calls with umpire
Marty Springstead.
Twins 5, Angels 3
Roy Smalley's three-run
homer capped a four-run ninth, pacing Minnesota over
California. Angel reliever
Mark Clear walked Danny
Goodwin and gave up a single
to Hosken Powell to open the
inning. One out later, Mike
Cubbage singled home Powell
and moved Castino to third.
Dave LaRoche then relieved

Clear and struck out Rob
Wilfong before Smalley hit his
second homer of the season.
Rangers 7, Indians 4
Jim Sundberg's grand slam
home run in the bottom of the
first offset one by Jorge Orta
in the top of the inning and
helped Texas beat Cleveland.
Sundberg's shot capped a sixrun rally.
Mariners 7, A's 1
Dan Meyer and Bruce
Bochte drove in two runs
apiece during a five-run second, carrying Seattle over
Oakland behind Glenn Abbott's four-hitter. Billy Martin
was ejected from a game for
the first time as manager of
the A's during Seattle's big inning.

3-1 lead in their series.
"The attitude of Atlanta
fans was once of shock and
disbelief," reported Sixers
General Manager Pat
Williams. But he's not counting his chickens just yet.
"My concern is that we
might be inclined to take it a
little easy and we can't do
that," said Williams.
Los Angeles, on the other
hand, is coming off a 127-101
thrashing at Phoenix after
having beaten the Suns in the
first three games of its series.
The Lakers came out flat, fell
behind 10-0 and never caught
up.
In Seattle, the defending
champion Supersonics play
host to the Milwaukee Bucks
with their. series tied 2-2. Seattle pulled even with a 112-107
victory at Milwaukee Sunday.

I.

Gomez At Peace
Cub Manager Keeps Team's Plight In Perspective
An AP Sports Analysis
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
You have to put everything
in its proper perspective.
So forgive Preston Gomez if
he doesn't get terribly upset
this season when his Chicago
Cubs occasionally play like so
many leftovers from the local
beer league.
Rest assured, the Cubs are
just about guaranteed to perform that way from time to
time this year because their
talent is somewhat thin. This
team has not won a pennant
since 1945, which is a mere 35
years ago, and it isn't likely to
win one this year, either. Except for Dave Kingman and
his often obscure sense of
humor, and Cy Young Award
winner Bruce Sutter, there
just isn't much to recommend
the Cubbies.
None of this disturbs Gomez
in the least. This manager is
at peace with the world. Losing games is a life-and-death
struggle for some baseball
people, who let the game wring them inside out. But for
Gomez, the game is just that
— a games He knows there are
things in this world slightly
more serious than home runs
and earned run averages.
There are, for example,
Fidel Castro's Cuba and the
prisoner camps Where
political dissidents spend their

IPY AVAILABLE

time. They are not.. pretty
places and Gomez knows that
first hand.
Gomez is a native of Cuba.
He was born at Central
Preston, which is nothing
more than a sugar mill in the
province of Oriente. His
parents named him Pedro but
a name like Pedro Gomez in
Cuba is as common as Johnny
Jones would be in the United
States. So the baseball
coaches called this Pedro
Gomez "Preston," after his
hometown sugar mill.
In 1959, when Havana had
an International League franchise, Gomez managed the
team' to a third-place finish.
Castro, always a baseball
buff, was a frequent visitor. At
the end of the season Gomez,
who saw the political handwriting on the wall, moved to
the mainland to manage
Spokane. Castro, recognizing
him as a sports hero, urged
Gomez to Stay on the island.
Gomez refused. It was the last
time the two men spoke.
The story does not end
there, however. Gomez moved
to the United States, but a
brother, Rafael, remained
behind, working in the antiCastro underground. Eventually, four years after the
Bay of Pigs, he was captured
and imprisoned to live in the
squalor of the camps.
In 1969, a decade after he

left Cuba, Gomez returned to
hold some baseball clinics
there. With his mother, he
visited Rafael in the camp.
What he found was a shell, a
man who had lost 30 pounds as
a guest of Castro's hospitality.
But what Preston remembers
best of the visit was the
sadness in the eyes of their
mother.
Still, Rafael Gomez had not

lost his spirit. He is a survivor,
very much like his brother.
Preston Gomez returned to
the United States to manage
major league teams in San
Diego and Houston and coach
others in St. Louis and Los
Angeles. But his mind remained in Cuba, with his brother in
Castro's camps -and with that
sad, helpless look he had seen
in the eyes of their mother.

Florida Has Three-Game
Lead In SEC East Division
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (API
— Florida holds a three-game
lead in the eastern division of
the Southeastern Conference
baseball race while Mississippi retains a half-game advantage in the western division.
In a rain hampered week
which saw only three SEC
series played, 1979 SEC
champ Mississippi State beat
1978 champ Auburn two of
three, 2-1. 2-3, 4-1, while
Florida and Tennessee both
beat Vanderbilt two of three in
the eastern division.
Tennessee won at Nashville
6-1, 5-10, 8-6, then Florida won
at home against the Commodores,3-2,8-5,743.
Vanderbilt catcher Scotti
Madison ha taken the lead in
the SEC batting race from
Georgia designated-hitter

Keith Street. Madison is hitting .444, Chuck Barclift of
Tennessee is at .434, Street,
.433 and Mike Henley of
Florida at .432.
Barclift hit four homers last
week to total 13 for the season,
with Madison and Georgia's
Jeff Pyburn with 10 each.
Pyburn has 48 RBI's to 38 for
Barclift.
Georgia's Rodney Bellamy
leads in stolen bases with 25.
Lefty Larry Mikesell won
two gams for Florida last
week to run his record to 8-1
against the 6-0 Louisiana State
right-hander, Don Schneider.
Mikesell's ERA is 2.53 and
Schneider has a 1.05.
Jeff Calhoun of Mississippi
has the best ERA, 0.99, and
Jeff Keener of Kentucky the
most strikeouts with 51.
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Hoffman, Field Best Actor, Actress

'Kramer'Captures Best Oscar Awards

p.

sie`
Andrew Donelson, Jr. and Andrew Donekon 111, both of Bowling Green, attempt to
fly a homemade kite they made during a recent Kite Flying contest at Empire Farm in
Land Between The lakes, TVA's I 70,000-acre public demonstration area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee. The contest which was open to the public featured prizes in
such catagones as best kite design, largest kite, and longest flying kite.
IVA Photo

and best actor — the often- Goes Like It Goes- — and for
nominated but never-before Miss Field's performance.
chosen Hoffman
Hoffman's ambivalent acBob Fosse's **All That ceptance and a verbal sparrJazz," a self-inspired musical ing match with reporters
about a stage producer's backstage provided the evenfrenetic and eventually fatal ing's only hints of spontaneous
drive, won four Oscars — film drama, commodities of which
editing, art direction, adapted Oscar is usually in ample supply. Monday night was an exscore and costume design.
ception.
"Apocalypse Now," Francis
Hoffman joked a bit as he
Ford Coppola's Vietnam War
epic, collected for sound and accepted his Oscar, then turncinematography. "Norma ed serious, making reference
Rae" was the other multiple to his being "critical of the
winner of the night, garnering Academy,and for reason."
Backstage, he expanded:
Oscars for best song — "It

Skills Seminar To Be Held

lunnarnon

Swollen Rivers Wash People
Out Of Homes In Deep South
By The Associated Press
Communities across tht
Deep South were awash today
as rain-swollen rivers continued to rise, driving
thousands of people from their
homes.
One official battling floodwaters in tbe low country
around New Orleans compared it to trying to "pump out
the Gulf of Mexico."
About 800 families were
driven out of their homes in
Hattiesburg and Petal, Miss.,
when the Leaf River last night
climbed more than 12 feet
above flood stage, surrounding about 3,000 structures
with up to Sleet of water, civil
defense officials said.
The police department was
patroling b
flooded
neighborhoods in boats, but no
injuries or looting was

By PETER J. BOY ER
Associated Press IN rlier
HOLLYWOOD (AP — On a
tranquil rught for Oscar,
Dustin Hoffman and his bitter
child custody battle "Kramer
vs. Kramer" earned the best
of the 52nd annual Academy
awards, while Sally Field's
portrayal of a union militant
in "Norma Rae" brought her
best actress honors.
"Kramer" won five major
awards Monday night, including best picture, best
screenplay and directing
(Robert Benton), best supporting actress (Meryl Streepi

Rivers and streams were out
reported.
David Duke, a civil defense of their banks on the Gulf
volunteer, said about 350 per- Coast, as well as in the Big
sons took refuge at a shelter in Black and Yazoo-Sunflower
Hattiesburg and others were basins in the Mississippi Delta
staying at a high school and and the Tombigbee River
Basin in the northeast corner
several churches in Petal.
In Jackson, Miss., the Pearl of the state.
As much as 12 inches or rain
River which sent water to the
rooftops of hundreds of homes fell in parts of Mississippi dura year ago,'appeared to have ing storms that lashed the
crested today: at about 35.7 state on Friday, Saturday and
feet, more than 7 feet above Sunday.
flood stage. But officials warnIn the levee protected
ed the 1,000 residents who suburbs of New Orleans,
have fled not to return to their
many lying below sea level,
homes yet because more rains only emergency levee repairs
are expected.
kept the waters from rising in
The Pearl crested at 43.25 four major residential areas.
Floodwaters from the
feet during the Easter flood in
1979 that forced evacuation of
weekend rains of 14 inches or
17,000 people.
more were still spilling out of
flooding was reported
--drainage canals as fast as
along the Pearl, which twists
pumps could recycle it Monthrough the center of the state.
day night.

A two-day seminar on communication skills; deciThe fee of $100 for each par"Developing Supervisory sion making; management ticipant does not include
Leadership Skills" for super- styles; time management; meals and lodging. Parvisors in business and in- goal setting; human relations ticipants should make their
dustry will be conducted by techniques; creativity; job in- own reservations for lodging.
Murray State University at structor training; manageAnyone interested in attenBarkley Lodge in Lake ment development programs; ding the seminar should preand
interviewing
Barkley State Resort Park
and screen- register before the opening
Wednesday and Thursday, ing skills.
date of the seminar by calling
Participants will earn 1.6 the Office of Conferences and
April 16-17.
Two executives of Arvin In- Continuing Education Units Continuing Education at Murdustries, Inc., of Princeton ( CEUs).
ray State (502 762-2716.
who are Murray State adjunct
faculty members will conduct
the seminar sessions. They
are: Samuel 0. Ruth, vice
president of U.S. ManufacturHOLLYWOOD (AP) — Two tures Inc., Hoffman, Hoffing, Consumer Electronics and a half years ago, a man's Sweetwall Productions
Division; and Jere Hall, in- freelance writer sent a script Inc. and director-screenwriter
dustrial relAtions manager.
to Dustin Hoffman,saying the Robert Benton.
Representatives of Hoffman
Sessions are scheduled from actor would win an Oscar
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and from 6 to 9 nomination if he used it. The and Sweetwall here and in
p.m. on Wednesday and from
script was rejected, Hoffman New York refused to comment
8:30 a.m. to 2:45 p.m., follow- won the Oscar and the writer when contacted about the suit.
The damage suit, filed in
ed by a critique, on Thursday.
is suing the makers of
The seminar is designed to "Kramer vs. Kranier" for Superior Court in Glendale,
claims the filmmakers
meet the needs of new super- plagiarism.
plagiarized
Christian's
visors, supervisory canJay Christian, the 34-year- manuscript about a divorced
didates, group leaders, and
old Burbank author of _a father who wins custody of his
experienced supervisors who
manuscript entitled "A Touch. child. "The only real difwish .to renew, update,, and
of Innocence," said Monday ference is that 'Kramer' used
reinforce existing skills.
that he filed a $221 million suit a boy, and I used a girl," said
Topics to be covered are:
Friday against Columbia Pic- Christian.

Columbia Gets Law Suit

"I guess whet I'm trying to
ting actor category against 8say is that I do think that art is
year-old Justin Henry, was a
competitive but it is for the
predicted and popular winner
artist to do the competing
for his role as the craggy
There's just no way to arcapitalist ur'Being There."
bitrarily draw the line on good
Douglas, who has continued
work."
working despite weakened
Not at all ambivalent was
health, was the only winning
Sally Field, who struggled for
actor not in attendance at
years with her cutesy
Monday's ceremony.
"Gidget" image before getThe other supporting role
ting roles worthy of Oscar peraward — to Meryl Streep for
formances. Her portrayal of "Kramer" — was not unexthe diminutive, tough-minded
pected, either. The only surunion organizer, Norma Rae, prise came weeks ago, when
earned her a best actress Miss Streep, who played HoffOscar in a difficult field that man's estranged wife in the
included such heavyweights movie, was nominated in the
as Jane Fonda and Marsha supporting, rather than lead
Mason.
category.
Miss Field wept openly on
Steve Tesich won an Oscar
stage, and said afterward, for his charminsOgee-spirited
"I'm absolutely shocked... I "Breaking Away" script, a
know I'll go home and cry tale of growing up in a
some more. I've wanted to be Midwest college town.
an actress since I was three.
"The Tin Drum,"from West
This is incredible."
Germany, was the best
Melvyn Douglas, who at 79 foreign language film. It was
was competing in the suppor- that country's first Oscar.

itakd

V;arel,

7 Fairhurst Building
30th & Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

Betty Ladt

Mary Louise Ezzell
now has a
TOLL FREE NUMBER

1-800-592-3460
Cali Us!
'We make reservations and issue tickets
for all airlines
•Book Cruises and tours (both domestic
and international)
•Make hotel and car reservations
ALL AT NO OtARGEFOR OUR SERVICES.—
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Mrs.Jo Ann Shoemaker
Rt. 5 Murray, Ky. Was
The Grand Prize Winner
of the
Murray Ledger & Times
Sunfest Promotion
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Mrs. Shoemaker will be spending 4 days &
5 nights in Florida with tickets to Walt
Disney World, room reservations and
limousine service provided.

Milerray Ledger & Times
Murray Mayor.. Melvin
Henley congratulates Jo
Ann Shoemaker winner of
the trip to Florida.
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Begin To Speed Up Autonomy
Talks With Palestine Arabs
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Israeli
Prime
Minister
Menachem Begin, heading into new summit talks today
with President Carter, says he
will try to speed up negotiations on autonomy for Palestinian Arabs.
But he seems to be giving no
ground on the kind of council
Palestinians -hying in
lsraeliheld territory can elect.
"We shall not interfere with
the daily affairs of the inhabitants, but we shall assure
the security of Israel and the
future of her children," Begin
said Monday.
Concerned that a powerful
Palestinian council could lead
to a Palestinian state, Begin
takes the view that the Camp
David
agreement of
September 1978 calls for giving the Palestinians no more
than some municipal controls.
By contrast, Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat, who
met with Carter last week,
wants the Palestinians to have
legislative and executive
powers.
Despite his differences with
the Egyptian leader, Begin's
offer to accelerate the slowmoving autonomy negotiations and to extend the May 26
target date for a settlement
may hint at Israeli flexibility.
The probable outcome of
Begin's visit, which ends
Thursday, is an agreement to
shift further negotiations on
the question from the Mideast
to Washington. In that event,
the two delegations would be
headed by Egyptian Prime
Minister Mustapha Khalil and
Israeli Interior Minister Josef
Burg.
Begin has three sessions

Why pay 500/o
more for a
copier than
you need to!

The new—and very reliable—
A 8 Dick 990plain paper copier compares to equipment costing 50% more
The 990 has all of the 'roost
wanted" features of machines
costing 50% more—including
tOre versathity to make tin17'
copies copy on both sides of
paper and use most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

with Carter on bus schedule. In
addition he plans meetings
with congressional leaders, a
news conference and a speech.

Your Individual
Horoscope
•••

Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will
tomorrow be'To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 niAP
A new career project is
worth launching. Visiting old
One seasoned diplomatic
friends may be what a close
observer, who asked not to be
ally needs. A restless mood
identified, commented: -We
ARIES
may mark the late p.m.
"We can feel, perhaps bet'
have seen many visits start
'Mar. 21 to Apr. 191T1A
SAGITTARIUS
ter than any nation, what it
with confrontation and end
Extra energy should be (Nov. 22
to Dec. 211 it1W
means to see its sons taken
with agreement. This one
applied to work. You're inA friend won't be put off and
hi:stage," Begin said, referrwon't even start with confronclined to be conservative re is liable
to intrude on your
tation. Everybody is ining to Israel's bouts with termoney now, but may meet time.
Still, through hard work
with some opposition
terested in agreement. I don't
rortsts.
you accomplish much. Watch
TAURUS
think there will be any sharp
p.m. nerves
He said Iran was undergo
( Apr. 20 to May 201 lr-S€-17
encounter on anything."
CAPRICORN
mg "the most reactionary
Attend to duties re children
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) WO
'
And yet, both Carter and
sill Cosand, of Paducah, learns how to weave during a recent Handloom Weaving
revolution" in history and that
cheerfully. Old friends make
A good time to settle difSadat have condemned new
Workshop at Empire Farm in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 1 70,000-acre public trangood company though others
"these are days of difficulty,
ferences with a romantic
Israeli settlements authorized
sportation area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. The five hour course that was
are liable to be changeable by
of international dangers,
interest. For the moment
by Begin's government on the
open to the public consisted of frame making and bask handloom skills.
day's end.
especially for a free
though, a close one is still
mankind."
West Bank of the Jordan
IAA Photo by Kevin kinnemon
GEMINI
erratic in behavior.
River. Carter probably will .,1 „
(.My 21 to June 201 11
4
* AQUARIUS
ask Begin for a temporary
A time to handle duties
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
suspension of the policy allowaround home base. You'll do
An issue thought settled re
ing such settlements.
some soul searching now. domestic affairs crops up
Learn to like yourself despite again. A phone call or a letter
Upon his arrival Monday at
has you nicely excited. Nix
faults.
Andrews Air Force Base,
unusual proposals.
Begin offered sympathy for
CANCER
PISCES
the Americans held hostage in
June 21 to July 21 00 (Feb.
19 to Mar. 20)
Tehran for more than five
A conservative get-together
You should be enthusiastic
months and made the point
may suit your mood. Don't get about a work
to five students for each of two credit.
Twenty
Earth
Day
development. A
Watching, each for one upset if the party gets
that Israel is a constant and
too loved one seems to unFellowships will be awarded four-week summer terms —
Biology 124, Beekeeping; semester hour of credit.
lively for your taste. Some derstand, but
to high school biology teachers the first from June 2 through Biology 491,
a rush of phone
Survey of
progress career-wise.
and students to cover the costs June 27 and the second from Radiobiology;
calls adds a hectic note.
Applications should contain
Biology 691,
of tuition and housing for sum- July 7 through Aug.!.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Ultraviolet Photobiology; and the following: name, address, LEO
mer school environmental
analytical and Interested in
Courses to be offered at the Physical Education
160, Basic telephone number and high (July 23 to Aug. 221
what
courses to be offered by Mur- biological station for the first Canoeing,
makes the community
Get In touch with distant
each for one school of applicant; a proposray State University at the four-week term are:
ed schedule of classes totaling friends. Publishing and tick. You'd make a good
semester hour of credit.
lawyer
or a critic of society
Hancock Biological Station on
Biology 494 (694 Populafive to seven semester hours; educational interests favored.
Offerings for the second
and its values. Temper your
tion Biology; Biology 487
a one page or less explanation Avoid far-out work schemes.
Several representatives of Kentucky Lake.
criticism with idealism and
Applications for the (587), Limnology; and Biology summer term are:
of why enrollment in the pro- Be conservative.
the Department of Special
you'll go far. You work best
Biology 694, Field Technifellowships
521,
must
be
submitted
Experimental
Emschedule
posed
benefit
would
Education at Murray State
VIRGO
when inspired and have much
ques; Biology 543, Algal
no
later
than
April
18.
Awards
bryology,
each
for
four
environment;
the
and
two
University made presenta1 Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
inventive ability. You're atEcology; and Biology 570,
references, including naikies,
tions at the recent 1980 annual will be announced on Earth semester hours of credit.
Work from behind the tracted to the arts and will
Ichthyology, each for four
Day,
April
22.
Biology
493
1693),
Biometry,
addresses, and telephone scenes for success. You could have success in film,
convention of the Kentucky
theater,
Fellowships will be awarded for three semester hours of semester hours of credit.
numbers.
be easily drawn into an music and painting. Both
Speech-and Hearing AssociaBiology 330, Ecology, for
tion in Louisville.
Applications should be sent ideological dispute. Changes literature and science also
three semester hours of to: Dr. Don Johnson, Director, possible re travel.
appeal to you. You work well
They appeared on the procredit.
in partnership despite your
Hancock Biological Station, LIBRA
gram of the Child Services
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
aloofness. In business you're
ACES1RA G. CORN, JR.
Physical Education 129, Murray State University,
Review System workshop, a
Social life active. Get fur- drawn to large enterprises.
Basic Sailing, for two Murray, Ky.,42071,
quality assurance process
ther information re in- Birthdate of: Charles Chaplin,
semester hours of credit.
Anyone needing additional vestments before committing film
designed to provide for the
star; Kareem AbdulBiology
125,
Wild
Edible
information
measurement, documentablack
may
aces
and
no more thap
call Johnson yourself. Avoid disputes with Jabbar, basketball star; and
"In all things it is better
four spades, or whenever Plants, and Biology 126, Bird at (502)474-2226.
tion, and improvement of the to hope than despair." -close allies re money.
Wilbur Wright, inventor.
the spades are 4-4.
quality of special education Goethe.
However.
Mike
reasoned
procedures and outcomes.
that if West had five spades
Participating were:
Prospects seemed bleak
and both aces, he certainly
Judy Nantau, instructor, for Ace Mike Passell of Dalwould have risked a nonand Debbie Crutcher, project las in his play of today's
vulnerable bid, so he played
director, who presented a perilous no trump game. for East to have at least one
miniseminar entitled -En- The defense had found his
ace. And if it was the ace of
vironmental Communication weakest spot and routine clubs. a bit of flimflam
play was destined to fail. So
would offer the best chance
Intervention for the Aging."
what did Mike do? He threw
for success.
Dr. Alan L. Seitel, assistant up a smokescreen of false
So Mike boldly played low
professor, whose topic was confidence
and
an from dummy at trick one
HARDWARE STORES
"Perspectives in Language impressed defender swal- and East's 10 was won by
Board Choice and Use."
lowed the bait.
Mike's queen. Just as boldly,
Passell played this hand
Mike banged down the king
Elizabeth Blodgett, clinic
Internation- of clubs and East had somecoordinator and instructor, at the 1980 U.S.
al Team Playoffs held in thing to think about.
and C. Edwin Garrett of MurMemphis. The Aces, under
"Why had declarer played
ray, a graduate student in the
my direction as captain, the spades as he did" puzDivision of Communication
won by a lopsided margin zled East. Obviously, he was
Disorders, who presented a
and will represent the Unit- not afraid of that suit. Well,
paper entitled "The Use of ed States in the World Team if spades wasn't his weak
Phonological Analysis in
Olympiad in Valkenburg, spot, then the only chance
Diagnosis of the Speech of
Holland, this fall. Mike's lay with diamonds and East
Adult Mentally Retarded In- deceptive play to land this
NORTH
4-IS-A
dividuals: A Case Study."
game contributed to The

20

Fellowships To High School
Teachers, Students To Be Offered

)4

Special Ed Reps
Make Presentations
At Annual Meeting

a
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Murray Home
JAR
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& Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Dr. Viola P. Miller, director
of the Division of Communication Disorders, and Mrs.
Blodgett, who presented a
miniseminar entitled "The
Facilitative
Language
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took his chances there.
Which is just what Mike
had hoped for. East's diamond king was snatched by
Mike's are and down one
had turned into a quick
three overtricks.
Do not rush to criticize
East's switch to diamonds.
His play might have been
the only winner and it was
his bad luck that Mike could
pull off the deception with
speed and with innocence
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Aces' decisive success.
•K 7
The play of dummy's king
VA KQ 109
•106 2
is the normal play from
46 1084
dummy when a low spade is
led against three no trump.
EAST
This play wins whenever WEST
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West has both black aces, •A J 8 3 2
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reliable US. ally
Also noting the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan,
Begin said his talks with
Carter come "at a time which
is difficult for the United
States."
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Well-Known Performers
To Be Among Artists
At
MSU Jazz Festival
Three well-known per- guest artists and select Murformers will be among the ray State musicians.
Tickets for the concert will
guest artists for the seventh
annual Jazz Festival at Mur- be $3 for adults and $1.50 for
ray State University April 18- students. Registration for all
festival events is $6 per per19.
Participating in the festival, son. Murray State students
which will include unprosasa- may attend at no charge
For more information or to
tion clinics and listening sessions, will be saxophonist make arrangements for
Jamey Aebersold, cellist registration, interested perDavid Baker, and pianist sons may write, visit or call:
Department of Music, Murray
David Haerle.
Among the other events in State University, Murray,
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Ky., 42071, telephone (502i 762Center will be performances 4151.
by guest high school and college jazz ensembles and conWyndham Halsaell of Great
certs by Murray State faculty Britain wan the 400-meter event
and students.
at the 1908 Olympics in a
The festival will culminate -walkover" when three Ameriin a concert at 7 p.m. Satur- can runners refused to take
day, April 19, in Lovett part because of a controversial
Auditorium featuring the decision

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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1 Parent
Colloq
4 Recreation
areas
9 Inquire
12 Macaw
13 Laughing
14 Female deer
15 Poem division
17 Not spiritual
19 Aigonquian
Indians
21 Very small
22 Remittance
25 Alerts in
advance
29 Part of "to
be
30 Prophets
32 Food program
33 Thrust
35 Transactions
37 Hail'
38 Brother of
Jacob
40 Disturbances
42 Teutonic deity
43 Raises
45 Inflict severe
pain
47 Unit of
Siamese
currency
49 Edible seeds
50 Bemoan
54 Maltreat
57 Be in debt
58 Domain
60 Diving bird
61 Recent
52 Apportions
63 Sheller'

2 Anglo-Saxon
money
3 Flower
4 Go
5 Three-toed
sloth
6 Uncooked
7 Be aware of
8 Scatter
9 Sum up
10 The sun
11 Lock opener
16 Scottish caps
18 Conduct
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22 Document
23 Entertain
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26 Inlet
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28 Cubic meter
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36 Brooks
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By lochlit Hart

Dog Days Of Sprin
Spring leser and romance
caught onto the Landolts'
Saint Bernard Bruno recently
After being absent from his
board and room two days and
nights, his whereabouts were
located. He was on the =versa) campus in command of a
group of dogs, escorting a
member of the opposite sex.
When found, he welcomed the
sight of his idol. George Landolt, who took tuns home. He
was too dog tired to bark, as is
his custom when riding, he
Just lay still in the trunk.
After 24 hours of sleep, he
awoke sore and stiff. A visit to
the vet and a shampoo helped
him return to normal living.
But his love for a feline
member of his household,
Saree, came in handily this
week. Our preacher's large
yellow male cat hangs out
around Bruno's home pestering Saree and her foster sister
Caroline. He doesn't seem to
know that Saree and Caroline
are spayed-or maybe, he just
wants to show his masculinity.
This particular event happened on the front porch of
Saree's home. The minister's
cat made an attack on her.
There was a struggle and cries
from Saree. Bruno heard the
battle and rushed to Saree's
aid. Gene Landolt went to the
door just in time to see Bruno
grab the visitor by the neck
and fling him into the shrubbery. The attacker, startled
by the pony sized dog, hit the
ground running toward his
home two doors up the street.
Saree and Bruno entered the
house-she safe, he the hero.
But Bruno isn't so heroish to
some. He should know better
because he is a rather intelligent dog. Besides, he
graduated from the obedience
school. But when on the loose,
he finds the neighbors' territory greener at relief time.
Am delighted to read about
the recognitions being given to
the Future Farmers students
at Calloway High, as well as
the superiors in music and
speech. Those young FFA
be
will
members
knowledgeable of successful
farming. They will know better how to go into a new industry than did a city retiree
starting a new vocation.
This would-be farmer
wanted to go into the hog

PEANUTS

Ii THINK I'M
ABOUT A DAY BEHIND
IN Mq WORK

NO, MA'AM I DON'T
KNOW THE ANSWER

1

YES---GO TO THE
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a K.

NE, SIR.
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EVERY
TIME!

&COD! NOW
TRY 5H00Ti N6
THAT BIG GUN
OVER Bs/ SARGE

business. A neighbor told him
he would have to buy a sow
before he could raise pigs.
He bought the sow, but he
didn't know where to go from
there. The neighbor told turn
to take the sow down the road
to a farmer who would service
the animal for a $1.00 fee.
He followed the suggestion
and took the hog in a
wheelbarrow to the farmer,
gave him the $1.00 fee and
brought his animal home. The
next morning, he looked in the
barn yard for pigs-no luck.
The neighbor advised him of
another farmer on up the road
who charged a $5.00 fee and on
farther another man who
charged $10.00.
On the third morning he put
his sow in the wheelbarrow
and took her to the $10.00 ser-

HE
RAN
LIKE A

DEER

fROM DAWN
lif) DUSK.,MY
FATHER HAD TO
E5CAPE THE
HUNTERS ON
- THEIR

(WY TURF

"„ HE JUMREC7.
CLIMSE17,

RAN ACAIN

vice. His neilibor had told
turn "to be sure go to the 910.00

We'll be watching the performance of show horses in
the annual Horse show sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club and the Rotarians, April
18th and 19th.
These animals yield to training, too, and delight in their
performance.
Specialist rate the horse, on
a scale of 10, at the bottom.
The pig, next to the lowest,
and the dog fifth from the top.

Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Th•otros)
By KENT FORRESTER

Comedies High And Low
The two new comedies in vive in the corrupt world of
town this week, Being There Washington politics? How can
and 1941, are as different as a a straight man get along in a
wry smile is from a belly bent world? The surprising
laugh. Being There is so ironic answer: quite well indeed.
and understated that it is oc- And therein the satire lies
casionally merely flat and When, for instance, Chauncey
perplexing. 1941 is so pie-in- is asked a question, his hesitathe-face, pull-down-your- tion, which is caused by his
pants, smash-up-the-room lack of intelligence, is interthat it is at times merely preted to be the wise pause of
childish.
a man who considers all opIn a radical departure from tions before speaking. When
his farcical role as Inspector Chauncey finally does speak,
Clouseau, Peter Sellers in his literal statements about
Being There plays Chauncey gardening the only thing he
Gardener, a man who has knows i are taken figuratively.
grown up with a millionaire For instance, when he's asked
recluse and a black maid by the President of the U.S.
behind a twenty-foot wall in (played by Jack Warden)
the heart of Washington.
what his views on the economy
Because Chauncey has are, Chauncey replies, "In the
never been outside the walls of garden, growth has its season.
the millionaire's yard, all of First come spring and sumwhat he knows has come from mer, but then come fall and
the TV's that are scattered' winter." The President is
through the house. Don't mightily impressed and asks
quibble with the plot's Chauncey to head up an implausibility. Being There portant economic conference.
resembles a fable than Soon all Washington is buzzing
anything else.)
about Chauncey Gardener,the
When his benefactor dies, brilliant economic theoretiChauncey, serenely devoid of cian.
intelligence and emotion, is
The ending of the movie is
forced to leave his walled co- surprising and confusing.
coon. The question that drives However, if you can call to
the plot from that point on is mind some New Testament
this: How can this totally inno- passages about children and
cent and guileless man sur- simplicity, I think you'll see
that it's actually a parting
comment, religious in its
ASK ME SOMETHIN&
nature, about the state of the
I SHOULD HAVE
world.
Sadly, Being There was not
KNOWN 14E51ERDAY
as good as I expected. I don't
want to discourage you from
going, because the movie is
occasionally thoughtprovoking and wryly funny,
and these are rare enough
qualities in films. But the
satire is not clear or biting
enough to be consistently inGROCER
teresting. Moreover, the producer almost lost his gamble
when he made a movie with a
tabula rasa at its center - and
make no mistake: Chauncey
Gardener, as played by
Sellers, is an empty and insipid character. But Sellers,
who was nominated for an
Oscar for his performance, is
somehow able to pull it off
AA..0,4
4D'MU eareatur 5Y,
with the help of a fine supporting case which includes
RIGHT
Oscar nominee Melvyn
Douglas). But just barely.
CD7E
If Being There aims too high
"
at times, 1941 aims too low.
But if you enjoy comedy so low
that a joke that requires words
could be considered intellectual humor, then 1941 is your
movie. I mean this movie is in
love with noise and destruction. Houses slide down hills,
ferris wheels roll into the
ocean, planes crash onto
Hollywood Boulevard, and a
paint factory is run over by a
FIRE HIM!
tank.
1941 is not as bad as I had
heard. It is true that its excesses are rather obnoxious at
times. After the tank smashes
the fifth car, smashed cars are
no longer funny. But the movie
has some saving graces. It
begins with a funny parody of
Jaws (thump, thump, thump,
thump), it contains an absolutely stunning jitterbug
contest, and much of the
destruction, even when it's not
funny, at least inspires awe.
When the tank rolls through
the paint store, all I could
think about was how much
money the producer spent for
such a small joke.
Being There PG') and 1941
(PG) are both about as close
to R ratings as PG's can be.
Both contain numerous fourletter words and coarse situations. 1941 contains
scatological humor (as you
mht expect).
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Early Bird
Special

The neat morning hx
wouldn't look out. He was so
afraid that there would be no
pigs. He asked his wife to look
out the kitchen window and
see if she saw any pigs.

At The Movies *

illgliiit
WELL,THEN HeRE
HIM BACK

2. Notice

kens Iin
Issilder et

Starks
Hardware

12th &Poplar S's
753 1227

World Dertritel
Designs
Introduces
M.R.B.
Relieyes long or short tem,
pain For ,Informotion write
801 102 Murray, Kentucky
Money Bock Guorontee

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

I

FOR SALE
1 35 mm, F2 8
telephoto lens. Coil
753-5322 after 4 p.m

Check
Youv.r'14;r1
. ,
Ad
-No

Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion of ads for 'corrections This newspaper will
be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion.
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE.
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO. PLEASE HECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY AND
NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN
CASE Of AN ERROR
Beauty Shop for sale, includes
equipment and supplies In
operation now. Possible owner
financing Call 759-1800 or
753-9646.
SAMMON'S
BAKERY
753-5434
Breakfast sandwiches
on large Homemade
buns, Egg, Ham, Steak,
Sausage, Bacon and
Bacon, Lettuce &
Tomato.
.85 up
Grill opens el 6 a.m.
Need Meek end white
photos for publishing?
Coil us for an appointment.

CARTER STUDIO
304 MGM

753-5298

4 Piece Chicken Dinner. $2.50,
2 piece Chicken Dinner, $1.60;
Kentucky Lake Fiddlers. $2.75,
21 piece Shrimp Dinner.
$3.15. Country Way Cafe. 121
South at Cherry Corner.

5. Lost and Found
Found. Black pregnant cat, no
collar. Call 753-5995.
Found. part Collie. part German
Shepherd puppy. Female, black
and tan Call 753-5804.

6. Help Wanted
Help wanted Women to work
in automobile clean-up shop.
No experience necessary. Apply
in person, Smyth's Body Shop.
404 N 4th Street.
Models over 18 for television,
photography, trade shows,
department stores, fashion,
promotions. Call (212) 7578173 from 12 to 5 PM for appointment. 1756 Broadway.
N.Y.C. Suite 50-GRS advertising.
Part time restaurant help,
prefer mature lady in New Concord area. Call 436-5496 for
appointment. Cyprus Springs
Restaurant.
Part time day and night help
Apply in person, K & N
Rootbeer, 4th and Sycamore
Secretary. 20 hours per week
Send resume, salary requirements, and recent photo
to P 0. Box 32 U, Murray. KY.
•

HELP
WANTED
Responsible persons
for Day or Night
Possible
Shifts.
Management positiavailable.
ons
Inquire at BURGER
QUEEN, ask for Ken
Ashur.

9. Situation Wanted

19-.Taim Equipment

Lawn mooing ?ohs and cleaning Call 753-5476
Qualified nurse aid seeks work
as private duty sitter 7591950.
Would like to cut grass in the
Main and 12th Street area Call
753-6233 from 8 AM til 4 PM

filuildmgsff Last chance at
these prices All steel clear
span buildings (Major Mfg ,
20424'110' for $2 896 00 •
30'1(48412' for 53 886 00 •
40.x48'1114' for $4,807 00 •
48'02'104' for 56.897 00
F 06 Factory Call collect today 614/294-2675 til 8 pm

Want to mow yards through
summer Call 753-8268 ask for
Lorne
Want cemeteries to mow Call
247-3693

6 Hp roto tiller, like new 75322667
4020 John Deere with duals.
plows, disc and chisels 430
Case with plow and disc. Call
753-0248 or 753-2893.
Lasso mower. 18- cut, like
new Call 753-9512
Massey Ferguson 235, like new,
wagon in excellent condition
200 gallon treks type sprayer
Call 492-8429 after 4 pm
Tillers. 5 hp. chain drive Briggs
& Stratton engine. $229.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris, TN

10. Bus. Opportunity
Commercial financing of all
types From $5,000 and up
Call 759-1306 or 767-2455

14. Want To Buy
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm

15. Articles For Sale
Aluminum extension ladders,
14', $31 99, 16'. $38.99, 20'
$54.99. 24'. $69.99. 28',
$94 99. 32'. $13099 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Semi Offico
Beek?
We have 24 extra good
metal
desks at a
used
good low price!
Wiggins
Furniture
Hoy 541 North
753.4566

80 gallon hot water heater,
motor hoist, belt vibrator, roller
massager. All in good condition. Call 753-0129.
Dune bum for sale Also a
motorcycle trailer. Call 4354383.
For sale: Air compressors and
air conditioners. Come by Dill's
Electric.
For sale: Three loads of used office furniture; chairs, desks.
safes, file cabinets. tables.
New stacking chairs for churrestaurants.
and
ches
Fiberglass and plexiglass. Ross,
& Sons Salvage Mdse.. Inc.,
Martin, TN 38237. Phone
(901)587-2420. Open Mon.Fri.. 730 to 5:30, Sat. 7:30 to
300.
Purple Martin houses. 6 room.
$23.99; 12 room $36.99; 18
room, $49.99; 24 room.
$59.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot
water pipe; 32"x10', $1.60; 34'110', $3.19. Schedule 40
plastic pipe. li,"x10'. $3.29;
2"x10', $3.99; 3"x10'. $8.90::
4"x10', $11.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
135 Seasoned Cyprus bean
poles, $20. Nine 80 lb bags of
rock phosphate, $65 or $8 per
bag 753-2266

16. Home Furnishinits
-Commodes. White $39.99; colors $54 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
For sale: Victorian couch, chest
of drawers, miscellaneous
tables. 753-7370.

19. Farm Equipment
Chain saw chains. 3/8 pitch
for 16" bar, $10.25. 20",
$11.99; 24". $14.55. Wallin
Hardware, Pans, TN.
C Farmall tractor with front
end mounting cultivators.
$1425. 753-3465_
For sale Three 12" Ford trip
plows. 436-2552.
16 Foot grain trailer with
dump. Call 435-4115.

20. Sports Equipment
For sale Dune buggy. $900
753-7550

22. Musical
If you think renting a piano or
organ is cheaper than buying
you have not shopped at
Clayton's 1 & B Music, Dixieland Center, Murray
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office.
Paris, TN
Repossesed piano, balance due
or monthly payments Also
practice pianos. J & B Music,
753-7575

23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous
Heavy duty typewriter table, in
excellent condition. $50. Call
753-1292 between 9 AM and 5
PM.
Lawn mower battery, 24 month
guarantee, $24.99 exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Marine batteries 36 month
guarantee, $34.99 exchange,
60 month guarantee, $44.99
exchange. Wallin Hardware.
Paris,
Sears 10" radial arm saw with
stand. $175 firm 753-2266
Sears riding lawn mower, still
under warranty. Cat 436-2871

25. Business Services
1890'S ICE CREAM PARLOR.
Will prepare any amount of
chicken for picnics or dinners.
Only 49t a piece for orders
more than 30 pieces. Can pack
it so it will be hot 3 hours later.
One day advance notice needed
on large orders. Coldwater
Road. 753-3604.

26. TV-Radio
Business is great! We hare
some terrific bargains on tradeins, 12". 13". 19" and 25".
Color and b/w t v.'s. Even a
combination tv. and stereo.
$20 and up. Clayton's J & B
Music, 753-7575.
Starduster CB antenna with 50'
large coax. 40 channel Robyn
mobile radio, $65. Call 7533793.

STAFF NURSES
CaWcwoll Comity War Memorial Hospital Is sus the
Movel We have lanaseellate evenings for RN's wise
want te be • part rif • pregressiv• teem a health
prefessiecsals. We have recently opcumul a mew
Esimprgermy Departaleat in • new A:oboist:Dry Care
Whig. Openimps available la Obstetrics,
Modlcal/Lerekal watts - full wad part-liam.
*MINIMA% START** SALARY:66.00 per hour
Bose pay $12,480 first year.
*WIWI DIFFERENTIAL: 5-60 per hour on 3-11
and 11-7 shifts
*VACATION: Two weeks at the end of your first year.
*LIFE INSURANCE: Provided at no cost to you.
*NOLMAYS: Six paid holidays PLUS a personal
privilege day each year.
,*RETIREMENT 11204MAIII: Provided at no cost
to you.
*INISPITALIZATION INSURANCE: Single Blue
Cross/Blue Shield provided at no cost to you.
*MANY OTHER BENEFITS: Including Birthday
Holiday and leaves of absence, sick leave and
merit program.

ALL THIS PLUS
*RURAL

HOSPITAL

INCENTIVE

COM-

PENSATION: A first year incentive
bonus payable to the full and parttime RN immediately upon employment. A big "extra" for summer

fun.
Contact the Norsiee. Officio, Caldwell Comity War
Measerial Rospital: p. O. Bea 410: Prisms:hue ReaMicky 42443 Cr call(SO2)345-331 t, I xteaskus 137.

BEST COPY AVAIL
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

F'áim Equipment
!mu Last chance at
prices All steel clear
buildings (Major Mfu
!4'x10' for $289600 •
18'112' for $388600 •
18.x14' tor $480700 •
!2'x14' for $6.897 00
Factory Call collect to14/2942675 til 8 pm
foto tiller, like new 753John Deere with duals.
s. disc and chisels. 430
with plow and disc. Call
3248 or 753-2893.
mower, 18" cut like
Call 753-1512.
iey Ferguson 235, like new,
in in excellent condition
gallon traria type sprayer
4921429 after 4 pm
rs. 5 hp. chain drive Briggs
itratton engine. $229 99
in Hardware, Paris, TN
Sports Equipment
sale Dune buggy $900
•7550
Musical
iu think renting a piano or
In is cheaper than buying
have not shopped at
ton's I & B Music, Dixnd Center, Murray.
and used Baldwin piano
organs. Lonardo Piano Co..
iss from the Post Office.
is, TN.
iossesed piano, balance due
monthly payments. Also
ctice pianos. I & B Music,
1-7575
. Exterminating

26. TV-Radio

32. Apts. For Rent
43. Real Estate
48. Auto. Services
53. Services Offered
53. Services
Sisson s Zenith and Philo T V., Two bedroom apartment
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite 4A-1 AU. TYPES home remodel- Ed's Workshop. Fwatere repair Painting, pawn
STINIWT
sale this week only! 25 color Available April 1st Phone 153snow tires with studs mounted ing
nu Waldo elma ION armed 01.1
and
maintenance and refinishing, custom wood- mercial or resit
t v $515 with trade 19" color 9240
on wheels Will fit Chevrolet References. Guaranteed work working, Nosh carpentry, buildings etc Fr
maws ardor ••Il Jon
t r $335 with trade Save Two bedroom townhouse apartCamaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet Free estimates Call /53-8948 general maintenance (5021 159-1981
141110-1104112
more if you haul them away ment All carpet, range,
Size G 78x14 $90 Call 753 or 153-2501 after 5
swanassis
354-6238
pm
Tree service Corr
Sisson's. 19 miles west of Mur- refrigerator
2196
WU AND *KM!'IWIAL
dishwasher,
Of pruning Expe
Air-conditioning
and
ROMP
ray on Highway 94 Phone 382- washer and dryer hookup,
49. Used Cars
references Call
refrigeraton, service work on all
ROOFING
Listings needed , Off Kis
2114.
disposal, central heat and air
753-0211
1977 Cutlass, extra sharp color brands Used air-conditioner:
Coast to Coast &lye's from
Call
753-7550
All
Two repossesed 25" color t as
types. free
Ever yehere Free Cal wing
scheme, 35,000 miles. cruise, and refrigerators for sale Bill
Tractor
rood
remote control Take up small Two bedroom duplex brand
Estimates!' Call 759
other extras. Pioneer COM- Rollins, 753-0162
knot Realty
plowing discing
monthly payments Warranted new, no pets and deposit re4512doysee 759-1859
ponenet stereo system op- Brick patio s and walks Free
gardens Free es
I & B Music 153-7575
guyed Call 753-9400 after 7
tional 753-1336
753.7400 or 753$ 011 Caldmoor ad
753-8184
estimates Have references
27. Mobile HomeUis PM
mynas
n
- a,
1970 Chevelle new motor, new Call 753-6581
Tobacco and pole
transmission new stereo 753- Brick repay, tuck pointing, Jack s Blacktop Paving and Barns also repaire
Challenger mobile home 34. Houses For Rent
patching Also seal coating ed Free estimate
We re sold on your house 6534
14x44 vacant, 16 months old. Two bedroom house for rent
water proofing, house painting Reasonable
prices Phone 153- 0663
before we sell it. Our theory is
one owner Underpinned air- No pets Will sign long term
'015
1973 Capri 2000. 60 000 Call after 6 pm 436-2855
1531
simple We take the time to miles,
conditioned canopy over patio lease Deposit required Call
33 plus mpg, must sell Carpet
cleaning,
free Ken's Lawn Mower
and steps, stove and 753-2987 after 3 30 pm
"All the symptoms of credit card withdrawa I know your house, price it cor- to pay debt. 753-9677
COURTNEY
repairs and
estimates, satisfied references.
rectly, and discover it's distincrefrigerator Located in Fox
sales (herbs" Road Call 753Lots of it around these days."
BENNE RE
Three
bedroom
house,
large
kitVibra-Vac
1973
steam or dry clean- 8696
Datsun 2402. automatic.
tive features Because we're
Meadows Trailer Court Call
Mowers. Tidies,
43. Real Estate
sold on it, it's much easier to AM-FM tape player, mags, dou- ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
David Lyons. 753-6351 or Ruth chen, dining room, living room, 41. Public Sale
East Ser vice
carpeted, utility room. Call
Licinsed Electrician and gas infind the right buyers and close ble sharp! Call 159-1157 after 753-5827
Ford 554-4133.
sock we tuck up i
753-9240 Monday through Fri- Yard sale: American Legion
stallation, heating installation
5 pm.
the
sale
Then
we
even
save
you
753-4244.
Extra nice 1971 Winco mobile day
Polkas & Thomas
Hall, Wednesday and Thursday.
time after the sale by helping 1973 Ford Torino, with air, in Electrical and plumbing and repairs Call 753-7203
home 12160, 2 bedrooms,
April 16th and 11th from 8 til
lawman &
with time-consuming paper- good condition. Will take best repairs, by the job Of hour. Well
Will haul drivewa
large lining room with 36. For Rent Or Lease
530 Clothes from The Place
pumps repaired. Call 474- LANE MODERNIZATION Kit and Ag lime, also 1
work It's all a matter of spen- offer. Call 767-4052.
Real
fireplace recently remodeled.
Estate
Cherry's, and Mademosille
2257.
ding
our
time wisely so it
chens, bath rooms, roofing and of brown or whito
Sot/thud* Court Square
354-6493
Athol
42. Home Loans
doesn't waste yours This is just 1950 Ford Club Coupe. Good Fast, efficient plumbing,
Also do backhoe
Murray, Kosilwoky
elec- siding Phone 436-2740
condition.
Runs
good
$1200
12x60 Mobile home.
Warelwase
another
reason you should call
Roger Hudson 7
First or second mortgages, any
trical. and all types repair Mitchell
753.4431
Blacktopping,
Phone
753-1271
days.
bedroom 437-4808
Century
21
Loretta lobs
work No service charge. 759- driveways and small jobs a 753-6 763
amount Call 759-1306 or 767Storage Space
Realtors today at 753-1492. For sale- 1974 Vega wagon, 1950.
Small 2 bedroom trailer, nice
2455
speciality, also patching and Wet basement? W
Call
For
Century
Rest
21
Loretta
We're
Jobs
the
5595.
Neighborhood
1975
Lemans, $1295
Proinside and out Cheap Call
seal coating 753-1537
basements dry, wo
Fence
43.
Real
Estate
sales
at
Sears
Call
now
Realtors
about
Referral
our
VIP
fessionals.
1803
College
Farm
Road
435-4128
753-4758
Sears 753-2310 for free Mechanic work done Tune-up. ly guarenteed. Cr
Service because • changing
Look
before
us
over
you
look
46.
Homes
For
For
sale:
1974
Sale
Monte
Carlo,
USED MOBILE HOMES, Own
estimates for your needs.
brakes, complete overhauls. Morgan Constru
homes is enough trauma by
your own home and fight infla- For lease Professional office or around .When you're ready to itself. In a word it's called ad- By owner 4 bedroom tn-level good condition, 60,000 miles.
Reasonable rates Call 753- Route 2. Box 409,
Price $1025 492-8360
Guttering by Sears. Sears con- 8696 between 8 AM and 4 PM KY 42001. or call t
tion. Guaranteed and com- retail space The Village, 641 buy a home, you need a lot of justment Moving from home to 1102 Doran. Call 759-4868.
questions answered Like what
tinous gutters installed per
pletely reconditioned. 10', 12', North 753-7550
1-442-7026
kind of financing is best? home and neighborhood to For sale: By Euin Bare!, 4 1966 Galaxy 500 Ford. 4-door, your specifications. Call Sears MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, Willie's
14' wide. (Free) Delivery. West
n
iegh
bor
interior
hood.
good
condition.
68,000
miles,
bedroom
38.
house
roofs sealed, and underpinnin Draffenville
Pets-Supplies
Where are the schools? Shopp- After
753-2310 for free estimates.
End Mobile Homes, Highway 60
we sell your home, we
$300. Call 753-3793.
ing Aluminum or fiberglass painting, 12 years
AKC German Shepherd pup- ing Centers? What about the pride ourselves on knowing the Large living room, kitchen,
West, Paducah, 442-1918.
utility, bath and garage. 527- 1916 Monte Carlo, good condi- Heating and plumbing, elec Also patio awnings and car- Free estimates! Cal
paperwork that's usually involv- neighborhood
pies. Call 502-554-2153
that awaits you 1764.
trical appliance work trailer ports, single or double lack 759-1867.
28. Mob. Home Rents
tion. 767-6617.
ed? Get the lump on these and
elsewhere The schools, parks.
Work. Call 753-0357.
Will plow and di
Glover. 7511873 after 6 pm
Double wide, extra nice. Basic and Advanced dog obe- other questions by calling Cen- shopping facilities. Now for
For
sale
by
owner
Mercury
Nice
1976
Cougar
2
XR-7,
the
Deposit and references. $200 dience classes and private in. tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. ingenious part. VIP Referral bedroom home, close to Mur- 43.000 miles, like new. $2800. Home building; cabinet mak- Need work on your-trees? Topp- Call 753-1973 or 1!
ing, and home remodeling. Call ing, pruning, shaping, com- Will haul slabs an
per month. 6 miles out of Mur- structions Also tracking and at 753-1492. We have just this may also
find a buyer for your ray, near grocery and Hatcher Auto Sales, 515S 12th Damon
Lovett, 753-4449
ray on Highway 280 May be protection training, All breeds kind of information that makes present home from
restaurant. Built-in cabinets St.
plete removal and more Call Call 435-4115.
another
ciand
ages
from
2
months
up.
your
house
hunting easier.
seen by coming by or calling
ty, then help that family adjust and fireplace, natural gas heat. 1971 Mercury for sale. Ex- Insulation blown in by Sears. BORER'S TREE SERVICE for Will haul bank gray
Professional
instructor.
436753-6506_
to your neighborhood. Sound good size lot. Garage and cellent running condition, save on these high heating and professional tree care, 753- white rock, stock
2858.
For rent- Mobile homes, furfamiliar? It's the same thing garden. Call 753-2815 after 2 $200, Call 753-8040 or after 5 cooling bills. Calf Sears, 753- 8536
Also backhoe worl
Registered American Eskimo
2310. for free estimates.
nished. nice, good location, air
we do for you someplace else. pm,
Travis at 159-184
pm 153-0665,
Spitz puppies. 502-554-2153.
conditioned. Phone 753-3895
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor- Nearing completion Extra
4343 or William
If your furniture, automobile,
Will beef driveway
41. Public Sale
mation on this service
or 753-3482
nice 2 bedroom duplex in Nor- 1972 Mercury Marquis. air. or boats aren't becoming to
759-1615
white red mid Ai lime.
power brakes, steering, doors,
sale,
Garage
inside,
WednesFirst time on market. Conve- thwood Subdivision Priced in and windows. Practically new you then they,should be com30. Business Rental
Alan brave weskit'
56. Free COINT
BOYD-MAJORS
day. Thursday, Friday, and
753-0814
nient and economical home, 2 $50's
gravel. Cal 489-2372.
battery and tires. Body and ing to us, for we try hardest to
Business or office space Saturday. Furniture, dishes,
REAL ESTATE
Australian Sheep di
bedrooms upstairs, 2 bedrooms
RONNIE PEA
mechanically in good condi- please. Wayside Upholstery.
available for rent or lease electric fans, quilts. Four miles
BriA,
753-8080
years old. good watc
753-5361
down,
or
753-6488.
natural
heat,
gas
detachtion.
436-2131.
Close to court square Private east of Murray on 94. Call 753to good home. Call 4
ed garage with workshop and
bedroom, 1973 Monte Carlo. Automatic,
Professional Services
custOmer parking Call 753- 8694
WIt5111,c Fnendly Touch'
storage,
large
Let
wake
lot
deep.
300
year
ft
tow
4109.
1630 sq. ft., power. air-conditioning. *re -Viocklag
Three party sale,' inside garage
Only $18.000. Call Spann Realkeg'.
riding; good tires with
on Highway 121, past Stella. 8
32. Apts. For Rent
Home window cleaning, no job too large o
ty Associates, 753-1724.
WANT TO
one and a half Smooth
in
beautiful
mags.
Interior
in
excellent
conAM
til
5
Pftl,
April
17 and 18.
START YOUR
Duplex for rent, all appliances,
photographs.
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 7
bath
home.
dition.
Need
to
sell.
Call
$950.
OWN BUSINESS?
carpeted, central vacuum
Having a yard sale?
CARTER STUDIO
between 8 and 5 pm 753day or night
Well
This building on S. 4th
i n - 1916.
system, electric heat and air. Then pickup your free
304 Man
753-8298
ask for Lisa, After 5 pm
St, with business area
753-2437.
sulated,
yard sale signs from
even
call
753-6331.
in front, shop area in
Furnished apartment near the Gallery of Homes
beneath floor- 1964 and 1966 Triumph TR Concrete and block work Block
back and possible livdowntown Murray. Call 753- office on Highway 641
Good engines, poor bodies. garages, basements, driveways,
ing
area
upstairs
could
s. Electric heat 4-s.
4109.
N.in The Village ShopBest
offer over $300. Serious walks, patios, steps, free
be
the
answer
to
your
estimates Charles Barnett
Furnished apartments. one or ping Center just
air.
Meticuloucalls
only.
767-2459.
"CENTSAB
LE
needs.
Building
is on
153-5416.
two bedrooms. Also sleeping across from the
HOME"
100'
x
1970
Torino,
250'
sly
213131.,
302,
4.
lot. Call tomainrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Boston Tea Party.
Brick 4 bedroom, 2
door good shape, $700. Call Carpentry service_ Whatever
day for details.
ments, South 16th. 753-6609.
tained. 1605 753-3793.
your needs, old or new, quality
bath home with large
SMALL FARM
JOHN SMITH
work. Call 753-0565.
kitchen;
eat-in
For rent One bedroom garden
large
Belmont DrivAlways yearned for
Trucks
.
apartment, carpeted, range,
living room and dining
Carpet cleaning, Joe Smith
land of your own then
e. Call 753- 1910 Chevrolet half ton truck. Carpet
refrigerator, disposer, private
area. Central gas heat.
Center. professionally
look at this! Modern 3
patio Call 153-7550.
Close to Murray State
done Free estimates. Call 7532503 between $800. Call 753-1631.
BR., brick, extra large
University
6660.
and
Mur1970 Chevrolet half ton truck
Two bedroom apartment for
kitchen, central heat
5:30 and 7:30 $800.
ray Middle School,
Call 753-1631 or 767- Custom made drapes and
rent. Also a three bedroom
and air, 13.7 acres
p
Ap.
m
.
located
on Sharp
2411.
apartment for rent. Call 753located 1-2 way
bedspreads Call 436-2289
753-7411
Street. Owner will con9240 Monday through Friday.
AROUND THE CLOCK
between Murray and
praisal value For sale: 1975 Chevy van. Call Driveways and parking areas
sider financing at
Mayfield off 0464.
759-1733.
white rocked and graded Free
$48,000 firm!
reasonable terms.
Priced $44,900.
1969
Ford cast iron, power estimates! Clifford Garrison.
Priced at $33,000. Con47. Motorcycles
steering, 10' gravel dump bed, 753-5429.
tact Kopperud Realty
753-8080
1971 Honda CT-70 mini bike. 2-speed axle. Call 753-4343
CONTACT:
753-1222. We're bringPAINTING
perfect condition, $275 Call For sale. 1978 Chevrolet diesel
ing the 1980's home to
Resadeigug, Farm
759-1726.
We have a five acre mini-farm
pickup, excellent condition.
and Commerctal
you!
with fine southern exposure
Sure). brush & roBer
Phone 753-7752 or 753-8689.
Harley
1800
Rider.
1979
Low
COMMERCIAL
Experience
15
Yrs.
a yard and up
hillside suitable for a solar or
Puryear, Tenn.
actual miles. $4000 firm. Call 1975 Ford F-250 4-wheel drive,
PROPERTY
RALPH WORLEY
earth type home. Property is
or Your Local Dialer for Details
753-3272.
condition.
good
753-4548,
4000 square feet inlocated on a blacktop road near
4364353
232.4
1969 Honda CB 350 $300 1970 Jeep truck with topper.
sulated metal building
the lake. This can be purchas753-5889 ask for Terry.
on 1.1 acres located on
ed with a low down payment
$20001 Call 753-5889.
1979 Yamaha 650 Special.
busy highway 4 miles
and the balance financed at
2300 miles, plus like new Elec- 51. Campers
from Murray. Priced
101%. John C. Neubauer Real
'
,
Ian. very nice contro helmet Must sell Call 753- 1974 Coat
below replacement
Estate, 1111 Sycamore St.,
dition, 23'1 ft. with awning,
2871
Murray, 753-0101 or 753cost - $60's. Phone
roll-up
antenna. Also other
1531.
Kopperud Realty, 75348. Auto. Services
camping extras. Includes hit1222 for full real estate
Battery $29 95 exchange 3 ch. Ready to camp for $4.000
service. $60's.
year warranty New Concord Will consider selling towing
Grffery, 436-5353
leash sa.i.
vehicle. Call 753-7839 after 4
on weekdays.
BARRER SNIP
for sale. Camper. 1970 Mini
244 Mime %we
motor home, 191
/
2' all
NEW OFFICE MORS:
Closed All Day Wed.
fiberglass body..4 chassie with
Monday-Friday
7:30-Noon
Saturday
7:30
til
5:00
ANOTHER
302 Ford motor, good gas
Price of
FULL PRICE
mileage excellent condition
NEW LISTING
MAINCIPT $1.25 FINANCING
PIKE WEAVE 75'
See at 603 Broad Extended
Extremely neat 3
Foo Hosp.°. Mouse Coll, please C al,'13 36P5 one do, oovc•••
CAN
OE ARRANGED
753-6133.
bedroom, 2 bath home
%Mon,Publ• S•••••
in quiet residential ci52. Boats and Motors
ty. Large 2 car garage
17' Arrowglass, tri-hull, walkhas been converted to
through windshield, full equipgame room. Top qualiped with 135 hp Evinrude and
'TALK TO THE EXPEItT
ty home reasonably
Shorelandr trailer Call 753MON I Ana
priced
$57,000.
5381
SILVER COINS
Located in city limits
United States
and Before)
(1964
motor,
Boat,
and
trailer
15'
and county school
SILVER
,,GER=9ROUND 21' X 21' X
Model
Cherokee aluminum, 35 horse
district. Don't delay.
Half Dollars
DOLLARS
Evinrude,
electric
start.
All
Phone us today on this
1935 and Before
Quarters
three for 5550. 7519986.
attractive home. Call
Dimes
For sale. 1974 Todecraft bass
Kopperud Realty, 753Half Dollars
boat. 70 hp Ennrude motor.
1222 for courteous
(1965 thru 1969)
Paying Cash for
437-4825
competent service.
War Nickels 1943-451
STERLING
'Cu
Sailor's delight. 14' Sloop
SILVER
NEW LISTING
GOLD
fiberglass,
indoor!,
trailer
SCRAP
We buy anything markOnly 4 miles Southeast
S1095. Call 753-1207
INSTAILA Else INCLUDED
ed STERLING. Spoons.
of Murray on old Muroperotoi
Anything marked INC, IR, IR
POOLS OM IfVfl GROUND
knives,forks, plates,tea
ray/Paris Road, 26
Broken rings, traceiets, kemretry
Duty 24
rheum intone. Iranian, nuggets,
acres with good 4
service,
candlesticks,
etr
Call 7 dc
bedroom home recenttrays, trophies, jewelry.
Wedding headeDwetal Geld OW
OVER 50 DIFFERENT
1979 Carswell*
MODELS
a
114eamtleg. Watch Caen INN
week
ly
If
it's
insulated
to
marked
TVA
Sterling
with perchase
Scheel Map Orme,ele.
Bonita
we will buy it.
specifications, with
FROM
TO s9900"
aluminum sealing exAllowing $21141 in merchandise. Pokes subject
tras. 2 Tobacco barns,
194", 260 hp. 1'0
change due to market.
stock barn, and other
power steering, S. S
out buildings. Low
Prop., full vinyl cover,
CORONET,. 1101 Of
'r
KY
$50's. Call Kopperud
OUR/17Y TAD(X CHEMICALS.
custom Tandem axle
3103 Fern Volley Reed, %es 104. tieses:Ky. 4021
Really, 753-1272 for
trailer, Shipwash Boat
row n•pri* Call I wier••••1 /Aiwa ••• •••••••••••
Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
full time real estate
and Motor. Call 750.
,
WE SERVICE ALL WARE
Weekdays & Saturday
208 E. Main - 753-3361
POOIN
1877
service.
Plate Other*,
fa m -11p m
01, STOW 111/

5iiOffered

Ammil6m.1

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
I. Miscellaneous
avy duty typewriter table, in
cellent condition. $50. Call
3-1292 between 9 AM and 5

wn mower battery, 24 month
arantee, $2419 exchange.
dlix Hardware, Paris.
nine batteries 36 month
arantee, $34.99 exchange,
month guarantee. $44 99
change Wallin Hardware,
ris
ars 10" radial arm saw with
Ind. $175 firm 753-2266.
ars riding lawn mower, still
der warranty Call 436-2877.
S. Business Services
I90'S ICE CREAM PARLOR.
II prepare any amount of
token for picnics or dinners.
ny 494 a piece for orders
ore than 30 pieces. Can pack
so it will be hot 3 hours later.
le day advance notice needed
large orders. Coldwater
iad, 753-3604.
6. TV-Radio
isiness is great! We have
me terrific bargains on trades, 12", 13", 19" and 25".
ilor and b/w t v.'s Even a
mbination t v and stereo.
!O and up. Clayton's J & B
usic. 753-7575
arduster CB antenna with 50'
le coax. 40 channel Robyn
obile radio, $65. Call 75393.

IRSES

•I Nespitel Is en the
onlegs for RN's wise
sides teens ci hoelth
ntly opened a now
sw Ambulatory Caro
• In Ob tttttIcs,
sod peri-liino.
tY: $6.00 per hour
per hour on 3-11

the end of your fir-

at no cost to you.
lye PLUS o personal

rovided at no coo

INCE: Single Blue
at no cost to you.
Including Birthday
ice, sick leave and

PLUS

NCENTIVE

COM-

year incentive
full and partly upon erna- for summer

edidnial (minty War
410; Prince's*, K ow351t,['toast*. 137.

I

LAIRD BRICK CG

REBATE

$500

5/8 particle board
1/2 plywood
Vinyl floor covering

Per Thousai
on all BRICK invoi
from March 1, 1980
May 31, 1980.

$2.99
$6.50
only $2.00

LAIRD BRICK CO.

Roofing Shingles. . . . $16.00 a square
Paneling
$3 99 and up
4x8 White Foam 3/4" . . . . . . $2.95
1"
$3.95
DISCOUNT BUILDING
MATERIAL
0.7.411

Noausional

YOU COO7E HOME To

EVERYDAY

Special Purchase I

HAVE WE GOTA
TRIMMER FOR YOU

WEED EATER

Special

WANTED

GOLD &SILVER
PAYING CASH!

895° its

$54
99

-4111.1111.

FREE
100' Cord

1399"

Murray Lawn &
Garden Center'

(502) 966-41'

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

PENGUIN POOLS of

I

T COPY AVAILABLE
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Deaths & Funerals

Sister Of Murray
Woman Dies With
Rites Wednesday

I

Senate Considering Vetoes,
Several House Proposals

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Colson

Mrs. Eskaleen Atwood
Harniwn.s &MOIL sister of
Mrs. Belle Harrell of Murray,
died Sunday at 10 a.m. at Norton's Infirmary Hospital,
Louisville. She was 78 years of
age and a resident of
Paducah.
She was a native ol Canton
in Trigg County.
Survivors include three
daughters--Mrs. Louise
Starks, Eddyville, Mrs. Jean
Edwards and Mrs. Peggy
Powers, Paducah; four sonsHarold, James, Ronald, and
Charles Hanunons, all of
Paducat; two sisters, Mrs.
Harrell, Murray, and Mrs.
Emma Michell, Elmhurst,N.
Y.; one brother, Conroy Atwood, Cadiz; 17 grandchildren; 12 great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home,Paducah, with the Rev.
Harold Council officiating.
Pallbearers will be Barry
and Mark Hammons, Terry
and Michael Starks, Jerry L.
Powers, and Kevin Solomon.
Burial will follow in the
Maplelawn Cemetery,
Paducah.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) After overriding one gubernatorial veto and sustauung
two others, the Senate met today to consider two more of its
vetoed measures and a
number of similar House pro-

The funeral for Thomas
Marvin Colson of Almo is being held today at 2 p.m at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Virgil, James, Eugene, and
dent Colson, John Rogers,
and James Owen. Burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Colson,81, was pronouned dead on arrival at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital on Sunday at 2.45
a.m. He was the former owner
of Marvin's Lunch Room,
South Third Street, Paducah,
and was a 50 year member of
the Masonic Lodge. He was
born in Trigg County.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Euple Owen Colson, to
whom he was married on Oct.
31, 1920; three sisters-Mrs.
Donna Hale, Mrs. Minnie
Rhodes, and Ms. Lurlene Colson; three brothers-Jack
Sanders Colson, -Troy Colson,
and Toy Graves Colson.

MHS Student
Council To Hold
Pancake Breakfast

"How the Other Halt Loves", a comedy by Alan Aycktiourn, continues performances
at the University Theatre through Saturday of this week. Curtain time is 800 p.m. and
reservations may be made by calling 767-6797. Pictured in a scene from the play are
Elaine Bass, Memphis, Tenn. and Skip Hamra, Murray.

a 10-day: recess after which the same fate as the cockfighting
legislature returned to con- measure.
sider vetos. Because the
S8364 went to a grave in the
legislature was adjourned, the Appropriations and Revenue
governor didn't have to return Committee without objecthe vetoed bills until Monday, tions. Brown vetoed it
Lansford said.
because, he said, it un-Our position has been all constitutionally allows the
One of the vetoes sustained
along that we had to deliver state to lend its credit to local
was of a measure which many
them by April 14," Lansford governments and would set a
observers said would have
said.
bad precedent.
paved
the
way
for
Senate Majority Leader
The two remaining vetoed
cockfighting in Kentucky.
John Berry, D-New Castle, Senate bills were held over for
The measure would have
also said there is a con- consideration on the final day
removed birds from the
stitutional question about of the legislative session.
statutory definition of
whether Brown's veto met the
One would raise the salaries
animals. This, opponents said, time lima. But he said it would of the three Kentucky
would remove birds from
not be settled without a Railroad
Commission
measures against cruelty to
lawsuit.
members.
animals and thus open the way
"There could be arguments
The other would enable
for cockfighting, which now is either way. It's something counties with populations
illegal in Kentucky.
that will have to be settled in a between 30,000 and 55,000 to
But some senators raised
courtroom after somebody impose an occupational tax
questions about whether Gov. kills a dove when they're without seeking approval
John Y. Brown Jr.'s veto of shooting at a blackbird," from voters.
the measure was valid.
Berry said.
Meantime, Sens. William
Under the Kentucky ConIn a brief session, the Senate Sullivan, D-Henderson,
stitution, the governor has 10 also appointed three members Robert Martin, D-Richnond,
days after a bill has passed to to a joint committee which and Baker were named to the
sign or veto it and return it to will try to wort out a com- committee which will try to
the House or Senate. If the promise judicial and reach a compromise on the
legislature has adjourned, the legislative pay raise bill, still judges' and legislative pay
constitution provides that the pending in the final two days bills.
governor should send his veto of the 1980 session.
Under the measure, all
message to the secretary of
And four senators withdrew judges in Kentucky would get
state.
as sponsors of the original annual pay increases of
Brown vetoed the bill on the judges' pay increase proposal, almost $10,000.
10th day after receiving it and hesitating to be associated
Complications arose when
returned it to the Senate with the attempt by some the House, through an amendclerk's office with a veto legislators to attach
ment by voice vote, attached a
message on the llth day.
themselves to the judges' legislative pay measure that
Sen. Walter Baker, one of retirement system. also authorizes lawmakers to
the Senate's top constitutional
By 30-4 and with practically
get into the judicial retirelawyers, said Brown's veto no debate, the Senate over- ment system.
may be void.
rode the veto of SB206 which
The senators who pulled out
It appears that the gover- authorized limited licenses for
Monday as sponsors of the
nor should have either return- persons selling mortgage
original version were: Mike
ed the bill to the Senate clerk redemption insurance.
Moloney, D-Lexington, John
by the end of the 10th day or
Brown said in his veto Gibson, D-Madisonville, John
returned it to the secretary of message last Friday that such "Eck" Rose, D-Winchester,
state by the 10th day," said legislation would result in unand John Doug Hays, DBaker,R-Glasgow.
necessary and excessive costs
Pikeville.
"If he did neither, then it's for consumers and possible inYogurt Separations
quite likely that the veto is a adequate training for some
Separation in yogurt is nornullity and cockfighting is agents.
mal. Just stir the liquid which
lawful."
The override action went to
rises to the top back into the
But Brown's top legislative the House, which also must
thick mixture, gently, and enliaison, Bruce Lansford, had a agree if Brown's vetoo is to be
joy it. If you're using yogurt
different view.
successfully rejected.
for cooking, it may be stabilizA constitutional amendment
A vetoed bill which would
ed by adding a bit of flour or
approved lastfall provided for have allotted $175,000 for court
cornstarch. Keep the heat low
facilities at Louisville met the
and cooking time short.

The Student Council of Murray High School will hold its
annual pancake breakfast
from 6 to 11 a.m. Saturday,
April 19, at the Murray High
cafeteria.
Although council members
Rudy Tyree died today at will be selling tickets this
NEW YORK (AP) - The tional reporting award for photography award. The
1:30 a.m. at the home of his week, tickets will also be
Philadelphia Inquirer ran its their stories and pictures from
sister, Mrs. Opal Hale, Mur- available at the door. The
Associated
Press had
ray Route 8, with whom he price for the "all-you-can-eat" string of Pulitzer Prizes to six Cambodia. Brinkley is the son distributed the same picture
in a row - two short of the of NBC News commentator when it was taken.
resided. He was 81 years of breakfast is $1.50. Children
under 6 will be fed free.
record - and the Boston David Brinkley.
age and a retired painter.
Erwin "Skeeter" Hagler's
Money from the breakfast " Globe wan three sepatate
Robert L. Bartley of The 23-picture series on the TeTas
The deceased was a
member of the First Christian will go toward a scholarship, awards in the 1980 competition „ Wall Street Journal won the cowboy for the Dallas Times
Church and of Murray Lodge according to Judy Outland, for the prestigious journalism editorial writing prize. Don Herald won the prize for
honors,.
Wright " of the Miami News feature photography.
No. 105 Free and Accepted council president.
The Inquirer won the award won his second prize for
Masons. Born Dec. 8, 1898, in
In the feature writing
for coverage of the Three Mile editorial cartooning.
Marshall County, he was the
category, Madeline Blais,won
Island
A
disaster.
photograph,
"Firing
The
Globe
a prize for stories for the
son of the late Dr. C. N. Tyree
won prizes for special local Squad in Iran," distributed by Miami Herald Sunday
and Nina Sanders Tyree.
United
reporting,
Press
commentary
International,
and
His wife, Mrs. Thelma
"Tropic" magazine about
won
criticism.
the spot
news family life.
Parker Tyree,died in 1957.
In the arts categories, NorHe is survived by three
LOUISVILLE, Ky. .AP — USDA —
iewp. miner 'mew awill agaw - man Mailer's "Executioner's
sisters-Mrs. Lillian Hicks,
Cattle 1500; slaughter steers and heifers
-Prospects for Stability in
I
Song," the story of the life and
steady; cows steady, bulls steady;
LaCenter, and Mrs. Opal Hale the Middle East" will be the
slaughter calves and vealers steady;
execution of Utah convict
and Mrs. Sylvan r Velma subject of a presentation by
feeders 1.00 lugher,
,
Gary Gilmore, won the 1980
Darnell, Murray Route 8; one Dr. Richard Butwell at this
Slaughter steers choice 1070-1080 lb
_
62.75-63.90, 1150-1293 lb 61 0162.75; good
fiction prize - although some
niece. Mrs. Carlos (Jean
is
ir• _
week's
United
Campus
and choice 2-3 1200-1525 lb 36104970;
critics said it was non-fiction
Steele, Kevil.
utility and standard 1100-1435 lb 52.01
Ministry Luncheon, scheduled
54 75;
The funeral will be held to begin at 12:30 p.m. on -and Lanford Wilson won the
Slaughter heifers choice 3-4936-1085 lb
drama prize for his current
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the Wednesday, April 16 in the
61.4063.00; good susd choice 2-3 030-960 lb
Broadway play "Tally's Folchapel of the Blalock-Coleman Counseling and Testing Center
Poet Stanley Kunitz will has been criticized by some 5850-610),
-Slaughter cows utility 1-3 47.60-53.50:
ly," about a Jewish accounFuneral Home with burial to Conference Room.
read from his work in Room for being too accessible. To
high dressing 53.75-54.00; cutter 1-2 46.0).1"......."
tant
who
goes
to
Missouri
to
follow in the Murray City
423 of the Price Doyle Fine this he answers:
49 50, canner and cutter under 800 lb
Dr. Butwell, vice president
woo a spinster.
4050-460).
Cemetery.
Arts Center at Murray State
for Academic Programs at
—
"Perhaps in my age I've
Slaughter bulls 1495 lb 59.75; 1-2 17601
The Globe became only the
Friends may call at the Murray State, also serves as a
University at 7:30 p.m. managed to untie some of
1550 lb 50.0047_00;
the
second paper to win three
funeral home after 10 a.m. professor of Political Science
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
Wednesday, April 16.
knots of my youth. I want to 190320 lb vealers 76.50-670); 350-400 lb
1975 Chevrolet Vega Station Wagon
prizes in a year. The New
Wednesday.
This is one of the truly say what I have
at the university. A graduate
Automatic, air conditioning, color beige, brown into say without cows 65.0347.50, feeder steers 300-400 lb
York Times won three in 1978.
special
events
74.0010.30;
of
the
400-500 lb 7236-0)70. 500600
year for fuss. I want to strip everything
of Tufts College, Butwell earnterior. ,
A five-member team com- the university, because
lb 86 00-77 00; 515 lb 6436. 600-700 lb
$1450.00
Kunitz
ed an M.A. degree from In635048.36. 700-905 lb 61.0007 00. 300500
bined for the Globe to report is, by now, one of the foremost down to essentials."
Keep That Great GM Fee..ny W.ihGeou.ne GM Foos
Federal-State Market News Service
diana University and a Doclb 64.00-74.00; 500-700 lb 60.00-67.00; hobsFor many years, a close teins 320000 lb 60.00-65.00, 500870 lb
April 75.1*
on mismanagement in the living American poets.
torate in Philosophy at Oxford
Kentuck!. Purchase Area Hog Market
5060-600), heifers 350500 lb 60.3607.00;
city's transit system. The
Continuous
His most recent book, friend of Roethke and Lowell, 345
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
University.
Q sernrrearrs GNI
Protection
GM
Kunitz attributes his poetic lb lb 70.40.5(0-465 lb 575045.60; 325-675 I
commentary award went to "Selected Poems,
Receipts. Act. 123 Est. 725 Barrows &
53.03-5801;
1928-1978,"
Students, faculty and other
Gilts 61.0041.25 higher Sows uneven 500
Plan
style to his early reading of
Ellen Goodman, whose syn- has been not
Hogs 750; barrows and gilts 1.00-1.25
Ilse steady to $1.00 higher. Higher 500
only wellinterested persons are enBlake, Donne, and Herbert, higher; 1-2 220-250 lb 29.00-38.25; 2i0-265
Ibe steady 50 lower
dicated column covered sub- received but celebrated
as a
lb 22.502900 2-3 245-265
2750-20.36.
US 1-2 200.230 lbs.
sa7.75-0).25 couraged to participate in the
and also acknowledges the full sows 50 lower, 1-2361-350 lb
jects including medical ethics, national literary
lb 24.0025.00;
US 2 200-240 lbs
127.50-27.75
event. This is
UCM luncheon programs
250400
753-1617
weight
lb
25.00-26.00,
of
Iran
lb 26,50US 2-3240-250 lbs.
Yeats'
400-450
and
the
influence,
Three
South
Mile
122.5027.50
Island fitting - his work spans a very
which are held each WednesUS 2-4260-200 lb•
whom he calls the greatest 27.36; 450-500 lb 7701.320(6, 500660 lb
accident. The criticism award remarkable
Sows
0)50-300); boars over 300 lb 24 50-2550;
age, soaked in
day. Cost for the informal
"111*
--d'Illw ma* inw
4.=
poet in the English language
went to William A. Henry 3d, change, and
CS 1-2 2703501Ni
Sheep 25; untested.
121 00-24 00
through it all the
US 1-3 300450 Ibis
ta 00-24 00 meal is $1.25. For more inforwho writes about television.
•
poems have remained steady, in the 20th century.
US I-3 450-500 Ibri
224 00-25 00
mation concerning the lun(15 1-3500-650 lbs. ....
A gold medal was awarded stable, personal
Kunitz has published five
625 00-26 50
- they have
cheon program, call the UCM
US 2-3 300-5031ba ..
62100-2560
to the Gannett News Service continually
Korn 10 00-22 00
measured the volumes of poetry: -Intellecoffice at 753-3531.
for meritorious public service value and the dilemma
tual Things," 1930; -Passport
of befor its 18-day series on an ing human against
a set of to War: A Selection of
order of Catholic priests, the universal standards
- death, Poems," 1944; "Selected
Pauline
Fathers, and nature, and the fluid existen- Poems, 1928-1958," 1958; -The
mismanagment of gifts and tial plain that exists
between Testing Tree: Poems," 1971;
contributions.
death and nature: experience. and "Selected Poems, 1928Columbia University makes
1978," 1979.
The word I spoke in anger
the awards on recommendaweighs less than a parsley
For his work in "Selected
tion of an advisory panel and seed
Poems, 1928-1958," Kunitz was
each award, except for the
PAYING TOP PRICES
but a road runs through it
awarded a Pulitzer Prize.
gold medal for public service,
that leads to my grave...
This poetry reading will be
WAR NICKLES 1942,
carries a $1,000 prize.
As Kunitz has matured, he open to the public at no cost.
SILVER FLATWARE
The national reporting
43, 44, 45
award went to Bette Swenson
& SERVING PIECES
DIMES
Orsini and Charles Stafford of
EXPERT,Y DRY CLEANED
BRACELETS, CHAINS
QUARTERS
THRU
the St. Petersburg (Fla.)
MEN'S & LADIES
MEDALS, CHARMS. PINS.
HALVES THRU 1964
Times for their four-year inOR ANYTHING MARKE
HALVES 65 THRU 69
vestigation of the Church of
SILVER DOLLARS
US TRADE
"STERLING", 925 or 999.
Scientology.
DOLLARS
Louisville (Ky.) CourterJournal reporter Joel
Brinkley and photographer
LAS VEGAS, Nev.(AP)- ting to that machine and shakJay Mather won the interna- "Come on, Marian,
ing his head.
MARKED 10KT, 14KT,
die."
"Actually tears were star18KT or 22KT
Those words allegedly came
from Jam Adams, a nurse in ting to come to his eyes and
CLASS RINGS. CHAINS,
the so-called "Angel of Death" he'd shake. He was nervous
POCKET WATCHES, TIE
Price. id MOCKS aif 10cal Woad 40 11
about something," Mrs.
is.m CIFF1186011•1116111610ibtillIreif .,, case, as she stood over
TACKS, WRIST WATCHES,
a dying
Ledger i mote vs Mrs 4 loodon
woman's bed, according to Fraser said, according to
BRACELETS, EARRINGS,
corp of Murray..
transcripts made public MonWEDDING BANDS, CHARM BRACELETS, PINS
Industrial Average
+In transcripts from a grand jury day by the Las Vegas Review
Prices Gaol Tee Wed., Thur
Sir Products
ALSO DENTAL GOLD (UNMARKED) AND GOLD COINS
Mow Investigation.
April S 14 1 7
American Motors
$OW 'A co-worker at Sunrise Journal.
Ashland
3E404
A total of 21 persons testified
American Teirphons
Hospital alleges that Miss
BUYING
Chrysler
before the grand jury inAdams
turned
off
another
paFord Molar
DIAMONDS
25
r
.
..?..
.
.
vestigating
reports
that
an
OAF
tient's respirator, then told a
10 POINTS
General Cara
ShIRTS
"Angel of Death" was respon154 unc
nurse "Don't worry about it."
& OVER
General Dynamic:8
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sible
number
tA0NIHRIO AND P065060 10
for
a
of
in
deaths
General Motors
Miss Adams, 32, was in1;-..4%
PERFECTION C.000 AU WM
Defiers! Tire
hospital's
intensive
the
care
SCRAP GOLD AND SILVER WILL BE BOUGHT REGARDLESS OF
dieted earlier this month by a
Goodrich
IPS-%
ON 1181.16FR5 00601060
CENTRAL. SHOPPING CENTER
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Murray State University
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The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club takes great pleasure
in welcoming
you to the fifth annual Kentucky Charity Horse Show. We are all justifiably
proud of the
fact that the Kentucky Charity Horse Show has come to be recognized
as one of the outstanding horse shows in the South for both exhibitors and spectators.
The funds earned from the 1979 show were donated by the Sigmas
to the MurrayCalloway County Mental Health Association, the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and the
Community Theatre. The Sigma Department is spearheading a drive to
purchase a new
"Jaws of Life- for use in Murray and Calloway County. Funds from this
years Kentucky
Chairty Horse Show have been pledged toward this badly needed
piece of life-saving
equipment.
We especially want to thank our sponsors, patrons, and all those who
donate and contribute money, merchandise, and time. Only your generous support makes
it possible for
the Sigma Department to continue the Kentucky Charity Horse Show.
We appreciate the attendance of each spectator and exhibitor. We
hope you enjoy the
show.
Sue M. Spann, Chairman
Sigma Deportment
Murray Woman's Club

On behalf of the Murray Rotary Club, I would like to welcome you to the Fifth Annual
Kentucky Charity Horse Show.
Our annual show has grown beyond our expectations and has developed the reputation
of being one of the finest shows in this region of the country. We are proud of our show
and will strive to make it even better in the future.
We appreciate very much your support of our show. Through your support, the Rotary
Club is able to contribute to many worthy causes such as the Boy Scout and Girl Scout
Councils, American Red Cross, Murray Baseball Association, Murray Swim Association,
Comnipnity Theatre, and our own scholarship fund.
Stuart Poston, President
Murray Rotary Club

HORSE SHOW OFFICIALS
Show Chairmen
Mrs. Gene Landolt, Sigma Department, Murray Woman's Club
Mr. Eugene Schanbacher, Murray Rotary Club
WALKING HORSE JUDGE
GAITED JUDGE
ANNOUNCER
ORGANIST
RINGMASTER
PHOTOGRAPHER
OFFICIAL VETERINARIAN
OFFICIAL FARRIER
SPONSORED BY

Mr. Wayne E. Thorpe, Hohenwald, Tennessee
Mr. Redd Crabtree, Simpsonville, Kentucky
Mr. Bill Carrington, Murfreesboro, Tennesse
Mr. William Hickman, Evansville, Indiana
Mr,. James E. Cole, Jackson, Tennessee
Mr, Doug Shiflet, Asheboro, North Carolina
Westside Veterinary Service, Murray, Kentucky
Mr. James H. Fleming, Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Sigma Department, Murray Woman's Club
Murray Rotary Club
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SHOW

LET'S FOLLOW THE SHOW
Here's a description of the types of horses you'll see, their gaits, points considered in judging, other details.

AMATEUR: One who rides or drives for the love of
the sport and not a profession or for profit.

JUNIOR: Any horse four years old and under is
classified as a Junior horse.

APPOINTMENTS: The correct bridling, saddlery,
harnessing, vehicles, etc., used with each type of
horse, which have been standardized by custom.

OPEN CLASS: One in which any horse of the
specified breed is eligible, regardless of age, sex,
number of first, or amateur or professional status of
the rider.

BIKE: The modern racing sulky with two bicycle
type wheels, driven to a roadster horse which goes
at the trot.
CANTER: A three-beat gait
collected gallop.

which

QUARTER BOOTS: The white protective boots
worn by gaited horses to prevent damage to the
front feet due to overstepping by the back feet.

is a slow

CONFORMATION: The comparison as to physical
characteristics of a given horse to an ideal specimen
of his particular breed.
FINE HARNESS CLASS: Composed of American
Saddlebred horses shown in a light road show
wagon at two gaits only, the walk and park trot.
Great speed is penalized, but extreme action is very
desirable.
GAITED HORSE: An American Saddlebred horse
which has been schooled to the artificial as well as
the natural gaits. He executes, in addition to walk,
trot and canter, the man-made rack and slow gait.
The five-gaited type should be distinguised from
three gaited which is shown only at the walk, trot
and canter.
GAITS: The natural gaits of the horse are the walk,
trot and canter, while the rack and slow gaits are
artificial.
HABIT: Refers to the costume worn by the rider,
which has been standardized custom according to
time of day and type of horse being shown.
HAND: The unit by which a horse is measured. A
hand is four inches.
SQUARE: In all classes, gaits of the horse must be
even, natural and balanced as well as true, and
these constitute the qualities of squareness.
TIE: To rate the horse as he finishes in a class, as
-1st; 2nd, 3rd, etc.
FLAT-FOOTED WALK: A true, square, flat-footed
walk. One of the three gaits of the Tennessee
Walking Horse.

RACK: One of the gaits of the five-gaited saddler,
the rack is executed in fourbeat cadence, each foot
striking the ground separately. It is very fast and
smooth with much elevation.
RIBBON COLORS: First place, blue; second, red;
third, yellow; fourth, white: fifth, pink.
ROAD GAIT: A moderately rapid trot performed by
the road horse or roadster, at a speed designed to
cover long distances without unduly tiring the
horse. Considerable speed should be available when
called for, however.
ROAD HORSE OR ROADSTER: A horse driven to a
bike or racing sulky whose outstanding characteristic is speed at the trot. Other points, however, are
also considered in judging.
SLOW GAIT: A stepping pace or slow rack which is
performed as one of the artificial gaits of the
five-gaited horse.
SOUNDNESS: Physical fitness of the horse. A
sound horse is free from physical defects of any
type.
STAKE: A Championship or
Championship class.

preliminary to a

WALK-TROT: To distinguish a three-gaiter from a
five-gaiter, this term refers to an American Saddlebred horse that walks, trots, and canters only.
RUNNING WALK: A quick, four beat gait, similar
to the rack, but much slower and with less
elevation
CHALLENGE TROPHIES: Trophy to remain in
possession of the winner for one year. For permanent possession it must be won three times by the
same exhibitor.

HOCKS AND HOCK ACTION: The "elbows" of the
rear leg are designated anatomically as the hocks.
Hock action refers to the use of these rear leg joints.

-..iligesies—asM•lransISSIMP.MeSSWIRsassis,4i
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Patrons For 1980 Charity Horse Show
Mr.& Mrs. Duane Adams
Mr.& Mrs. Eli M. Alexander
Dr. Rex Alexander
Mr.& Mrs. Tommy Alexander
Mr.& Mrs. Bill Allbritten
Dr. Clegg Austin
Dr.& Mrs. Ronald Babb
Dr. Robert Bacsik
E.M. Bailey Distributing Company
Mr.& Mrs. Thomas Banks
Mr.& Mrs. Hugh Barksdale
Mr.& Mrs. Howard Bazzell
Mr.& Mrs.Frank Beamer
Mr.& Mrs. John Behling
Mr.& Mrs. Joe Belcher
Mr.& Mrs. Wayne Bennett
Mr.& Mrs. Jack Benton
Mr.& Mrs. James S. Berry
Mr.& Mrs. Bob Billington
Mr.8z Mrs. Guy Billington
Owen & Elvie Billington
Ted F. Billington, Consulting Engineers
Dr.& Mrs. Bailey Binford
Dr.& Mrs. Frank Black
C.O. Bondurant Realty
Mr.Jimmy Boone
Mr. O.B. Boone,Jr.
Mr.& Mrs. William Boyd
Mr.& Mrs. Max H. Brandon
Mr.& Mrs. J. Donald Brock
Mr.& Mrs. W.H.Brooks
Mr.& Mrs. Tommy Brown
Mr.& Mrs. H.Jack Bryan
Mr.& Mrs. Don Burchfield
Mr.& Mrs.G.H. Burkett
Dr.& Mrs. James M.Byrn
Richard & Charlene Butwell
Mr.& Mrs. Vernon F. Campbell
Dr. James B. Carlin
Mr.& Mrs. Darnley Chamberlain

Cindy Chrisman
Mr.& Mrs. Don G. Chrisman
Mr.& Mrs. H. Ed Chrisman
Mr.& Mrs. Ron Christopher
Mr.& Mrs. Max Churchill
Mr. Ronald Churchill
Mr.& Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.
Mr.& Mrs. Carl Cobb
Dr.& Mrs.Eugene Cook
Bennie L. Cooper
Judy Costello
Mrs.Jo Crass
Cliff Curd
Grace Elaine Curd
Mr.& Mrs. H.C. Denham
Mr.& Mrs. Joe Dick
Larry Doyle
Mr.& Mrs. Ray Dunn
Mr.Sid Easley
T.L. Eckerdt
Dr.& Mrs. W.Frank Edwards
Mr.& Mrs. Herman K. Ellis
Mr.& Mrs. Holmes Ellis,Sr.
Mr.& Mrs. James L. Erwin
Mr.& Mrs. Robert H.Etherton
Family Shoe Store
Dr.& Mrs. Richard W.Farrell
Buddy Farris
Mr.& Mrs. Cecil Farris
Dan & Susan Farris
Don Faughn Enterprises,Inc.,
Distributors of Hawaiian Tropic
Mr. Mac Fitts
Mr. James H.Foster
Dr.& Mrs. James H.Frank
Mr.& Mrs. Vernon Gantt
Mr.& Mrs. Wilson Gantt
Mr. Marshall Garland

Jim Garrison
Mr.& Mrs. Virgil Gilliam
Mr. MichaelGoldberg
Marshall & Annette Gordon
Mr.8z Mrs. Bailey Gore
David Graham
The Greek Corner
Ron & Ailene Greene
Mr.& Mrs. John Gregory
Bill & Susan Hart
Mrs. George Hart
Dr.& Mrs. James C. Hart
Mr.& Mrs. Ralph M.Hausman
Mr.& Mrs.E. J. Haverstock
Mr.& Mrs. Gary Haverstock
Mr.& Mrs. Keith Hays
Mr.& Mrs. Robert Hendon
Mr.& Mrs. Melvin Henley
Mr.& Mrs. Harlan Hodges
Mr.Ben Hogancamp
Anne-Marie Hoke
Rebecca Hoke
Mr.& Mrs. Mike Holton
Dr. Thomas L. Hopkins
Mrs. Maurine J. Hopson
Tass Hopson
Horse Equipment & Supply Company
Dr.& Mrs. L. J. Hortin
Mr.& Mrs.Samuel Housden
Dr.& Mrs.Hal E.Houston
Dr.& Mrs. Russell E.Howard
Mr.& Mrs.E. L. Howe,Jr.
Mr.& Mrs.E.B. Howton
Dr.& Mrs. Donald Hughes
Mr.& Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes
Mr.& Mrs. Maurice Humphrey
Dr.& Mrs. Ben Humphreys
Mr.& Mrs. Buford Hurt
Mr.& Mrs. Harold T. Hurt
Mr.81 Mrs. Max Hurt

PA
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Patrons For 1980 Charity Horse Show
Mr.& Mrs.Edgar Iglehart
Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks
Mr.& Mrs. Joe Pat James
Mr.& Mrs. Buron Jeffrey
Mr.& Mrs. Robert Glen Jeffrey
Dr.& Mrs. Conrad H.Jones
Dr.& Mrs. Donald A. Jones
Dr.& Mrs. Donald E.Jones
Dr. St Mrs. Walter W.Jones
Dr. dz Mrs. Frank Julian
Mr.& Mrs. Don Keller
Mike & Debbie Keller
Paul & Pat Kiesow
David SE Cindie King
Dr.& Mrs. Roy Kirk
Dr.& Mrs. Phillip B. Klapper
Mr. Charles E.Kupchella
Mr.& Mrs. Gene Landolt
Mr. George D. Landolt
Mr. di Mrs. James M.Lassiter
Prentice & Mary Lou Lassiter
Mr.& Mrs. James L. Light, Jr.
Mr. de Mrs.G.T. Lilly
Mr.& Mrs. Joe Baker Littleton
Dr.& Mrs. C.C. Lowry
Mr.& Mrs. William S. Major
Bobby di Susie Malone
Man's World
Dr.& Mrs. R. Gary Marquardt
Mr. de Mrs. Martin Mattis
Mr. de Mrs.Simon Michelson
Mr.& Mrs. Robert O. Miller
Mr.& Mrs. Tip Miller
Dr.& Mrs. Walter Mischke •
Dr.& Mrs. Allen Moffitt
Dr. di Mrs. Ray Mofield
Morgan,Trevathan and Gunn
Mr.& Mrs. Thomas Muehleman
Murray Datsun,Inc.

Jerry McCoy,Custom Woodwork
Mr.& Mrs. M.C. McCuiston
Mr.& Mrs. Ralph McCuiston
Mr.& Mrs. Harold McReynolds
Mr.& Mrs.Steve Newton
John Nicholas,Shoe Service
Dr.& Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger
Dr.& Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley
Richard Orr Distributing Company
Mr.& Mrs.James 0.Overbey
Owen's Food Market
Mr.& Mrs. Jerry Owen
Dr.& Mrs. Billy P'Pool
Dr.& Mrs. William T. Parker
John 0.Pasco,Professional Engineer
Bill & Mickey Phillips
Jim & Ruth Pickens
Plainview Stables
Plamp-Keen Livestock Insurance Company
Mr.& Mrs.Stuart Poston
Mr.& Mrs. Forrest Priddy
Ken & Lynda Purcell
Mr.& Mrs. Wells Purdom,Jr.
Dr.di Mrs. John C.Quertermous
Mr.& Mrs. Bethel Richardson
Dr. di Mrs. Michael T. Ridley
Mr. di Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.
Mr. di Mrs. Clifton Robinson
Mr.& Mrs. Daniel Rodden
Dr. David Roos
Tommy Rushing
Mr. dt Mrs.Stephen C.Sanders
Mr.Tommy Sanders
Mr. dr Mrs. Wafford Saute!
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher
John E.Scott
Thomas A.Scott
Mr.& Mrs.Jack Shell
Mr. Brian Shell

Mr. Se Mrs.Ed Shinners
Mr.& Mrs. Dan Shipley
Thomas E.Shirley
Mr.& Mrs. A. W.Simmons,Sr.
Mrs. Jane Sisk
Mr.& Mrs. W.Hunt Smock
Mr. di Mrs.Joe Hal Spann
Dr.& Mrs. Harry M.Sparks
Mr. dz Mrs.E.K.Stacey
Stahler's Dairy Farm
Dr.& Mrs. Chad Stewart
Mr. di Mrs.Ed Strohecker
Dr.& Mrs.Shashi K. Tandon
The Tappan Company
Mr.& Mrs. Eugene Tarry
Mr.& Mrs. Dwain Taylor
Mr.& Mrs. Tommy D. Taylor
Dr.& Mrs. Howard Titsworth
Mr. Bob Toon
Mr.& Mrs. David Travis
Ben & Margaret Trevathan
Douglas di Evelyn Tucker
Mr.& Mrs. Talmadge Tutt
Mr.& Mrs. Van Valentine
Tom di Diane Wagner
Mr. dz Mrs. George Ed Waldrop
Mr.& Mrs. Charles Walston
Mr.& Mrs. Dan R. Ward
Mr.& Mrs. R. L. Ward
Watson's Fish Market
Mr.& Mrs. W.Edward Watson
Steve & Tonda West
Dr.& Mrs. Bill Whittaker
Evelyn A. Wilson
liaem
ow R.
Weilnn
Mrs
rs..K
&m
D
Drr..&
Winters n
Mrs. Jenny Wood
Hoyce & Gene Wrather
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Schedule of Classes

•

Friday Night, April 18, 1980
Class 1

$100 Open Pleasure Pony — 58- and under, Riders 14 years and under

Class 2

$150 Two Year Old Walking Fillies

Class 3

$150 Amateur Three-Gaited Horse

Class 4

$150 Ladies Amateur Walking Horse, mare or gelding

Class 5

$100 Amateur Roadster Pony to bike

Class 6
Class 7

Jr. Exhibitor Five-Gaited Horse, riders 17 years and under
$100 Slow Racking Horse

Class 8

$150 Three Year Old Walking Fillies

Class 9

Jr. Exhibitor Three-Gaited Horse, riders 17 years and under

Class 10

$100 Amateur Harness Pony —50" and under, four wheel vehicle

Class 11

Three Year Old Walking Stallions and Geldings

Class 12

$150 Show Pleasure Walking Horse

Class 13

$150 Junior Five-Gaited Horse —4 years old and under

Class 14

$100 Open Fox Trot Horse

Class 15

$150 Walking Horses 15.2 or under — open

Class 16

$150 Amateur Five-Gaited Horse

Class 17

Open English Pleasure Horse

Saturday Night, April 19, 1980
Class 18

$150 American Saddlebred Three-Gaited Pleasure Horse

Class 19

$150 Two Year Old Walking Stallions and Geldings

Class 20

$150 Open Roadster Pony- --50" and under

Class 21

$150 Amateur Walking Horse Open

Class 22

$150 American Saddlebred Five-Gaited Pleasure Horse — Mare or Gelding

Class 23

$150 Style Racking Horse -- English Equipment

Class 24

$150 Open Fine Harness Pony — 50- and under, four wheel vehicle

Class 25

$100 Juvenile Walking Horse, Mare or Gelding

Class 26

Four Year Old Walking Mares

Class 27

$500 Open Three-Gaited Horse

Class 28

$150 Four Year Old Walking Horse

Class 29

$150 Fine Harness Horse

Class 30

$225 Open Racking Horse

Class 31

$150 Road Horse to Bike

Class 32

$500 Open Walking Horse

Class 33

$500 Open Five-Gaited Horse

4 wheel vehicle
English Equipment

•

BES

CO
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FRIDAY NIGHT - APRIL 18, 1980
Class 1

KOPPERUD REALTY
Murray, Kentucky
presents
OPEN PLEASURE PONY
(58" and under)

Junior exhibitor 14 years and under. To be shown at a walk, favorite gait, and canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Holton and Melugin
Insurance Agency, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

My
' Maks

$45 $33 $22 $15 $10—Ribbons

Judge*

OK**

Class 2

THE TAPPAN COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky
presents
TWOYEAR OLD WALKING FILLIES

To be shown at a flat walk and running walk: canter not required.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home,

Trophy

My
00100

DrCT

Judge.
ChObi

rrunt MIMIRIE

Murray, Kentucky.

$60 $40 $25 $15 $10—Ribbons

A

CHARITY HORSE SHOW
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FRIDAY NIGHT - APRIL 18, 1980

Class 3
•
•

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Murray Kentucky
presents —
AMATEUR THREE-GAITED HORSE

To be ridden by an amateur. Roached man and tail. To be shown at a walk, trot,
and canter. To be judged on performance, quality, and manners.
The Dr. G. C. McClain Memorial Trophy and Ribbons donated by Mrs. G. C. McClain, Mr. and Mrs. Ben McKinney and Miss Whitney Cassity, Benton, Kentucky
Trophy

My
Choice

$60 $40 $25 $15 $10

Ribbons

Judges
Choice

THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
LADIES AMATEUR WALKING HORSE
(mare or gelding)

Class 4

Riders 18 years and over. To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Murray Lumber Co., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

My
Chaco

J uck•is
Choice

$60 $40 $25 $15 $10

Ribbons

PAGE9 1
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

FRIDAY NIGHT - APRIL 18, 1980
Class 5

WELLS,ELECTRIC
Murray Kentutky
presents-AMATEUR ROADSTER PONY TO BIKE

50" and under, to be shown by an amateur. To be Shown at a jog trot, road gait,
and speed. Colors up.
Trophy and Ribbons donated By The Murray Theatres, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

My
Choice

$45 $33 $22 $15

$10

Ribbons

Judges
Choice

Class 6

FRIEND OF KENTUCKY CHARITY HORSE SHOW
—presents-JUNIOR EXHIBITOR FIVE GAITED HORSE

Riders 17 years old and under. Mare or gelding, any age, to be ridden by a Junior
exhibitor. To be shown at the walk, trot, canter, slow gait and rack and to be
judged on manners, quality and performance.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Burger Queen, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

My
Choice

Judge.
Choice

$45 $33 $25 $15

$10

Ribbons

CHARITY HORSE SHOW
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FRIDAY NIGHT-APRIL 18, 1980
Class 7

BELCH ER OIL COMPANY
Mayfield, Kentucky
presents—
, SLOW
CKING HORSE

To be judged at a walk, and a slow rack gait.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Seven Seas Restaurant, Murray, Kentucky.
TrophY

M,
Cho.ce

$45 $33 $22 $15 $10

Ribbons

J ucIp03
Cho.Ce

TED BILLINGTON CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AND
THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Murray, Kentucky
presents—
THREE YEAR OLD WALKING HORSE

Class 8

To be shown at a flat walk and running walk; canter not required.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Thurman Furniture, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

Chooce

J udijei
Crootce

$60 $40 $25 $15 $10

Ribbons

PAGE
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FRIDAY NIGHT -APRIL 18, 1980
Class 9

FRIEND OF KENTUCKY CHARITY HORSE SHOW
-presents-JUNIOR EXHIBITOR THREE-GAITED HORSE

Riders 17 years and under. Mare or gelding, over 14.2, any age, to
be ridden by a
junior exhibitor, 17 years old or younger. To be shown at the walk,
trot and canter, and judged on manners, quality and performance.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Boone's Laundry and Cleaners, Murray,
Kentucky.

Trophy

$45 $33 $22 $15 $10

Ribbons

My
Chobe

Class 10

PARKER POPCORN COMPANY, INC.
Murray, Kentucky
presents
AMATEUR HARNESS PONY

To be shown by an amateur, pony to be 50- and under, 4 wheel vehicle.
To be
shown at an animated park trot, extreme speed to be penalized: and
animated
walk.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Holiday Inn, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

My
Chok•

$45 $33 $22 $15 $10—Ribbons

Judges
Cholas

•

4\iraisommassassamoussussis•77--
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FRIDAY NIGHT - APRIL 18, 1980

SECURITY FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray, Kentucky
presents
THREE YEAR OLD WALKING STALLIONS AND GELDINGS

aoss 11

To be shown at a flat walk and running walk; canter not required.

Trophy and Ribbons donated by Vinson Tractor Company, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60--$40--$25--.-$15--$1O

My
Cho.ca

Ribbons

J udgee
Choice

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.

Class 12

and
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents-SHOW PLEASURE WALKING HORSE

To be ridden by an amateur. To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter. The horse should be well mannered, should stand quietly, and back readily.
Set tails and boots or action devices are prohibited. Pads are permitted.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by The Bob Hibbard's, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy--$60—$40—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons

My
Choice

J °Igoe
Choice

-

CHARITY HORSE SHOW
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FRIDAY NIGHT - APRIL 18, 1980
Class 13

EMERINE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
JUNIOR FIVE-GAITED HORSE

Four years old and under. To be shown at a walk, trot, slow gait, rack and canter.
The DR. and MRS. ROB MASON MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY donated by Captain U.S.N. (Retired) and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest. Won in 1978 by Watch Out, owned
by Young's Development Company Harrisburg, Illinois. Won in 1979 by Famed
Comedian, owned by Helen Bogard, Danville, Kentucky. Replica Trophy and Ribbons donated by Enix Interiors, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—S60--$40—$25—$15—$10—Ribbons

My
Croke

Judges
Chola

4
•

/
%
•
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•
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FRIDAY NIGHT - APRIL 18, 1980

Oass 14

CLEAVER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,INC.
Murray, Kentucky
—presents -OPEN FOX TROT HORSE

To be shown at a walk and fox trot.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., Murray, Kentucky

Trophy—$45—$33—$22—$15—$10—Ribbons

My
Chotce

Judge.]
Choroe

Class 15

DAKOTA FEED AND GRAIN RESTAURANT
and
PAGLIAI S PIZZA and ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Murray, Kentucky
presents
WALKING HORSES 15.2 or UNDER OPEN

To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Buckingham-Ray LTD and Graham And Jackson
Trophy

My
Cho.ce

$60 $40 $25

$15 $10—Ribbons

Judges
Cmo.ce

•

•

•
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SUE AND CHARLIE'S RESTAURANT
Aurora, Kentucky
presents
AMATEUR FIVE-GAITED HORSE

To be shown by an amateur. To be shown at a walk, trot, canter, slow-gait and
rack both ways of the ring.
The DR. F. E. CRAWFORD MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY donated by Mrs. Finney Crawford, Murray, Kentucky. Won in 1977 by Sabur's Stilletto owned by
Golden Meadows Farm, Benton, Kentucky. Won in 1978 by Day-For-Night, owned
by Mr. and Mrs. Richard Shepard, Beverly Hills, California. Won in 1979 by Night
Moves, owned by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lendberger, Elizabethtown, Kentucky.
Replica Trophy and Ribbons donated in Memory of Dr. F. E. Crawford by Dr. and
Mrs. Philip Crawford, Lexington, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60—$40—$25--$15—$10—Ribbons
:
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FRIDAY NIGHT - APRIL 18, 1980
Class 17

SCODEN, INC. •
—presents—
OPEN ENGLISH PLEASURE HORSE

No set tails or boots, any age, walk, canter and favorite gait. Entries not elibible
for class 18.
Trophy and Ribbons donate,' by Pier I Imports, Belair Center, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

Chace

J udpay
Choice

••••••••••••••••••••••

ittv.:(1
Uarstouched
Linpson vino, Few

$60 $40 $25 $15 $10

Ribbons
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW
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Our Sincere Thanks
For Special Contributions

Emerald Ridge Farms
Grand Rivers, Ky.

Reed Crushed Stone
Gilbertsville, Ky.
-

Murray
Electric System
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

LAG

SATURDAY NIGHT -APRIL 19, 1980
Class 18

PEOPLES BANK
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
AMERICAN SADDLEBRED THREE-GAITED PLEASURE

HORSE

(mare or gelding)
Amateur or junior exhibitor. To be shown at a flat
walk, square trot, and canter
both ways of the ring. Stand quietly and back readil
y. To be judged on manners,
performance, conformation and neatness of attire.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by P.S.R. Computer
ServiceS',`Mbrray, Kentu

cRi-

Trophy

My
Choice

$60 $40 $25 $15 $10

-

Ribbons

J udgee
Choc*

Oass 19
DAIRYMANS SUPPLY, INC.
Mayfield, Kentucky
and
MR. GATTI'S OF MURRAY AND PADUCAH,
KY.
—presents-TWO YEAR OLD WALKING STALLIONS AND
GELDINGS
To be shown at a flat walk and running walk; canter
not required.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Farmer's Grain
and Seed Company, Murray, Kentucky
Trophy

My
Choice

$60 $40 $25 $15 .$10

Ribbons

Judges
Choice

•

•

SE SHOW
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CHARM HORSE SHOW

-SATURDAY NIGHT -APRIL 19, 1980
Class 20
PEOPLES BANK
Murray, Kentucky
—presents-OPEN ROADSTER PONY
(50- and under)

To be shown at a jog, road gait and at speed.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Peoples Bank, Murray..Kentucky
Trophy
My
aloe).

$60 $40—$25--$15—$10—Ribbons

Judges
Cholo•

Class 21
HUTSON CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.
Murray, Kentucky
presents
AMATEUR WALKING HORSE OPEN

To be ridden by an amateur. To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and a canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Parker Ford, Inc., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

•

$60 $40 $25 $15 $10

Ribbons
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 19, 1980
Class 22

EMERINE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
Murray, Kentucky
--pretents
AMERICAN SADDLEBRED FIVE-GAITED PLEASURE HORSE
(mare or gelding)
Amateur or junior exhibitor. To be shown at a flat walk, square trot, slow-gait,
moderate rack and canter both ways of the ring. To stand quietly and back
readily. To be judged on performance, manners, conformation and neatness of
attire.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Emerine Construction Company, Inc., Murray,
Kentucky.
Trophy—$60—$40—$25=$15-.$10--Ribbons

My

Judges

Ch0/011

ChO1011

Class 23

FISHER PRICE TOYS
Murray, Kentucky
- presents
STYLE RACKING HORSE

N.
English equipment, to be shown at a walk and rack, with emphasis
on style and
performance.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Purdom and Thurman Real Estate, Murray,
Ky.
Tr-ophy -$60

$40

$25- $15—$10—Ribbons
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SATURDAY NIGHT - APRIL 19, 1980
Class 24

THE HOKE COMPANY, INC.
Beaver Dam, Kentucky
-presentsOPEN FINE HARNESS PONY

50- and under to be shown at an animat
ed park trot, ,extreme speed to be
penalized: and an animated walk. Ponies to be
exhibited to an appropriate 4
wheel vehicle.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by The Cherry's Murray
and Paducah, Kentucky.
Trophy

My
Chooce

$60 $40 $25

$15 $10

Ribbons

Judge.
,
Choice

it*

BANK OF MURRAY
Murray, Kentucky
--presents—
JUVENILE WALKING HORSE
(mare or gelding)

Class 25

o

-

To be ridden by an exhibitor 17 years or under. To
be shown at a flat walk, running walk and canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Murray Lumber
Company, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy

My
Choice

Judges
Cholos

$45 $33 $22 $15 $10---Ribbons
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SATURDAY NIGHT -APRIL 19, 1980
10.

Class 26

WSJP RADIO STATION
Murray, Kentucky
—presents-FOUR YEAR OLD WALKING MARES

To be shown at a flat walk, running walk and canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Twin Lakes Office Products, Inc., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy
My
Choice

J uolg es
Choice

11A73, toranouctoo

$60 $40 $25 $15 $10

Ribbons
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SATURDAY NIGHT - APRIL 19, 1980
Clan 27

EMERALD RIDGE FARMS
Grand Rivers, Kentucky
—presents -$500 OPEN THREE-GAITED HORSE

Roached mane and tail. To be shown at
a walk, trot and canter both ways of the
ring.
The SIMMONS CHALLENGE TROPHY donated by
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey W. Simmons, Sr. Won in 1977 by Dream Street Dude, owned
by Golden Meadows Farms,
Benton, Ky. Won in 1978 by Dream Street Dude,
owned by Debbie Hagerman,
Owensboro, Kentucky. Won in 1979 by Fox Glove
owned by Gordon Jenkins and
Ray Pitman, Harrodsburg, Kentucky. Replica Troph
y and Ribbons donated by Betsy's Hallmark Card and Gift Shop, Benton, Kentuc
ky.
My

J udgis

Choke

Cnolos

Trophy—$180—$140—$100—$60—$20--Ribbons
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

PAGE t5 TH

'SATURDAY NIGHT - APRIL 19, 1980
;

MR. AND MRS. JOHN WILLIAMS
Paducah Kentucky
—presents-FOUR YEAR OLD WALKING HORSE

Class 28
IFS

To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Carroll Volkswagen -Audi-Mazda, Inc., Murray,
Kentucky.
Trophy—$60—$40 —$25—$15 $10

Cho,ce

Ribbons

Judges
Choice

Class 29

FREED COTHAM COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky
—presents-FINE HARNESS HORSE

To be shown to an appropriate 4 wheel vehicle, to be shown at an animated park
trot and an animated walk.
Trophy and,Ribbons donated by Ward-Elkins, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60 --$40—$25--$15—$10—Ribbons
My
Osseo,

Judges
Choice
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

a

SATURDAY NIGHT-APRIL 19, 1980
gh

Class 30

BANK OF MURRAY
Murray, Kentucky
---presents
OPEN RACKING HORSE

English equipment, protective boots permitted.
The GEORGE S. HART MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Landolt. Won in 1977 by Jubilee, owned by Gene Rickman, Murray, Ky. Won
in 1978 by Shows Danny Boy, owned by Donnie Little, Kenton, Tennessee. Won
in 1979 by Midnight Special owned by Joe Carter, Marion, Illinois. Replica Trophy
and Ribbons donated by Landolt and Goldberg, Inc., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy-1$85—$60__$40_825---$15 Ribbons

My
Cholce

•••

Judges
Choice

,
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

PAGE

SATURDAY NIGHT - APRIL 19, 1980
•

HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
of Paducah and Murray, Kentucky
—presents —
ROAD HORSE TO BIKE

Class 31

To be shown at a jog, road gait, and at speed. Colors up.
Trophy and Ribbons donated by Corn-Austin Company, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$60--$40---$25 $15

My
co

$10

Ribbons

Judges
Choke

Class 32
REED CRUSHED STONE
Gilbertsville, Kentucky
--presents—
OPEN WALKING HORSE

To be shown at a flat walk, running walk, and canter.
The MORGAN E. SISK MEMORIAL CHALLENGE TROPHY won in 1979 by Copy's Unforgettable owned by Jackie McConnell Tanner, Union City, Tenn. Replica Trophy
and Ribbons donated by Stokes Tractor and Implement Company, Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$180—$1116—$100—$60 $20 Ribbons

My
Choice

J odg OS
Chome

•

t•
•:or

•

r
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

SATURDAY NIGHT - APRIL 19, 1980
Class 33

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Murray, Kentucky
—presents—
$500 OPEN FIVE-GAITED HORSE
To be shown at a walk, trot, canter, slow gait and
rack both ways of the ring.
The FRANK A. STUBBLEFIELD MEMORIAL CHALLEN
GE CUP donated by the family.
Won in 1977 and 1978 by Attache, owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Julian B. Thomas,
Mayfield, Ky. Won in 1979 by Skyline Commander
owned by Helen Bogard, Danville, Kentucky. Replica Trophy and Ribbons donated
by Don Faughn Enterprises,
Inc., Murray, Kentucky.
Trophy—$180—$140—$100—$60—$20—Ribbons

My
Orvoias

Judos*
Chola

Unretc.13ched
ter
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CHARITY HORSE SHOW

We extend our special thanks to the
Jones Landscaping and Juanita's Flowers,Inc.
for their generous contribution
toward the beauty and success of this year's event.

This coupon is provided for use by
anyone desiring to become a patron
for the 1981 Charity Horse Show.
Please complete the coupon and a
horse show worker will contact you
at a later date.

Name
Address
City
Telephone

, State

A Country Ham
Has Been Donated By
Gibson Ham Company
Which Will Be Given By
Drawing To One Of The
Exhibitors At The
Hospitality Party
On Friday-Night

